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ABSTRACT
A program of testing and evaluation for three sites on a creek called Sandy Run in the Cherry
Point area of the Naval Submarine Support Base at Kings Bay was conducted by the Jeffrey L.
Brown Institute of Archaeology, University of Tennessee at Chattanooga. Sampling strategies
varied among the sites but all testing employed 1 x 2 m excavation units sifted through quarter-inch
mesh screen. Assemblages included ceramics and lithics from early prehistoric nonshell deposits,
ceramics, lithics, and faunal remains from later prehistoric surface shell middens, and a wide range
of late 18th/early 19th century domestic and agricultural artifacts from the sheet midden at a historic
site. Datable, interpretable features were defined in each site. All three sites were found to contain
significant cultural remains in a good state of preservation with little evidence of modern
disturbance. The Frohock Point Historic Site, 9Cam183, was the home of the John King family in
the period 1791 to 1823. The administrative center of this small plantation, associated domestic
activity areas, and a possible slave quarters area were defined. The Frohock Point Prehistoric Site,
9Cam184, was found to be a large, diffuse prehistoric site with Late Archaic, Transitional, and
Savannah period components well-represented. The Mallard Creek Site, 9Cam185, is a Swift
Creek period site, underlain by a Late Archaic component, which shows a settlement pattern
contrasting with that of the Swift Creek component at the Kings Bay Site. The previously
determined eligibility of each site for the National Register of Historic Places was confirmed by
this study. Preservation is strongly recommended as the preferred alternative for managing these
cultural resources. Preservation will balance the large amount of site destruction, through research
and construction, that has taken place at Kings Bay since 1977 and will ensure that at least some
of the cultural resources in this area will be available for study in the future. In the event that
preservation is not feasible, further archaeological research will be required; goals and foci
appropriate for each site are outlined.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Purpose and Scope
The purpose of this report is to document the research accomplished during Phase II testing
at three archaeological sites at Kings Bay, Georgia. The work was performed by The Jeffrey L.
Brown Institute of Archaeology of the University of Tennessee at Chattanooga under contract
number N68248-83-C-0320 with the U. S. Department of the Navy. The sites are the Frohock
Point Historic Site (9Cam183), the Frohock Point Prehistoric Site (9Cam184), and the Mallard
Creek Site (9Cam185); all are located on the Kings Bay Naval Submarine Base, in Camden
County, near St. Marys, Georgia. Figure 1-1 shows the location of the research area. These sites
were investigated in order to evaluate their eligibility' for nomination to the National Register of
Historic Places. The sites were described as potentially eligible following their discovery in the
course of a survey performed in 1977-78 (Smith 1978). Subsequently, the Georgia State Historic
Preservation Officer found them eligible for listing, along with 24 other sites at Kings Bay. An
evaluation of the sites is required at this time because the Navy plans to develop this part of the
base as a recreation area.
The methodological level of the research undertaken in this study is Phase II (Secondary
Testing) level research. Primary objectives are delineation of the extent, content, depth, integrity,
and range of variability within sites discovered during Phase I (Survey) level research. As
operationalized for these three sites, Phase II testing involved excavation of a large number of
relatively small (1 x 2 m) stratigraphic tests with controlled recovery of artifacts from all tests and
complete recovery of soil, dating, and subsistence samples in special cases. In most cases,
detailed analysis of special samples was not planned; instead, it was intended simply that the nature
of special samples available for analysis be accurately determined. For example, 1/16 inch mesh
screened samples of subsistence features were studied for amount of bone present and quality of
preservation so that realistic estimates of the amount of zooarchaeological effort required for
complete analysis could be made. In the event that Phase III (Data Collection) level research is
recommended and necessary due to anticipated impacts, the samples collected during Phase II are
available to augment Phase HI assemblages.
Previous Studies
Phase I survey work was initiated in 1977 as part of the DEIS preparation effort by the Navy
while Kings Bay was still the Army's Military Ocean Terminal at Kings Bay (MOTKI). The
survey was conducted by the University of Florida under contract with PLANTEC, a subsidiary of
Renolds, Smith and Hills, of Jacksonville. Dr. Charles H. Fairbanks served as principal
investigator and Robin Smith directed the fieldwork, performed the analysis, and wrote the final
report (Smith 1978). Work involved one month of preliminary research, nine months of field
survey with a crew of four, and six months of report preparation. The survey methodology
included reconnaissance of 100 percent of the firelanes on the base, giving roughly equivalent
coverage to all environmental zones, and systematic subsurface sampling of archaeologically
sensitive areas. These areas included high land adjacent to the salt marsh and/or freshwater
streams and areas of historic activity discovered through documentary research. Thirty-four
aboriginal and historic sites were discovered, defined and sampled, 27 of these were judged
potentially eligible for nomination to the National Register of Historic Places. It was found that
aboriginal sites at Kings Bay are primarily oystershell middens deposited along the edge of the
marsh. They range in age from Late Archaic, beginning about 1000 B.C., to Mission phase,
ending around A.D. 1700. Euro-American sites include late 18th- and early 19th-century
plantations and small homesteads. It was recommended that further testing be conducted at any of
the 27 potentially eligible sites threatened by base development.
While field survey was in progress immediate threats to two sites resulted in the initiation of
Phase II and III work in the winter of 1978. This research was conducted by a University of
1

Figure 1-1. Location of the Research Area at Kings Bay, Camden County, on the lower Georgia
Coast.
1

Florida Archaeological Field School under the direction of Dr. Don Rice. Robert A. Johnson
supervised the fieldwork and analysis and wrote the report (Johnson 1978). The sites were Mill
Creek Shell Midden A, 9Cam167, and the King Plantation Outbuilding Site, 9Carn173. The
former proved to be a multicomponent site containing pottery representing virtually every
aboriginal occupation from Late Archaic through Mission period. The latter was a plantation
period specialized activity area probably associated with the Thomas King Plantation, 9Cam172,
which fronted on the bay.
By 1979 the Navy had identified primary impact areas for initial stages of development
together with the sites involved. The University of Florida entered into a contract for testing at a
series of ten sites, including four of the largest sites on the base. Dr. Charles H. Fairbanks again
served as Principal Investigator and Robin Smith led the research team, which included Chad
Braley, Nina Borremans, and Marian Saffer in the field; Elizabeth Reitz joined the team during
analysis (Smith, Braley, Borremans and Reitz 1981). Phase II testing was carried out over a 6
month period during the fall and winter of 1979/80; analysis and report preparation took place
during the following twelve months.
The organization and scale of the Phase II project allowed systematic testing of the six
prehistoric and four historic sites under study and provided information on a number of significant
research topics. For the series of sites sampled, it was determined that a nonshell LatArchaic
occupation is present in two locations and that Deptford period components are present but not
extensive. A large Swift Creek period deposit, unusual for the Camden County area, was
discovered. Mississippian period components were found to be numerous and varied, reflecting
the population increase and greater organizational complexity recognized for this period elsewhere
in the Southeast. Both early and late Mississippian period ceramic components exhibited
significant differences from their counterparts on the northern Georgia coast. The earlier
Mississippian component, termed Wilmington/Savannah, lacked check stamping and contained
few sherds which combined heavy cord marking with grog tempering. A St. Johns-related
assemblage containing sponge spicule "tempered" wares in addition to sandy or gritty cord marked
sherds appeared to represent the late Mississippian period occupation in the area. A subsistence
adaptation characterized by heavy reliance on estuarine resources was observed at most of the
prehistoric sites, while repeated occupation of the bluff edge reflects the general coastal pattern of
settlement. Historic period sites were found to represent at least four socioeconomic levels: upper
class planter, middle class planter, slave, and low status, non-slaveholding white. At the middle
class planter's site (the Kings Bay Plantation Site, 9Cam172), an early slave settlement was
defined. This site appears to differ from other coastal slave sites in the presence of a high
proportion of slipware bowls and a heavy reliance on beef. Significant differences in ceramic
assemblages were interpreted as reflecting differing socioeconomic statuses between the residents
of the Kings Bay Plantation Site, 9Cam172, and Marianna Plantation, 9Cam174. The observation
that the planter's diet included a large proportion of wild game confirms a pattern reported at other
plantation period sites. The low status white subsistence sample was characterized by a low
dependence on domesticants.
The secondary testing program laid the groundwork for a third phase of research which is
still in progress. Three of the ten sites studied in Phase II were found to be both significant and
threatened by projected development. These sites were the Kings Bay Site, 9Cam.171(partial), the
Devils Walkingstick Site, 9Cam177, and the Kings Bay Plantation Site, 9Cam172. A preliminary
proposal for data recovery at these sites was written by the Phase II researchers (Wayne and Smith
1980); the Phase III team was designed to include three site archaeologists, a ceramist, and a
zooarchaeologist. It was anticipate that the three site specialists would produce interpretive
studies while the ceramist and zooarchaeolgist would conduct intersite comparative studies. In
1981 Dr. William H. Adams was hired to head the investigation effort which involved a fivemonth period of fieldwork during the summer of 1981 with a field crew averaging 30 persons. As
of this writing the final report on Phase III is in draft form (Adams 1984). Wherever possible
information from this report is incorporated for comparative purposes.
Since the initiation of Phase III research, the University of Florida has conducted several
other testing projects at Kings Bay, including: limited testing in and south of the Etowah Park area
3

of the Kings Bay Site (9Cam171): Phase II testing at Outlier A (9Cam168); Phase II testing at the
Cedar Bluff (9Cam168) and John King (9Cam182) sites; Phase H testing at the Ricefield/Harmony
Hall (9Cam194) and West Bank (9Cam195) sites; and limited testing at the North River Site
(9Cam190). Among these, the information from the two sites in the Cherry Point area, 9Cam186
and 9Cam182, is particularly relevant to the present study. Preliminary data have been included in
this evaluation. Unfortunately, most of these studies are not yet available in final form.
In January of 1983 the Jeffrey L. Brown Institute at UTC undertook Phase II testing at the
Cherry Point Prehistoric Site, 9Cam187 (see Figure 2-1). A two-week field session, similar in
scope and intensity to the research reported here, detected St. Simons, Savannah, and Sutherland
Bluff period components, but few features or discrete deposits, at this site. The Late Archaic
ceramic component does exhibit some of the Transitional attributes which also appear at 9Cam183,
184, and 185 (see Figure 25 in Smith 1984).
Work is currently in progress at two other Kings Bay sites: 9Cam171N, the north end of the
Kings Bay site; and 9Cam188, the Davis Farm Site. The former is of interest because it is close to
the Cherry Point area and probably contains related components. The latter is methodologically
significant. It is the only site at Kings Bay which is located in an open, cultivated field where
mechanical stripping of the plowzone and broad-scale exposure of subplowzone features is
feasible. It is expected that this approach to excavations will yield information about site structure
that has not been available from previous excavations which employed 1 x 2 m test pits. These
projects are being conducted by the Institute. In addition, two other contracts for investigation of
small sections of 9Cam171 near 9Cam171N have been awarded to two different independent
consultants.
Personnel and Schedule
Fieldwork took place over a ten-week period from January 23 through March 30, 1984, and
was preceded by a one-week period of documentary and historical research in Camden County.
The Project Director, R. Bruce Council, conducted the documentary research and directly
supervised all aspects of the field research. The Principal Investigator, Dr. Nicholas Honerkamp,
made two supervisory visits to inspect work in progress, review historical resources, and conduct
interviews of informants concerning 20th century occupations at site 9Cam183. He also made an
oral presentation of fieldwork results to OICC Trident representatives on completion of fieldwork.
The CoPrincipal Investigator, Dr. Robin Smith, made three one-week supervisory visits to review
progress and to devise modifications of the research design for the prehistoric sites. Field
Assistants for the project were Sheron L. Yount, Laboratory Manager at the Institute, and Rebecca
Saunders, M.A. Candidate in Archaeology, Department of Anthropology, University of Florida.
The crew of seven Field Technicians included: two residents of Camden County, Carolyn Rock
(M.A. in Anthropology, University of Georgia) and Linda Dunn; four students or recent graduates
of UTC, Lynda Lancaster, Robert Lambdin, David Pasko, and David Tyrer; and two University of
Florida graduates, Betty Leigh Hutcheson and Tom DesJean (now M.A. Candidate in
Archaeology, U of F). In addition, three UTC students participated briefly in the field research
during spring break: Sandra Zitkus, Beth Temple, and Carol Dickert. All of the Field Technicians
were familiar with the archaeology of the Kings Bay area either as a consequence of previous
fieldwork there or through participation in a Laboratory Methods class taught by Dr. Honerkamp
which utilized as teaching materials the research collection from the Cherry Point Prehistoric Site
(Smith 1984).
Laboratory analysis was conducted during the subsequent 20-week period and involved the
following individuals: Sheron Yount, Laboratory Manager; Lynda Lancaster, Laboratory
Assistant; and Robert Lambdin, David Pasko, and Beth Temple, Laboratory Technicians.
Honerkamp and Council reviewed the classification and identification of historic materials while
Smith analyzed prehistoric materials.

4

Curation of Research Collection
Artifacts and documentation from previous research projects at Kings Bay are curated at the
Florida State Museum in Gainesville. Arrangements have been made to house the research
collections from the present study at the same location so they will be available for study by
qualified scholars and students and for display. The artifact collection will be stored on the
Anthropology range while the zooarchaeological materials will be placed in long-term storage
facilities maintained by the Natural Sciences department. Accession numbers for the collections
have not yet been assigned.
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Chapter 2
NATURAL AND CULTURAL SETTING
Site Locations
Archaeological sites 9Cam183, 9Cam184, and 9Cam185 are situated in a belt of hardwood
hammock adjacent to the marshes drained by Marianna Creek, north of Kings Bay. This hammock
is roughly coterminous with the extent of the Cainhoy Fine Sand soil association in this area,
which lies on the relict Pleistocene shoreline known as the Princess Ann Formation. Early plat
maps, drawn when this land was first granted to Euro-American settlers, also show a belt of
hardwood forest along the marsh, with pine flatwoods beginning 50 to 100 m inland. Thus the
linear distribution of aboriginal sites along the coast appears to be an adaptive response to natural
resource distribution.
During the survey conducted in 1977-78, the more-or-less continuous, multicomponent
deposit of aboriginal shell midden and artifacts which runs along the seaward edge of the mainland
was subdivided, on the basis of natural barriers, recent cultural disturbances, recent cultural
boundaries, and identifiable archaeological components, into several sites (Smith 1978). In part,
subdivision of sites in the Cherry Point area was a matter of convenience, allowing easier handling
and assessment of discrete areas of the Navy base. One might argue that all sites along the
shoreline are part of a single archaeological phenomenon and constitute a single site, or conversely,
that the delineated sites should be further subdivided to more accurately reflect locations of
individual temporal components. The site boundaries shown in Figure 2-1 and used to organize
this research represent a compromise arrived at during the survey and maintained through use as a
cultural resources management tool. Site 9Caml 85 (the Mallard Creek Site) is separated from the
Cedar Bluff Site (9Cam186) to the north by a branch of Sandy Run, previously Mallard Creek,
and a short stretch of woods which did not produce positive survey tests. Also, it was distinctive
in that it included a high proportion of Swift Creek series pottery. Site 9Cam184, the Frohock
Point Prehistoric Site, is separated from 9Cam185 by a branch of Sandy Run. 9Cam184 is
defined as extending all the way to the eastern extreme of Frohock Point and continuing southward
along the shore almost to the northern perimeter fence of the base, where 9Cam171 begins. The
historic period site, 9Cam183 is delineated from the underlying prehistoric site 9Cam184 on the
basis of temporal identity, but is contained entirely within the boundaries of the earlier site
(9Cam184).
While these sites are defined as spatially separate entities, they share a number of natural
environmental features and they were tested using equivalent techniques to allow recombination
and comparison of data. Differences in the samples from each site, in terms of relative coverage,
do occur for several reasons. With respect to cultural resource management goals, this difference
affects the precision of boundary definition. Site boundaries are defined best at 9Caml 85 as a
consequence of the 50-cm shovel test array which was used to recover data for horizontal
stratification of the site. At most points around the perimeter of the site, at least two sterile tests, at
10-m intervals, were dug before the edge of the site was said to have been determined (at 5 m past
the last positive test). At 9Cam183 the area defined as the historic site on the basis of survey data
was subjected to Phase II testing. Not all of the tests produced historic site materials. On the other
hand, one area not previously defined as part of the historic site did yield evidence of late 18th or
early 19th century activity, probably related to the King occupation. Testing at 9Cam183 and at
9Cam185 was carried out at roughly equivalent levels of coverage. At 9Carril 84, however, due to
the large size of the site, a much smaller sample was collected. Sampling was organized around
arbitrarily selected 50-rn sampling blocks widely dispersed over the site. While the total coverage
provided by the combined blocks is only about 25 percent of the coverage at 9Caml 83 and
9Cam185, within individual blocks at 9Caml84 test units are dispersed at the same density as at
the other two sites. Statements about the untested portions of Site 9Cam184 may be made by
analogy to the nearest sampling block but the interval between blocks is too large for linear
interpolation between blocks to be valid. Thus it is possible to say that the presence of certain
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Figure 2-1. Locations of Archaeological Sites in the Cherry Point Area at Kings Bay, Camden
County, Georgia.
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types of artifacts in a particular block suggests the possibility of similar materials in a nearby area
of interest. However, it would not be valid to infer that the frequency of a particular artifact type in
an area of interest halfway between two blocks is equal to the average of the frequencies for the
two blocks. Whether or not this limitation on evaluation of Site 9Cam184 is an impediment to
cultural resource management depends upon the planned use of the site.
Natural Setting
This section provides information on the environment at Cherry Point and in the Kings Bay
vicinity which is essential to understanding the ways in which previous residents of the area made
a living and organized their lives. Because Kings Bay and the coastal region have been the focus
of many detailed studies within the last decade, this presentation is a brief overview. In depth
studies of various aspects of the coastal environment are available in the following: Hillestad,
Shanholtzer and Shanholtzer 1974; Hillestad, Bozeman, Johnson, Berisford and Richardson 1975;
DEIS 1978; Rigdon and Green 1980; Larson 1980; Reitz 1979; Smith et al. 1981; Quitmyer 1985.
The Lower Coastal Plain
The study area lies within the portion of the Atlantic Coastal Plain physiographic province
that is bordered by a chain of barrier islands, stretching from Anastasia Island in northeast Florida
to North Island, South Carolina. Inland, this region was a broad expanse of longleaf pine, broken
at intervals by hardwood floodplain forests along the many rivers that cut through the sandy soils
of the coastal plain on their way to the sea. The monospecific character of the longleaf pine forest
so impressed early European visitors to the southeast that many referred to it as the "pine barrens."
Larson has discussed this phenomenon and its significance for aboriginal populations in
considerable detail (1980:35-65). The pine forest offered little in the way of useful floral or faunal
resources and was not permanently occupied by aboriginal groups in the late prehistoric period.
Thus the interior portion of the lower coastal plain was a zone of low density settlement which, to a
large extent, separated Piedmont cultures from Lower Coastal Plain cultures.
Along the coast, a distinctive, ecologically varied sector of the coastal plain supported a much
larger aboriginal population. This coastal sector has been discussed by Larson in terms of three
sections: the strand section, the delta section, and the lagoon and marsh section (1980:6-22). The
strand section, lying along the Atlantic shore of the barrier islands, is composed of a series of fairly
dynamic microenvironments, none of which offered a stable base for long-term aboriginal
occupation or resource exploitation. No large mammals or economically important plants regularly
occur here. However, the beaches were probably visited periodically for collection of seasonally
or incidentally occurring resources, such as nesting sea turtles and their eggs or stranded sea
mammals.
The delta section of the coastal sector includes the areas surrounding the mouths of
freshwater rivers flowing into the sea. These are typically brackish areas; vegetation is dominated
by species such as bald cypress (Taxodium distichum), tupelo (Nyssa aquatica), and other watertolerant hardwoods. Like the strand section, the delta section of the coastal sector would have
offered a poor base for permanent habitation but contained seasonally occurring resources of
potential importance. These included anadromous fishes, which entered the rivers to spawn in
spring and summer and which could have been harvested in quantity over short periods of time.
The third part of the coastal sector, the lagoon and marsh section, extends landward from the
mature dunes along the strand inland as far as the beginning of the pine barrens. This section
encompasses the interface between land and sea, including salt marshes and tidal creeks, the inland
waterway, lagoons, and high ground. Tidal action within the aquatic zones of this section results
in a high energy, low-stability, ecologically immature system. Species adapted to this kind of
environment are typically generalized and short-lived, produce numerous offspring, disperse
easily, and are able to colonize rapidly. The salt marsh and lagoon system provided a nursery area
for many species--marine fishes, shrimp, crabs, oysters, and clams--which the aboriginal
populations harvested in large quantities using simple technologies. The high land bordering the
estuary was covered by a hardwood forest which afforded sheltered, well-drained habitation sites
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and many food resources, such as acorns, hickory nuts, fruits, berries, and potherbs. These plant
foods also attracted deer, raccoon, opposum, turkey, and other species which could be hunted.
For later aboriginal populations, cleared areas within the hammock supported small horticultural
plots. In addition, construction materials, firewood, and fresh water were readily available in the
hardwood hammocks.
Together the strand, delta, and marsh and lagoon sections display the habitat variety, species
diversity, and resource abundance typical of ecotones. It was this ecotonal conjunction of
terrestrial and estuarine resources which attracted aboriginal populations to the coast and made it
possible for them to subsist there on a permanent or semipermanent basis. A more detailed picture
of how this was accomplished may be obtained by examining the environmental characteristics of
the Kings Bay locality.
Kings Bay
The Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS 1978 and supplements) prepared by the
U.S. Navy in conjunction with development of Kings Bay contains a comprehensive compilation
of published information and original research concerning the local environment. Sections of an
ecological study of the Georgia coast are also highly relevant (Johnson, Hillestad, Shanholtzer and
Shanholtzer 1974). The information which follows was extracted primarily from these sources,
with other contributions as cited.
The lower Georgia coast offers a mild climate, with hot, humid summers moderated by sea
breezes and short, cool winters with brief cold spells and only rare snow. Frost seldom occurs
before mid-November or after mid-March. Average annual rainfall is 51.5 inches, with much of
this occurring during the summer and early fall when afternoon thunderstorms are common.
The Kings Bay vicinity may be characterized as an area of low elevation and minor
topographic relief. Deposits representing the three most recent episodes of sea level rise constitute
the major features of the local landscape: the Pamlico, Princess Ann, and Silver Bluff formations.
The Pamlico formation represents an advance of the sea during the Pleistocene to an elevation 25 to
30 ft above present mean sea level. At Kings Bay it appears as the two areas of higher elevation:
one is located at the main gate; the other is further north on Spur 40, in the vicinity of the former
county landfill. These areas appear as Pottsburg Sand zones on the soils map (Rigdon and Green
1980, sheets 78, 84). Typically, this soil type supports a xeric hardwood or mixed pine and xeric
hardwood vegetation association.
More extensive and distinctive in the research area is the relict Princess Ann shoreline. This
deposit forms high bluffs, 10 to 25 ft above sea level, in a linear band along the edge of the salt
marshes drained by Marianna Creek and Kings Bay. The Princess Ann formation is composed of
unconsolidated sands and silts and appears on the soils map as the Cainhoy Fine Sand Association.
A mixed hardwood hammock, dominated by live oak (Quercus virginiana) occurs on this soil type.
It was along these bluffs that aboriginal inhabitants of the Kings Bay vicinity found convenient
access to most of the amenities offered by the coastal sector: high, dry, well-drained soils,
hammock and estuarine resources, firewood, building materials, fresh water, and water
transportation routes. Most of the aboriginal sites present at Kings Bay occur on Cainhoy soils.
The third and youngest Pleistocene marine terrace in the research area is the Silver Bluff
formation, rising 5 to 8 ft above mean sea level. It includes the series of deposits which underlies
most of the salt marsh, intracoastal flats, and barrier islands. Mandarin Fine Sand is the
predominant soil type on the Silver Bluff terrace. In most cases, this shoreline was not a zone of
aboriginal habitation but it certainly figured importantly as the scene of estuarine resource
exploitation.
Among inorganic resources exploited by Southeastern Indians, clay and stone figure
prominently. Clay would have been available to Kings Bay inhabitants at two locations: from the
beds underlying the linear, freshwater swamps between the Pamlico and Princess Ann shorelines,
and from deposits in the marsh, exposed along tidal creeks at low tide. Saffer has recently studied
sources and characteristics of clays used by aboriginal populations of the lower Georgia coast
(1979). She found that local clays in their natural state contained sizes and amounts of quartz
aplastics similar to those sizes and amounts present in aboriginal pottery. Thus it cannot be
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assumed that "sand tempered" pottery is always the result of the addition of quartz particles to the
clay by the aboriginal potter. Espenshade recently completed a similar study based on six clay
samples from within 15 km of Kings Bay (1985). He concludes that, with the exception of St.
Johns and Weeden Island pottery, local clays were used for pottery manufacture. Espenshade also
uses the shape of quartz grains in the paste to distinguish between natural inclusions and added
temper. On the assumption that waterworn quartz particles do not occur naturally in clay deposits,
he concludes that all grit was added temper. some sand particles were angular, and therefore
natural, but in Orange, Refuge, some Deptford, and some Savannah sherds he found rounded
grains suggestive of added temper.
Lithic resources, in contrast, were virtually nonexistent in the immediate area. No siliceous
rock outcrops occur in the vicinity and the only naturally-occurring stone is in the form of
occasional river cobbles and gravels carried downriver from piedmont sources. A few simple tools
made from river-worn quartzite pebbles 3 to 4 cm in diameter were recovered from the Kings Bay
Site (Smith et a1,1981:452, 459, 460).
Freshwater sources at Kings Bay are small, perennial creeks which drain the several long,
narrow sloughs within the pine flatwoods. These sloughs, oriented parallel to the relict shorelines,
accumulate and store surface runoff. The water flows out into the salt marsh via low-velocity,
tannin-stained natural streams which cut through the Princess Ann formation.
All of the naturally-occurring soils in the project area are acidic, with a low natural fertility.
All except the Cainhoy and Pottsburg sands have severe limitations for agriculture due to extreme
wetness. Cainhoy and Pottsburg Sands together compose only 3 percent by area of Camden
County; since these are the best lands for community development, recreation, and most urban
uses, they have been repeatedly occupied, from prehistoric times through the present. Nineteenth
century farmers found that, with liming and fertilization, these soils could be successfully
cultivated for row crops. They undoubtedly were aware that areas containing oyster shell and
organic debris were particularly fertile. It seems likely that, in the precontact period, aboriginal
horticulturalists also noticed this enhanced richness and deliberately placed their gardens on the
refuse piles of their predecessors.
Minor fluctuations in sea level during the Holocene have been the topic of considerable study
and discussion during the past several years. Similarly, post-Pleistocene climatic alterations and
accompanying biotic changes have been debated. Without becoming involved in a detailed
exposition of various schools of thought, it is still possible to summarize several areas of
agreement. Conditions very similar to modern in terms of climate and biota probably were
established by about 5000 years ago. Prior to this time the climate was somewhat cooler and drier,
and vegetation was correspondingly more xeric. Dry scrub oak and prairie vegetation in the
Southeast was replaced by pine as precipitation increased and water tables rose (Watts 1969;
Wright 1972). As sea level rose to near modern heights 5000 to 4000 years ago, the salt
marsh/estuary system formed and fish and shellfish became available adjacent to the modern
coastline. The live oak hammock probably was established at this time and fresh water supplies
increased. There is evidence from some parts of the Georgia coast that sea level was several feet
lower than at present during the Late Archaic/Early Woodland transition period (Marrinan 1975;
DePratter and Howard 1977). As a consequence, sites of this period may now lie submerged or
covered by marsh sediments. At Kings Bay, where there has been no program of systematic
testing in the marsh, events during the Refuge Period are not well understood. It is possible that
typical Refuge assemblages (Thomas and Larsen 1979) are present and submerged; it is also possible that during the Refuge Period the ceramic assemblage in use on the southern Georgia coast
was what is described in this study as Transitional fiber tempered ware. Although a few sherds
described in this report and in Adams 1985 fit Refuge type descriptions, no sites at Kings Bay
have consistently produced Refuge assemblages.
Cherry Point
Cherry Point is the traditional local name for a small prominence of land which extends into
the marshes drained by Marianna Creek just south of Crooked River. The name may have been
conferred by John King who moved from Cherry Point (Craven County), North Carolina and
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established a residence in Camden County in the late 18th century. In present usage the name
Cherry Point is applied to the entire area between Crooked River State Park and the northern
perimeter fence of the base, encompassing all of the archaeological sites shown in Figure 2-1. For
convenience of reference during the survey, the southern portion of the Cherry Point area was
labelled with the name of a prominent local resident, Frohock, in order to distinguish it from the
easternmost prominence, to the north.
Marianna Creek flows against the land at the north end of the Cherry Point area; elsewhere
the shore is bordered by salt marsh. The land is nearly level, with elevations ranging from 3 to 5
m (10 to 15 ft) above mean sea level over most of the area. Present day overstory is Southern
mixed hardwoods dominated by live oak, except in one area where pine has been planted (within
site 9Cam187). There is a sparse understory consisting mainly of cassina, wax myrtle, and saw
palmetto. Ground cover is a thick layer of modern duff and humus; few herbs grow on the heavily
shaded forest floor.
At the center of the Cherry Point coastline, a small freshwater run flows out into the salt
marsh. This stream was named Mallard Creek during the survey, and that name was applied to site
9Cam185, but subsequently, in conversation with a former resident, it was learned that the local
name is Sandy Run. Sandy Run has two sources: the northern branch arises as a small spring,
while the southern branch is a collector for surface runoff from the flatwoods to the west and south
of Cherry Point. The creek would have provided a convenient source of fresh water for both
aboriginal and Euro-American residents in the area.
Flora and fauna of the various environmental zones represented at Kings Bay are enumerated
and described in a previous Phase II research report (Smith et al. 1981:57-76). Biotic resource
potential is summarized in the following manner (1981:76).
The most diverse and economically productive biotic sectors in the coastal region
are the mixed oak forest and the tidal creek/estuary system. Inhabitants of Kings Bay
lived in an ecotonal area where they were able to maximize access to resources without
sacrificing efficiency of exploitation. The high resource biomass and diversity of the
coastal or tidewater biome eliminated the need for extreme mobility and allowed the
development of a subsistence/settlement system which has been termed "central-place
foraging" (Orians and Pearson 1979), at least during the wanner months of the year.
Flora and Fauna
Large expanses of surface water are a major feature of the coastal zone which, from the air,
appears as a mosaic of different terrestrial and estuarine habitats. Water--its depth, salinity, rate of
movement and other factors--is a major determinant of the nature of plant communities along the
coast. The interface between land and water biotic zones is especially complex due to tidal
fluctuations. Both the twice daily rise and fall of the water level at each point along the coast and
the movement of saline water up and down the lower reaches of freshwater rivers and creeks affect
the species distribution of plants and the feeding behavior of animal populations.
The most striking feature of the coastal zone is the salt marsh--vast, monospecific stands of
the salt-tolerant grass Spartina alterniflora (smooth cordgrass). This plant forms the basis of the
estuarine food chain as it produces detritus upon which the lower orders of animals feed. Along
the margins of the marsh several other types of grasses occur, assorted according to degree of
innundation and salinity. Together with the creeks and estuaries which drain it, the salt marsh
serves as a vast nursery area for many of the species on which coastal populations were dependent,
including molluscs, crustaceans, and bony fishes. The salt marshes also shelter a variety of waterfowl and provide a stopover for migratory species on the Atlantic flyway.
For a distance inland from the marsh averaging 500 m, the tree cover is a complex mosaic of
several types of hardwood forest. Most prominent is the Southern mixed hardwood association,
dominated by live oak (Quercus virginiana), which occupies the belt of Cainhoy Fine Sand on the
Princess Ann formation. This forest exhibits a high, closed canopy and a relatively open floor.
Common members of the understory include cassina (Ilex vomitoria), wax myrtle (Myrcea
cerifera), and smilax or greenbriar (Smilax spp,). In lower, wetter areas the live oaks are
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interspersed with magnolia (Magnolia grandiflora), red maple (Acer rubrum), sweet gum
(Liquidambar $tyracilflua) and other hydrophyllic species. In drier areas hickory trees (Carya
tomentosa„ and C. glabra) are common. Where openings occur in the canopy, and along the edges
of the live oak forest, a variety of other trees, shrubs, vines, and grasses are found, including
several economically important species such as palmetto, wild plum, blueberry, blackberry, grape,
persimmon, and black cherry.
Animal communities at Kings Bay have been significantly affected by development of the
base and increased population in the area. Within the memory of present residents of the area,
panther (Felis concolor) and black bear (jLrsus americanus) have been seen at Kings Bay.
However, these mammals require large ranges and have now retreated westward to the
Okeefenokee Swamp. Deer (Odocoileus virginiana) are present in considerable numbers and are
still hunted on a subsistence basis and for sport by local residents. Feral pigs (Sus scrofa), a
species introduced along with human populations from Europe, are common in the area and were
economically important in the historic period as well as at present. Smaller mammals range more
or less undisturbed in the oak hammock along the coast. These include raccoon, oppossum,
rabbit, bobcat, mink, otter, and skunk. Other large animals known to have been exploited by
residents of the area include alligator (Alligator mississipiensis), which frequent the rivers and
marsh creeks, manatee (Trichechus manatus), porpoise (Tursiops truncatus), and several species
of sea turtles. Among the latter, Atlantic loggerheads (Caretta caretta) nest on the Atlantic side of
the barrier islands today and may, in the past, have been the target of special hunting trips in the
nesting season.
Although there is little direct archaeological evidence for plant use, the botanical resources of
the coastal sector which would have been available for aboriginal exploitation are diverse and
abundant. Larson has discussed these at length (1980). The environment at Kings Bay falls
within Larson's lagoon and marsh section, which is composed of the salt marsh, together with its
drainage system, and the high ground adjacent to the marsh. The lagoon and marsh section is the
most productive biotope group within the coastal sector and would have been attractive to both
aboriginal and immigrant human populations due to the availability of subsistence resources and
high, well-drained settlement areas adjacent to water transportation routes.
Groups of characteristic flora and fauna for the marsh and lagoon section are described below
and are listed more completely in Johnson et al. (1974) and Hillestad et al. (1975). Portions of the
following discussion are taken from an analysis by Smith (1982).
The saltmarsh system. Saltmarsh flora vary with respect to frequency, depth, and duration
of tidal innundation. Areas which for several hours daily are covered by salt water support only
smooth cordgrass (Spartina, alterniflora,). At higher elevations where innundation averages an hour
per day, glasswort (Salicornia virginica), and saitwort (Salsola kali) prevail. Salt meadow
cordgrass (Spartina, patens) is limited to the rim of the marsh where flooding occurs several times a
week, while needlerush (Juncus roemerianus) grows on infrequently flooded ground (Johnson et
al. 1974:72-74). Sediments underlying the marsh are composed of fine silts and clays. As a
consequence of unstable bottom conditions and the constant wash of the tides, the creeks and
rivers exhibit little aquatic vegetation.
As the marsh grasses are assorted with respect to tidal action, so are the molluscs, Among
those of aboriginal economic importance, the quahog clam (Mercenaria app.), the knobbed whelk
(Buvcon carica), and the stout razor clam (Tagelus plebeius) are found in the creeks and estuaries.
The Eastern oyster (Crassostrea virginica) and the saltmarsh periwinkle (Littorina irrorata) inhabit
the mud flats Which are exposed at low tide, while the Atlantic ribbed mussel (Geukensia demissa)
is often found near the high tide line along the rim of the marsh. Several species of crab are marsh
dwellers; the blue crab (Callinectes sapidus) and the stone crab (Menippe mercenaria) are aquatic,
while the fiddlers aka spp.) are more visible because of their preference for high marsh areas.
Remains of shrimp have recently been identified in fine screened (1/16 in. mesh) samples
from excavations at Kings Bay (Quitmyer 1985). Several species are found in the estuaries at the
present time and it is quite possible that shrimp were an abundant and important resource in the
prehistoric period.
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The only reptile resident in the marsh is the diamondback terrapin (Malaclemys terrapin).
This small turtle is commonly identified among aboriginal food remains and was also highly prized
in early 20th century northern gourmet circles (Johnson et al. 1974:79). Alligators are occasionally
encountered in the salt marsh but probably should be considered residents of swamps and
freshwater creeks.
Fishes frequenting the estuary system are numerous and vary with season, water temperature, and salinity, among other factors. Reitz has given detailed consideration to the interplay of
local availability and human selectivity in the use of fishes in this region (1979a). A review of
marine conditions between Santa Elena, South Carolina, and St. Augustine, Florida indicates a
species gradient in terms of abundances along the coast, although the same species are present
throughout. Recent studies of Cumberland Sound supply species composition and abundance figures for the lower coast which are assumed to be valid for the prehistoric period (Reitz 1982). On
the basis of trawl catch biomass, star drum (Stellifer lanceolatus) is abundant while the sea catfish
(Arius felis), spot (Leiostomus xanthurus), sea trout (Cynoscion spp,), silver perch (Bairdiella
chrysoura), kingfish (Menticirrhus spp,), and croaker (Micropogonias undulatus) are common.
Reitz notes that although mullets (Mugil spp.) were among the fishes each composing less than 1.1
percent of total biomass and considered rare, this could be due to their ability to evade trawls
(1979a:8).
In addition to the bony fishes, sharks and rays frequent the estuary and apparently were of
some economic importance to prehistoric populations. Among the cartilaginous fishes common in
the coastal sector are several Requiem sharks (Carcharhinidae) and stingrays (Dasyatidae).
Although many species of birds visit the salt marsh, three are integral members of the marsh
community: the long-billed marsh wren (Telmatodytes palustris.), the clapper rail or marsh hen
(Rallus longirostris), and the seaside sparrow (Amnospiza martima). The clapper rail has in recent
years been an important game bird (Johnson et al. 1974:76). Other large birds which would have
been attractive to aboriginal populations are the great blue heron (Arde, herodias), the common
egret (Casmerodius albus), and the double-crested cormorant (Phalacrocorax auritus). Because the
coastal region is within the southern portion of the Atlantic flyway, many species of migratory
waterfowl are present for limited periods of time during the year. Larson lists four ducks--mallard
(Anas platyrhynchos), lesser scaup (Aythya affinis), hooded merganser (Lophodvtes cucullatus)
and red-breasted merganser (Merg.us Serrator)--as having been utilized in the late prehistoric
period.
In the coastal sector raccoons (Procyon lotor) spend much of their time feeding in the marsh.
Though not normally active at midday, these animals can be found on the mudflats if low tide
occurs near noon. Usually they spend the daylight hours sleeping in trees along the marsh rim.
Mammals which rest as well as feed in the marsh are limited to the rice rat (Oryzomys palustris)
and aquatic forms such as the bottle-nosed dolphin (Tursiops truncatus) and other small whales,
the manatee (Trichechu, manatus) and formerly, as an occasional visitor, the monk seal (Monachus
tropicalis), which is now extinct.
The resources of the saltmarsh biotope which would have been available to aboriginal inhabitants are almost entirely faunal. Although the vast expanses of marsh grass are highly significant
as primary producers, these grasses are not directly useable by humans. Faunal resources are
distinguished by their variety in kind and in season and place of availability. Perhaps the most
important observation that can be made is that no single saltmarsh species could have served as a
year-round staple in the diet of coastal populations.
Oak hammock system. The second important biotope within the marsh and lagoon section is
composed of high ground and associated freshwater drainages. The characteristic floral complex
along the bluff line is Maritime Live Oak forest in which Quercus virginiana is dominant because of
its tolerance for salt spray and low soil fertility. Other hardwoods occur in varying proportions,
including several oaks, palms, hollies, bays, and hickories. Small stands of hickory (primarily
Caryl 1;1 abra) are found in the coastal region and it is thought that they represent secondary
succession climaxes, whereas live oak forest is the product of primary succession (Johnson et al.
1974:50). It is possible that aboriginal activities may have promoted the development of hickory
stands. A practice such as fire clearing the brush and leaves beneath the hickories to facilitate
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collection of fallen nuts would have had the effect of maintaining open, park-like nut groves.
Shrubs, woody vines, and herbs in the Maritime Live Oak forest are numerous and varied.
Inland from the hardwood hammocks on the mainland, the somewhat less well-drained soils
are covered by pine flatwoods, composed predominantly of loblolly pine (Pinus raeda). The
lowest areas, where the water table is at or near the surface throughout the year, support hardwood
swamps composed primarily of cypress (Taxodium ascendens), red maple (Acer rubrum), and
sweet gum (Liquidambar svraciflua). It is these wetlands which feed the freshwater streams
flowing through the oak hammock into the marsh.
Further inland, stretching from the upper limits of tidal influence to the fall line, the dominant
foral complex of the coastal plain is what Larson has described as the pine barrens (1980:35-65).
Formerly composed of longleaf pine Om palustris), this forest is interrupted by broadleaf
species only in the floodplains of rivers and streams. Because the longleaf forest offered virtually
no game or other resources of interest to aboriginal inhabitants, prehistoric occupation of the
coastal plain was limited to the tidewater region and the river floodplains (Larson 1980:51; Snow
1977). Terrestrial fauna of the coastal plain river valleys are essentially the same as those
enumerated below for the live oak hammocks of the coast.
As elsewhere in the southeast, deer, turkey, and raccoon were the primary live oak forest
animals used for food. The behavior, distribution, and exploitation of the white-tailed deer
(Odocoileus virginianus) have been described by Hudson (1976:274-279), Larson (1980:166172), and B. Smith (1974). As the largest herbivores of the southeastern woodlands, deer were
the target of a well-developed hunting tradition. It has been suggested that the culling and
population control of hunting, together with the provisioning which followed fire-clearing, resulted
in semidomestication of the deer (Hudson 1976:276-77). The only larger mammal used as food
was the black bear (Ursus americanus), valued for the fat which it contributed to an otherwise lean
diet.
Besides the raccoon (Procyon lotor), other small mammals associated with the oak hammock
or its edges are the oppossum (Didelphis virginiana), the cottontail rabbit (Silvilagus floridanus),
the gray squirrel (Sciurus carolinensis) and the fox squirrel (Sciurus niger).
Wild turkeys (Meleagris gallopavo) are the largest of the oak hammock birds, but Larson
indicates that they were not much used in this part of the Southeast during the Mississippian
period. Other wild fowl which would have been available include several of the migratory geese,
the wood duck (Aix sponsa), which is a permanent resident, and the bobwhite (Colinus
virginianus). Some of the migratory ducks mentioned earlier might also have been hunted when
they visited the freshwater marshes and ponds associated with the oak hammock system.
Of the terrestrial reptiles, the gopher tortoise (Gopherus polyphemus), the box turtle
(Terrapene carolina) and several species of snakes are the most conspicuous. Snake remains
appear regularly in faunal collections from coastal sites and Pearson has pointed out that a Le
Moyne drawing shows the preparation of snake as food (Pearson 1979:155). Several freshwater
turtles were also used; the alligator mentioned previously is another reptile associated with this
habitat.
Fishes found in the freshwater streams which drain the uplands are much more limited in
variety. Probably the most important were catfish (Ictaluridae). Anadromous species frequenting
the freshwater rivers of the coastal plain may have been of seasonal importance in the aboriginal
diet. These include American shad (Alosa sapidissima), alewife (A pseudoharengus), glut herring
(A. aestivalis), striped bass (Morone saxatilis), Atlantic sturgeon (Acipenser oxyrhynchus) and
shortnosed sturgeon (A,. brevirostrum).
No invertebrates of the oak hammock system seem to have been important subsistence items.
Several terrestrial snails regularly occur in small numbers in shell middens, but they are generally
interpreted as commensal detritus feeders. Only Euglandina, rosea would have been large enough
to be rewarding; collection of significant numbers would have been difficult.
The specific botanical composition of any tract within the forest is a product of many factors,
including soil type, elevation, drainage, and forest maturity. High diversity and low equitability
are characteristic of the live oak hammock. It is important to note that aboriginal populations in the
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late prehistoric period must have contributed to this diversity through the practice of swidden
horticulture.
While the remains of mammals are the most conspicuous evidence of oak hammock
exploitation appearing in the archaeological record, they probably do not represent the most critical
resource. Wild plant foods, especially the protein-rich and fat-rich nuts of oak and hickory trees,
must have been seasonal staples. Fruits and berries, especially persimmon (aospyros virginiana),
black cherry (Prunus 5erotina), grapes (Vitis spp.), blueberries (Vaccinium spp.), blackberries
(Rubus spp.), palm fruit (Sabal, palmetto), and saw palmetto berries (Serenoa repens) would have
been important sources of carbohydrates, vitamins, minerals, and trace elements. In addition,
gums and saps, honey, starchy roots (especially Smilax s.p42.), pot herbs, teas (including Ilex
vomitoria), and various seasonings, though not in evidence archaeologically, are likely to have
been used. Other forest products, which could have been obtained in the oak hammock, were
important in maintaining coastal lifeways, including: wood and vines for construction of houses,
canoes, and tools; pitch as an adhesive and waterproofing agent; firewood; and mosses and other
fibers for fabric, nets, and twine.
It is likely that aboriginal communities were frequently based within the Maritime Live Oak
forest belt along the coast to take advantage of the natural shelter and clear floor of the hammock,
the good drainage and freedom from flooding afforded by the high bluffs, the fruit, nut, and seed
products of the varied vegetation, the proximity to freshwater runs draining the interior pine forest,
availability of firewood, and proximity to estuarine and marsh resources. The linear distribution of
hardwood forests would have affected spatial patterns of settlement and may have conditioned
migration patterns.
The coastal sector offered these same amenities to the Spanish explorers and priests who
arrived in the 16th and 17th centuries and to the English colonists who settled at Savannah in 1733.
The same soils which were best suited for aboriginal settlement and swidden horticulture were also
preferred for English towns and agricultural fields. To a certain extent, prior occupation by coastal
tribes may have enhanced the desirability of the best settlement locations: abandoned gardens represented that much less clearing required of the newcomers and aboriginal middens enriched the
marginally fertile soil. At Frederica, on St. Simons Island. Oglethorpe noted the presence of
"Indian old fields" and there is evidence that the English settlers took advantage of peach trees left
behind by earlier, Spanish inhabitants (Fairbanks 1956:229).
Because of this pattern of repeated occupation of the most favorable settlement locations,
many coastal sector sites exhibit multiple components, including a modern component. The culture
sequence on the Georgia coast displays several general developmental trends which occurred as
different cultures, and sometimes different populations, evolved and adapted to the basically stable
coastal environment. These cultures and trends are briefly summarized in the next section.
Cultural Setting
The Prehistoric Period
The prehistoric culture sequence for the Georgia coast has been the subject of many studies
during the last two decades. In large measure, recent research has confirmed the basic chronology
established by Waring, Caldwell and McCann, Holder, and other early students, while contributing new information on adaptation and environmental interactions, social structure and political
relationships, and demography and health. Also, recent studies have tied the stratigraphically
established cultural sequence to radiometric time scales and to geological events such as postPleistocene sea level fluctuations. Although this more richly detailed picture of aboriginal life is
one of the major goals of archaeological research, it is the barebones chronology, with its
necessarily normative set of marker types, which is the essential starting point in site evaluation.
Only after it has been determined where a site stands in the evolutionary and developmental
continuum of human adaptation to a particular region can one begin to formulate questions about
the nature of evolutionary, developmental, and adaptive processes. Thus the following summary
will concentrate on general characteristics and distinguishing features of the series of aboriginal
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cultures which occupied the southeastern coast, leaving controversial and speculative details to
more specialized studies.
Several recent summaries of the prehistoric sequence, or parts of this sequence, have been
produced in conjunction with previous research at Kings Bay and elsewhere on the coast. These
include: Chance 1974; Martinez 1975; Wallace 1975; DePratter 1976, 1979; Crook 1978; Cook
1978; Pearson 1979; Smith et al. 1981; and Adams 1985. Each contains a summary of current
knowledge of coastal prehistory with a slightly different emphasis.
Several general themes and long-range trends characterize patterns of environmental
adaptation and cultural evolution observed for coastal populations. These include: a trend toward
increasing sedentism overlain by a pattern of seasonal movement which persisted up to Spanish
contact in the 16th century; early development of and long-continued reliance on a broad-spectrum
hunting-fishing-collecting subsistence strategy; increasing population size, accompanied by an
increase in both size and number of sites; a concomittant increase in social and political complexity;
and in-place development of new cultures by groups receptive to ideas from elsewhere in the
southeast. Some of these themes and trends are manifest in aspects of the archaeological record at
Kings Bay. Most of them can be used to formulate interesting and significant research questions
for examination at sites which prove, on Phase II evaluation, to have appropriate data and integrity.
The earliest time period for which there is good evidence of resident populations on the lower
Georgia coast is the Late Archaic stage (3000 to 1100 B.C.). Prior to stabilization of sea level at
near present heights about 5000 years ago, the coastline was much further east, the coastal plain
rivers ran more swiftly between steeper banks, and the marsh/estuary system had not yet
developed. No doubt Paleo Indian (before 9000 B.C.), Early Archaic (9000 to 6000 B.C.), and
Middle Archaic (6000 to 3000 B.C.) stage nomadic hunter-gatherers passed though the Kings Bay
area but they did not make intensive use of this part of the coastal plain. For the coastal plain in
general, it has been noted that the known finds of Paleo Indian projectile points are concentrated
along the major rivers communicating between the Piedmont and the sea (Miller et al. 1983:62).
Early and Middle Archaic sites are somewhat more common, probably reflecting a population
increase, but still are represented primarily by small numbers of stone tools. A shift from Pleistocene megafauna to smaller game, such as white-tailed deer, is evident in the lithic technology of the
Archaic stage, but the lifestyle remained nomadic with band-level social organization.
Late Archaic stage (3000 to 1100 B.C.) occupations are well-represented in the area
surrounding Kings Bay. This cultural stage represents an adaptation to increasingly localized subsistence resources. As sea level stabilized, the lagoons behind the barrier islands silted in and the
marsh/lagoon/estuary system was formed. With the appearance of these biotically-rich natural
features it became possible for aboriginal groups to remain in one camp for longer periods of time,
The invention of pottery, which occurs earlier in the Savannah River region than anywhere else in
North America, represents a shift from eat-as-you-go nomadism to a food-accumulation and storage subsistence strategy. This new way of life has been labelled the Coastal Tradition (Milanich
1971). Early ceramic technology was crude but apparently effective, judging from the number and
variety of vessels at some sites. Late Archaic stage pottery is typically fiber tempered, slabmolded, and, when decorated, bears linear patterns of incising and punctation.
Late Archaic period sites on the Georgia and South Carolina coasts are represented by several
types of deposits, one of which is the distinctive doughnut- or crescent-shaped midden commonly
called a "shell ring." Shell rings have been the subject of considerable interest, due to the fact that
sites of a similar form and age occur on the Caribbean coast of South America (Marrinan 1975;
DePratter 1976; Reichel-Dolmatoff 1972). Other Late Archaic site types are shell mounds and nonshell sites, both of which contain the same distinctive fiber-tempered pottery that occurs in shell
rings. A semi-nomadic hunting and gathering existence with at least seasonal specialization in
estuarine resources has been postulated for Late Archaic coastal peoples. The relationships, functional and/or temporal among the different site types have not yet been firmly established.
The earliest Woodland stage (1100 B.C. to A.D. 1000) occupations on the north Georgia
coast are assigned to the Refuge period, which is characterized by sand or sand-and-grit tempered
pottery bearing punctated, incised, dentate stamped, and simple stamped surface treatments. Some
Refuge ceramic decorative styles are carried over from St. Simons or Stallings Island period styles,
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indicating a developmental continuum. Decoration of the interior surface is occasionally observed.
DePratter has synthesized information on Refuge period ceramics and has provided formal type
descriptions for these and the subsequent Deptford, Wilmington, and St. Catherines period ceramics (1979:109-132). This study appears in the context of an analysis of Refuge/Deptford mortuary
practices based on the recent excavation of nine burial mounds on St. Catherines Island (Thomas
and Larsen 1979). No excavated domestic components for the Refuge period are available to
provide information on subsistence and technology.
For the lower Georgia coast, the Refuge period is poorly delineated. It may be that sites of
this period are, for the most part, innundated, as this appears to be the case for at least some of the
sites on the Northern coast. Sea level appears to have risen several meters during the interval from
1000 to 500 B.C. Recent excavations at Kings Bay have produced some radiocarbon dates which
fall within the Refuge period. These are associated with coil-built, fiber-and-sand tempered,
simple stamped sherds (Espenshade 1985). In the present study the label "Transitional" is applied
to a group of sand-and-fiber tempered and sand tempered sherds which have plain, simple
stamped, or scraped surfaces, some of which display coil fractures. None of these have been
dated but it is hypothesized that they derive from a Refuge-period occupation.
The technological transition from fiber to sand tempered ceramics was accompanied by an
equally significant innovation in ceramic engineering: the slab construction technique was replaced
by coiled, malleated construction. The shalow, flat-bottomed, straight-sided Late Archaic pots
which could be modelled from slabs of clay must have been cumbersome and of limited usefulness
in food preparation. The coiling technique allowed the potter to build deep, round-bottomed jars,
to construct necks, and to create a stronger, thinner-walled vessel. These changes must have
allowed new applications for ceramic vessels, or at least more efficient cooking, carrying, and
storage.
The next cultural development in the Woodland stage is the Deptford period. Basic similarities in ceramic decorative techniques, such as simple stamping, suggest a settlement and
subsistence pattern continuum between the early and middle Woodland sand tempered potterymaking cultures. The Deptford period in the Atlantic subregion of that culture's distribution was a
long period during which the basic Coastal Tradition subsistence and settlement patterns remained
stable. This is not to suggest that no changes occurred. New decorative styles and vessel shapes
reflect increasing sophistication in pottery manufacture and probably also reflect wider and more
varied use of pottery in subsistence and perhaps social and ceremonial contexts.
Another change which occurred during the Deptford period was the appearance of burial
mounds at some sites. The transition from midden to mound burial is not only a settlement pattern
change but implies a higher level of social organization. A recent study of Refuge period mounds
on St. Catherines Island suggests that this transition had its beginnings as early as 1800 B.C.
(Thomas and Larsen 1979).
Deptford settlements were typically within the live oak stand and adjacent to the salt marsh,
on a major ecotone between the Pine Barrens and Coastal biomes (Milanich 1971:199). Data from
Cumberland Island indicate that a kin group of 30 to 50 people occupying about five nuclear family
dwellings made up a Deptford band (Milanich 1971:199). Subsistence may have been organized
around a seasonal transhumant movement. Marsh, lagoon, and tidal stream habitats furnished a
large proportion of the animal species exploited. Terrestrial species, including deer, raccoon, and
turtle were also important. A hunting, collecting, and gathering economy is indicated.
As the final Woodland stage, on the northern Georgia coast, the Deptford period is followed
by a culture known as Wilmington. Classic Wilmington-style pottery is grog or sherd tempered
and cord marked. The Wilmington period represents a gradual transition occurring at the end of a
long period of relative cultural stability. Social organization was probably still based on the small,
semi-nomadic band but a possible shift in settlement pattern is indicated by the appearance of two
basic types of sites. In addition to marsh-edge shell middens, nonshell sites occur in upland oak
forests. The ceramic assemblage is characterized by increasing use of cord marking, which first
appeared in late Deptford times, and by the introduction of ground sherd or grog as a tempering
agent. There is no evidence that these changes can be attributed to an intrusive population, as
Waring believed (Williams 1968:221). Subsistence practices continue to reflect heavy exploitation
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of marsh and estuary combined with terrestrial hunting and gathering. No clear indications of the
practice of horticulture have been found.
This period is best known from the northern Georgia coast where it appears during the latter
half of the first milleneum A.D. At the close of the Wilmington period a brief transitional period,
called St. Catherines, is defined on the basis of research conducted on St. Catherines Island.
Ceramics of this period are distinguished chiefly by the small size of the ground sherd or clay
particles which serve as temper. Net marking and burnishing of surfaces appear in this assemblage. It has not been shown that the St. Catherines phase is a widespread coastal phenomenon.
In the Kings Bay area, and possibly elsewhere on the lower Georgia coast, the distinctive
Swift Creek Complicated Stamped pottery complex appears briefly at the close of the Deptford
period. In several sites Deptford and Swift Creek occur together but at the Kings Bay Site
(9Cam171A) and at Mallard Creek (9Carn185) essentially "pure" Swift Creek assemblages are
found. As there is no evidence to indicate a population replacement at this point in time, it is
reasonable to assume that the change in decorative style represents a brief florescence in the
ceramic arts inspired and influenced by the work of Swift Creek peoples in the interior. Faunal
data from Swift Creek samples taken at 9Cam171A indicate a specialized adaptation to exploitation
of the saltmarsh/estuary system, especially the high marsh creeks (Quitmyer 1985). This is suggestive of a culture which has undergone a long period of adaptation to local resources, rather than
a group of recent migrants to the area. Thus it is assumed that the Swift Creek peoples at Kings
Bay were the descendents of Deptford peoples.
The Mississippian stage (1000 to 1500 A.D.) is the final fully prehistoric developmental
stage on the coast. Beginning with the brief St. Catherines phase and closing at Spanish contact in
the early 16th century, the Mississippian stage is a time during which many new ideas and
technologies were incorporated into the Coastal Tradition by indiginous coastal peoples.
Savannah cultures are thought to have incorporated a major departure from the previously
prevailing Coastal Tradition subsistence pattern: the addition to the diet of significant quantities of
cultigens. Beginning about A.D. 1100, Savannah period sites include the largest and most complex prehistoric occupations on the Georgia coast, reflecting an increase in population size and
level of social organization. These changes seem to indicate the influence of Middle Mississippian
cultures in central Georgia. The ceramic assemblage exhibits both continuity, in the refinement of
earlier decorative modes (chiefly cord marking) and change, in the reintroduction of check stamping and complicated stamping. Sites are of several types: platform mound ceremonial centers,
burial mounds, large villages, and small, seasonal campsites. Crook has defined a site type, the
aggregate village, which represents the major population concentrations during this period. An
aggregate village is characterized by its large size and clustered, circular shell middens, by the
presence of two or more mounds, and by a Mississippian period temporal association (1978:21).
A site of this type on Sapelo Island was investigated by Crook and furnishes the most complete
data available on the Savannah period adaptation. Crook found evidence of large, communal structures, pallisades, and heavy reliance on estuarine resources, especially fish. Although cultigens
figure prominently in the proposed subsistence model, no direct evidence of horticulture was
recovered. A ranked chiefdom level society is inferred (1978).
The Protohistoric Period
By the time of Spanish contact in the early 16th century, the aboriginal ceramic complex on
the coast exhibited major differences from the preceding Savannah period assemblage. These
changes are attributed to the continuing influences from the Lamar culture of the interior. Ideas, at
least, and perhaps also people were diffusing toward the coast. The aboriginal inhabitants on the
Georgia coast north of Cumberland Island were known to the Spaniards as the Guale. Those from
Cumberland Island southward to middle Florida coast were called the Timucua. Each of these
aborginal groups was actively proselytized by the Spaniards, first by the Franciscans and later the
Jesuits. It was the objective of the Spanish colonial authorities to Christianize and civilize the
Indians in order to a develop a productive subject population for the colony. Many of the changes
which took place in aboriginal culture and lifestyle following Spanish contact were a result of this
effort.
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Some archaeologists place the beginning of the Irene period as early as A.D. 1250 (Fryman
et al. 1979:38) or A.D. 1300 (DePratter 1979:111), while others, including Milanich (1977), see
continuing developmental changes within the Savannah period and would begin Irene at earliest
contact (A.D. 1526). There is no evidence for a significant change in subsistence or settlement
pattern after the beginning of the Savannah period and prior to European arrival. It seems most
logical to initiate a new period to account for the major changes which must have begun shortly
after contact as European diseases began to affect aboriginal demographics. It is now believed that
earliest contact occurred between 1514 and 1516, which would have allowed at least two generations of acculturative change prior to permanent European settlement at St. Augustine in 1565
(Hoffman 1980).
The Pine Harbor period has been defined by Larson as the temporal equivalent of Irene on
the lower Georgia coast (1958a). It differs from Irene in the presence of an additional ceramic
type, McIntosh Incised. Larson has described the Pine Harbor village pattern as a series of low
shell middens, haphazardly scattered, usually in association with a burial mound in the case of
larger sites. Ethnohistoric documentation confirms the practice of horticulture during this period
but Larson feels that its importance was slight (1978:122). Maize, pumpkin, and beans were
cultivated. Continued reliance on estuarine resources is revealed by the middens which contain a
wide variety of fish and shellfish remains. Terrestrial species also occur.
Larson has synthesized archaeological and ethnohistoric data to provide a picture of Guale
Indian life under the influence of Spanish contact (1978). Irene/Pine Harbor represents the early
period of sporadic, exploratory contact. Altamaha/Sutherland Bluff represents the period of
intensive contact after establishment of the mission system and prior to its destruction by British
raiders from the Carolinas (approximately A.D. 1600 to 1700).
The Mission Period
Altamaha is the name given to the cultural complex which succeeded Irene on the north
Georgia coast. The Sutherland Bluff period followed Pine Harbor on the lower coast. In these
sites, San Marcos series ceramics (the northern equivalents are labelled Altamaha series) occur in
association with Spanish artifacts, primarily olive jar and majolica sherds.
A shift in settlement pattern at several levels occurred during this period. Missionaries seem
to have persuaded the inhabitants of at least some Guale villages to relocate at points convenient
to the Spaniards. Jones presents data indicating that, while most of the Spanish missions were
established on the sea islands, the principal towns of the Guale were located on the mainland coast
and along the major rivers (Thomas et al. 1978:194-195). Larson describes the appearance of
Sutherland Bluff period sites and contrasts them with the pattern of the previous period. Mission
period sites lacked low mounds; instead, the shell was scattered unevenly over the entire site
(1978:132). Other changes, including larger cultivated fields, resulted from the missionaries'
attempts to convert the Guale to sedentary agriculturalism.
Larson notes that the amount of shell on Sutherland Bluff sites is much less than in earlier
periods and attributes this to increased agricultural reliance. His evidence indicates that hunting
and fishing were much less important than in the previous period (1978:132-133).
The mission period ends at the close of the 17th century as aboriginal populations were
driven from the Georgia coast into the interior and toward Spanish Florida by British raiders from
the Carolina colonies and their Indian allies. By the time Oglethorpe arrived on the Savannah River
to found the colony of Georgia in 1733, Creek Indians had moved into the vacuum left by the
decimation of the original coastal populations. Thus the chiefs who treated with the British to
allow establishment of the colony at Savannah were the first new population to settle in the area
since the establishment of the Coastal Tradition almost 5000 years earlier.
The Historic Period
Our primary source for general historical information on the development of Georgia is A
History of Georgia, edited by Kenneth Coleman (1977). Information on the history of Camden
County was drawn from the bicentennial history of the county compiled by Marguerite Reddick and
edited by Eloise Bailey, Camden's Challenge: A History of Camden County, Georgia, (cited
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hereafter as Reddick and Bailey 1976). Perspectives on the Indian populations at the time of contact
with the Europeans come from Tacachale: Essays on the Indians of Florida and Southeast Georgia
during the Historic Period, edited by Milanich and Proctor (1978).
On the basis of early 16th century voyages of exploration, Spain had claimed most of the
lower Atlantic seaboard of the North American continent. Other European nations, notably the
English and the French, disputed this claim. The early history of Georgia and Camden County
revolves to a large degree around the competition between the major European maritime nations for
effective title to this area of the continent. After an early but unsuccessful attempt at colonization by
the French, the contest devolved to the English and the Spanish, who utilized the native Indian
populations as allies in the struggle for territorial control.
The earliest European occupation in the Camden County area was a garrison post established
by Pedro Menendez de Aviles on Cumberland Island in 1566. The island was identified by the
Spanish as San Pedro, and the post there was created to serve both as a military claim of the
territory and as the base for Christianizing missions among the Indians (Spalding 1977:9).
Although the Georgia sea islands were collectively identified by the Spanish as the province of
Guale (the name also used to designate the aboriginal inhabitants), the area below the Satilla River
was in fact inhabited by groups of Timucuan Indians. Timucuan tribes occupying Camden County
included the Tacatacuru on Cumberland Island, and the Yufera, situated on the mainland opposite
Cumberland between the St. Marys and Satilla Rivers (Deagan 1978).
During the latter decades of the 16th century, the Spanish established a vital mission system
on the Carolina and Georgia coasts. The Guale rebellion of 1597, lead by Juanillo, threatened the
chain of missions, but by 1603 the governor of the Spanish possessions reported them in good condition once again (Spalding 1977:11). Of all the Georgia coastal missions, San Pedro was the most
prominent.
As the end of the 17th century approached, the English were steadily moving south from their
mid-Atlantic settlements, encroaching on the lands nominally claimed by the Spanish. With the
settlement of Charles Town in 1670, the stage was set for aggressive manuevering and open warfare for effective claim to the land later known as Georgia. In 1680 there was an assault by
English-supported Indians on the northern-most Guale mission at Santa Catalina (St. Catherines
Island). In response, there was a contraction of the Spanish southward to Sapelo Island. Following
further raids, the Spanish governor ordered the Guale missions above the St. Marys River
abandoned in 1686 (Spalding 1977:13). During Queen Anne's War (1702-1713) the English and
their Indian allies preyed on the Spanish, destroying their Apalachee missions in western Florida.
The Yamasees, former allies of the English during the destruction of the Georgia missions,
turned against the Carolinians in 1715 and temporarily stalled the tide of English conquest in the
disputed territories. In 1721, the English established Fort King George at the mouth of the
Altamaha River, although the post was abandoned in 1727. The frontier between the English at
Charles Town and the Spanish at St. Augustine was a no-mans land, although both European
powers could claim it by possession.
In 1732 a royal charter was granted for the establishment of the Colony of Georgia. The
colony was to encompass the Georgia coast (and a certain distance inland) from the Savannah to the
Altamaha Rivers. The motives for the establishment of the colony were diverse but principally
political, military, and economic. The entire venture was to be directed by a Board of Trustees
composed of prominent Englishmen including John (Lord Viscount) Percival, James Vernon, and
James Edward Oglethorpe. Since the colony was to serve as a buffer between the English
Carolinas and the Spanish in Florida there was careful consideration as to what type of social structure the new colony was to have, the main concern being that there should be a sufficiency of men
to bear arms in time of conflict. This, as well as philanthropic and humanitarian considerations,
resulted in unique charter provisions (Spalding 1977:16-17).
Slaves were not to be permitted in the colony of Georgia, and land grants of more than 500
acres per individual were forbidden. These two provisions effectively blocked the formation of
large plantations worked by slave populations, a pattern which dominated the Carolinas. Instead, it
was the intention of this policy that the colony would be populated by relatively large numbers of
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people with small holdings of land. It was hoped that the colonists would engage in diverse
enterprises and obtain self-sufficiency in terms of basic subsistence needs.
In February of 1733 James Oglethorpe and the first group of settlers landed on Yamacraw
Bluff on the Savannah River and initiated the settlement of Georgia by establishing a townsite.
Savannah, as the city was named, was as carefully planned as the composition of its first inhabitants. In 1735, Highland Scots established the town of Darien on the banks of the Altamaha,
anchoring the southern end of the colony. The fortified town of Frederica was planted on the inland
side of St. Simons Island in 1736. Oglethorpe also erected Fort St. George on the St. Johns River
to watch for Spanish movements on the southern frontier of Georgia; the fort was later removed
after Spanish protests (Spalding 1977:28).
In 1740 hostilities broke out between England and Spain, and Oglethorpe launched an
unsuccessful attack on the Spanish stronghold at St. Augustine. In 1742, the Spanish replied with
an abortive attack on the town and fort at Frederica. A peace treaty in 1748 ended the hostilies for a
time, and as part of this treaty, the St. Marys River was designated as the boundary between the
British and Spanish colonies (Reddick and Bailey 1976:3).
In 1752, the charter of the Colony of Georgia was surrendered by the Trustees to the king,
and the novel experiment in colonization came officially to an end. Until the conclusion of the
American Revolution, Georgia was controlled by a series of royally-appointed governors vested
with broad powers. By the time of the charter surrender, the nature and composition of the colony
had dramatically changed. Restrictions on the size of land grants had loosened considerably, and
more importantly, slaves were permitted in Georgia after 1750. Together, these two changes facilitated the growth of large plantations worked by slaves and operated by a small planter elite. As in
the Carolinas, Georgia saw much of its coastal area developed for rice cultivation (Spalding
1977:37).
By 1748 the British had acquired the Camden County area of southern Georgia by treaty and
the St. Marys River was the official southern boundary of British North American possessions. In
1763, the British acquired Florida from the Spanish by treaty. Also in 1763, the Creeks, who had
filled the void left by the extinct Timucuas and Guales, formally ceded to the British the area
between the Altamaha and the St. Marys Rivers, opening the area for European settlement. The
General Assembly of the Province of Georgia had divided the province into seven parishes in 1758,
and in 1765, the new territory between the Altamaha and the St. Marys Rivers was subdivided into
four new parishes. The parish of St. Thomas included the lands between the Little and Big Satilla
Rivers, and St. Mary parish, the land between the Big Satilla and St. Marys Rivers.
Crown grants had been awarded for land in St. Thomas and St. Mary parishes since 1755,
although the degree of actual occupation of the area is unknown. Intensive occupation of the
Camden County area probably did not occur until after 1763, when the Indians relinquished claim
to the area.
Political and economic disputes between the American colonies and the British home
government eventuated in the independence movement. In July, 1775, a Georgia provincial
congress joined itself with the Continental Congress, and the revolutionary Whig government
steadily assumed effective control of the colony from a helpless royal governor. Early in 1776,
fighting erupted near Savannah between British troops and Georgia and South Carolina militia
units. In March of that year, the remaining loyal British officials of the colony departed Georgia.
In July 1776, Georgia and the other twelve colonies declared their independence from Great Britain.
A state constitution was adopted in February, 1777, and eight counties (including Camden) were
formed from the colonial parishes.
The first order of business of Georgia was self defense. Many loyalists had fled the colony
for East Florida, where the British maintained government offices and a garrison at St. Augustine.
The loyalists mounted the East Florida Rangers, who raided into southern Georgia, often for the
procurement of provisions. Camden County, situated on the "front" between the rebel Whigs and
the loyal Tories, was thus the scene of many minor military confrontations and guerilla-style raids.
Ft. McIntosh, built by the rebels on the Satilla River (and now within Brantley County), was
captured by the loyalist rangers in February, 1777. Similar stockades were built by the loyalists in
the Camden County area (Reddick and Bailey 1976:18-20).
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Savannah was captured by the British in December, 1778, and for the remainder of the war
the revolutionary Whig government operated in the piedmont area of the province and fought the
royal government based in Savannah. There was by no means a consensus among the colonists as
to which government should rule the colony.
In July, 1782, the British evacuated Savannah, leaving the Whigs with nominal control of
Georgia (Coleman 1977:86). Thousands of loyal Tories evacuated the colony, many of them resetding for a very short time in British East Florida. The treaty of 1783 required that the British
relinquish Florida to Spain, and many of the Loyalists returned to Georgia to become Americans or
fled to other British possessions in the Caribbean or Canada.
In the first United States census of 1790, Camden County's population was listed as 305,
including 70 slaves and 14 "free persons of color" (Reddick and Bailey 1976:5). The population of
the county increased over 500 percent during the next decade, while the population of Georgia
doubled: in the 1800 census, 1681 persons were enumerated in the county, of whom 735 were
slaves (Reddick and Bailey 1976:5). Camden County continued to increase in population, but at a
diminishing rate, in the period 1800 to 1830.
Georgia reorganized itself under a new constitution adopted in 1799. In Georgia, as in other
states, county inferior courts supervised the maintenance of public roads, with all adult males in the
county contributing the necessary labor. The general absence of roads in Camden and Glynn
Counties drew the attention of state government in 1799 (Coleman 1977:108). In many of
Georgia's coastal areas, water transportation was the only practicable means of travel in a landscape
dominated by marshes and river systems.
Ungranted land in the state was distributed by a headright system until 1803, after which date
a land lottery went into effect. As Coleman (1977) has noted, although its system of public land
distribution was egalitarian, state revenues from land sales were minimal. As a consequence of this
and an archaic tax system in general, public revenues for internal improvements were at a premium
for most of the state's history. Southeast Georgia, on the literal fringe of the United States (until
1821), occupied a marginal position both geographically and economically.
In 1811-1812 there was an abortive attempt by Americans in southern Georgia and Spanish
East Florida to wrest that province from Spanish control. The so-called Patriots Rebellion had failed
by 1812, when the United States and Great Britain were once again engaged in armed conflict (see
Patrick 1954). It was near the end of the War of 1812 that military confrontations occurred in
Camden County. In January 1815 a British force under Admiral Cockburn landed on Cumberland
Island and on the mainland near the military installation at Point Peter. There were two sharp fights
associated with this campaign, which was abruptly terminated by news that a cease fire was in
effect.
In 1821, the Spanish ceded their possessions in Florida to the United States, leaving Camden
County on the border with an American territory and not a foreign nation. It was during the first
quarter of the 19th century that cotton emerged as the principal cash crop of Georgia, particularly in
the piedmont areas of the state. Beginning in the 1780s, sea island cotton (a long staple variety)
was grown on the coast, and became the most valuable variety of cotton produced (Coleman
1977:110-111). Rice remained an important crop in the coastal areas of the state. In the pine barrens lumber and naval stores industries were developed. Shipbuilding continued in ports such as
St. Marys and Fernandina. Although the harbors of these two towns at the mouth of the St. Marys
River rivalled or excelled the quality of the ports of Savannah and St. Augustine, both towns
remained relatively minor coastal cities.
In the antebellum period, the population of Camden County fluctuated. In 1840 the population stood at 6,075, but fell to 3,319 in 1850. In 1860, Camden County had 5,482 citizens, of
whom 1,721 were white (Reddick and Bailey 1976:31). Cotton and rice cultivation were the principal agricultural pursuits in southeastern Georgia, but the economy of the state as a whole was
based on cotton production in the piedmont. In 1860, Camden County's nearest rail head was at
Brunswick.
In January, 1861, Georgia voted to secede from the Union (Boney 1977:150). State militia
units were raised and Federal arsenals and forts were seized. Late in 1861 the Federal navy began
the blockade of southern ports and shorelines, and by March, 1862, Georgia's sea islands were
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under control of the federal government. The state was spared major battles within its interior until
1863, when a Federal army under Rosecrans clashed with Bragg's Confederate army at Chickamauga. After confederate defeats in the battles of Lookout Mountain and Missionary Ridge over the
state line in Chattanooga, Tennessee, Georgia was invaded by armies under General Sherman.
Sherman's "March to the Sea" after the fall of Atlanta split the state in half and demonstrated the
weakness of the Confederacy. In December 1864, Savannah fell to Sherman, who then turned
north into South Carolina and participated in the final campaigns of the war.
During the war, Camden County furnished several companies of troops to the confederacy,
including the Camden Rifles, initially attached to the 26th Georgia Regiment of Infantry (Reddick
and Bailey 1976:31). Evidently there were no major engagements or skirmishes in Camden County
during the Civil War, although Federal foraging parties from nearby Amelia Island had the run of
the county (ibid.). Recovery after the war was slow in Camden County, largely due to its
geographical and economic isolation.
By 1870, the population of Camden County had dropped to 4,615, but it increased to 6,183
by 1880. There was a slight drop recorded in the 1890 census (6,178 persons were enumerated),
and in 1900 the population of the county stood at 7,669, of whom 2,423 persons were white and
5,246 black. Camden's growth had levelled off by 1910, when it stood at 7,690 (Reddick and
Bailey 1976:8). In 1900, barely 50 acres of cotton were cultivated in the county, compared to
5,000 acres of corn and 3,000 acres of rice. Field peas, sweet potatoes, and barley each accounted
for 1,000 acres of cultivated land (Georgia Department of Agriculture 1901:564-566). Sugar cane,
Irish potatoes, and sorghum were also grown in limited amounts. As compared to the cashproducing naval stores and lumber industries of the county, agriculture was devoted to subsistence
crops and livestock feed.
Between 1910 and 1940 the population of Camden County dropped slowly. The economy of
the county was dominated by the turpentine and lumber industries. The sawmills which dotted the
landscape made heavy use of the numerous rivers in the county. Timber rafts were floated downstream to steam-powered mills, and at St. Marys sawn lumber was loaded aboard ships for
transportation to distant markets. Some commercial fishing companies operated out of St. Marys
(Reddick and Bailey 1976:160-161). During 1893-1894, the Florida Central and Peninsular
Railroad constructed a line through the county, somewhat reducing the economic isolation of the
county (Reddick and Bailey 1976:91). The route, later subsumed under the Seaboard Air Line
Railway, spurred the growth of such communities as Kingsland and Woodbine. When U.S.
Highway 17 was completed in 1928, it followed a similar route and further opened the county to
economic development. The Gilman Paper Company, which opened its St. Marys processing plant
in 1940, had a major impact on arresting economic stagnation in the county (Reddick and Bailey
1976:163).
In 1955 the U.S. Army began construction of a major ship terminal on Kings Bay. Designed
for the loading of ordnance for shipment overseas, the terminal required the acquisition of some
seven thousand acres of land and involved the construction of a concrete wharf two thousand feet in
length and a munitions-handling network of railroad spurs and earthen bunkers. Outside the actual
facility perimeter, restrictive easements were acquired to serve as buffer zones in the case of
catastrophic explosions at or near the terminal. The buffer radius at the north end of the terminal
encompassed much of Cherry Point and included the point identified within as Frohock Point.
Under the terms of the restrictive easement, the acquired properties could be hunted by the
owners, but no permanent habitations could exist in the restricted areas. Within the secured perimeter of the facility, hundreds of acres of land surrounding the wharf area were cleared and planted
in pines. In all, the creation of the Army facility redistributed dozens of families in the Kings Bay
area of the county and had a major impact on the archaeological resources located on or near the
shoreline.
The Terminal Docks were leased to the Blue Star Shipping Company in 1959. In the late
1970s, the government announced plans to develop a Trident submarine base at Kings Bay. As
part of this development, lands that had formerly been under restrictive easement were now
acquired in fee simple by the government. As part of the environmental impact studies of the
proposed base, a major archaeological survey was undertaken to determine the presence, distri24

bution and character of archaeological resources at Kings Bay (Smith 1978). That survey resulted
in the discovery and preliminary evaluation of the sites which are the subject of this Phase II study.
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Chapter 3
RESEARCH DESIGN AND RESEARCH METHODS
Research Objectives
Phase II testing was designed to attain two general goals. First, it was necessary to collect
information concerning the scientific research potential of each site so that its eligibility for the
National Register of Historic Places could be evaluated. This required descriptive information,
such as: size and location of cultural deposits, character and integrity of components, variety and
content of assemblages, quality and quantity of preserved subsistence remains, and numbers and
kinds of features present. The second goal was to realize partially the research potential of each
site by compiling a data set and research collection which can be used to compare and contrast the
site under study with other sites, both those known from previous research and those which will
be investigated in the future.
The level of investigation called for at each of these three sites is the same. However, indi vidual differences in size, in distributions of the cultural remains, and in research questions
required somewhat different approaches to testing at each. In particular, it should be noted that the
sample size at 9Cam184, the Frohock Point Prehistoric Site, is much smaller than at either of the
other two sites due to the large size of this site. Methods which were uniform throughout the test ing program are described below, while variations and exceptions are mentioned in the individual
site discussion chapters.
General methodological categories for data collection were selected with different kinds of
questions in mind. These are presented below in tabular form and discussed in more detail later.
The emphasis in this testing program was on the use of field techniques comparable to those used
in other Phase II testing projects at Kings Bay and compatible with Phase III data collection pro cedures, should the latter be required.
Data analysis was also structured with two goals in mind: collection of data to permit eval uation of basic cultural, temporal, areal, and functional questions and generation of documentation
for the research collection which will permit inter-site comparisons, now and in the future.
Finally, curation of the collection at the Florida State Museum, where other Kings Bay
research materials are housed, will allow comparative studies and special analyses by interested
scholars. Artifacts and illustrative materials will be available for the development of interpretive
exhibits.
Field Methods
Fieldwork was begun by establishing a primary grid line east-west though site 9Cam185 and
then extending it across Mallard Creek, through site 9Cam184, and through 9Cam183 to the edge
of the marsh at Marianna Creek. Thus the excavation units at all three sites are laid out on the same
axis and related to the same metric grid. This ensures that each unit has a unique coordinate
designation, thereby simplifying joint laboratory handling of the three field specimen collections.
At eight points along the primary grid lines concrete monuments were placed for use in reestablishing the grid in the future.
Three different kinds of site grids were run off the primary grid described above using a
transit and chain. The grid at 9Cam185 was laid out with stakes at 10-m intervals across the entire
site since 50-cm tests at 10-m intervals were planned, followed by a stratified random sample of
excavation units. At 9Cam183, the grid was composed of east-west lines of stakes at 10-m
intervals, with the lines spaced 20 m apart. This grid was -designed for a systematic aligned
sample. The site grid for 9Cam184 was composed of nine individual grids defining excavation
blocks 50 m square. The blocks were arbitrarily spaced across the site for maximum coverage;
excavation units within the blocks were systematically placed for comparability with the level of
sampling at the other two sites. Because all three sites are heavily wooded, cutting and staking
grid lines involved a substantial investment of time.
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Table 3-1. Data Collection Units Used for Phase II Testing at 9Cam183, 184, and 185.
Unit
50 cm square shovel test

Purpose
construct intrasite distribution maps (185)

probing

detect, map subsurface shell middens, foundations

1 x 2 m excavation units

collect artifact samples, detect features

supplementary excavation

feature delineation and interpretation units; various sizes

column samples

measure quantity of bone and quality of zooarchaeological preservation; detect small finds missed in 1/4
in. artifact sample

pH samples

detect soil conditions biasing zooarchaeological
preservation

radiocarcarbon and
thermoluminescence samples

for dating of discrete contexts if it is determined that
this would contribute to Phase III

Vertical control over excavation proveniences was maintained using a handtape and a line
level referenced to ground surface at the southwest corner of each unit. A site-wide datum was not
used due to the large site size and heavily wooded conditions, and because the sites are shallow
and situated in areas of little relief. In addition, the prehistoric sites are each composed of several
horizontally stratified deposits which cannot be correlated on the basis of depth. It is the relative
stratigraphy within each excavation unit which is important in interpreting sites of this nature.
50-cm Shovel Tests
Shovel-excavated tests 50 cm square were used to collect data for the subdivision of
9Cam185 into horizontal strata. These tests were placed at the southwest corners of their 10-m
square grid units, offset 1 m north of the corner stake to avoid disturbing the stake line. Where
necessary, usually due to the presence of large trees, the tests were offset further to the north and
east. The fill was removed as a block sample, without separation of levels and zones, but zone
interfaces were cleared and inspected for evidence of features. Fill was screened through 1/2 in.
mesh hardware cloth; shell was separated from artifacts, measured in a graduated bucket, and dis carded. A measured soil profile was recorded for each test.
Probing
Probing was recommended in the initial research proposal in order to obtain information
about subsurface remains between widely spaced excavation units. Originally it was intended that
probing be carried out at 1-m intervals over systematically and judgementally selected 10-m grid
units distributed across each site. After assessing field conditions, it was determined that this
would require nearly complete clearing of the selected blocks which would not only consume a
large amount of the available field time but would generate piles of debris which would probably
hamper excavation activities and constitute a fire hazard in the future. The probing strategy was
revised to utilize the existing grid lines for detection of subsurface remains with additional probe
lines to be laid out as needed. Probing was carried out at 1-m intervals along these lines; probe
locations were determined by pulling and securing a tape between stakes. A machete was used as
the probe tool. In general, the same individual probed, accompanied by a second person who
recorded results directly on a map. Four subjective intervals were recognized: no shell, trace of
shell, moderate shell, and heavy shell. Systematic probing was conducted at 9Cam183 and
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9Cam185. At 9Cam184 probing was employed only in the vicinity of test units which intersected
shell midden lenses.
Excavation Units
Standard excavation units, 1 x 2 m in extent, were used as the basic sampling unit at all three
sites. In addition, supplementary units of varying size were used to gather additional data adjacent
to standard units which revealed features or other significant information. All excavation units
were laid out in relation to the site grid, generally using chains and hand tapes pulled off the nearest
grid stakes. Excavation proceeded by arbitrary 10-cm levels subdivided according to natural and
or cultural soil zones. Soil was screened through 1/4 in. mesh hardware cloth in tripod-suspended
baskets. Artifacts and Busycon spp. shells were collected and bagged by provenience; all other
shell debris was collected in a graduated bucket, measured, and discarded at the close of each level
or other provenience. Subsistence feature fill was collected in toto for laboratory processing.
Excavation proceeded until at least one sterile level had been encountered and to a minimum depth
of 50 cm. On completion of a unit, at least one wall profile was drawn and, if culturally significant
strata were visible, photographed. Plan drawings and photographs were made where significant
soil anomalies or cultural features were encountered in the course of excavation. Data forms used
to collect information during excavation, including level forms, feature forms, stratigraphic forms,
and photographic record forms are illustrated in Appendix A.
Column Samples
Column samples were collected after completion of all excavations in a site or portion of a
site so that they could be selected from known components and proveniences. These samples con sisted of 25 cm square blocks removed by level and zone, as read from the standing profile, and
bagged in tow. A record of each column sample excavation, consisting of location data, a sche matic profile drawing, stratum description, and F.S. numbers, was made. Figure 3-1 illustrates
collection of a column sample.
Soil pH Samples
Soil pH samples were taken from a variety of locations at all three sites and from several offsite locations. An attempt was made to include shell-bearing components, nonshell components
with bone preservation, and nonshell, nonbone components. In general, at least two 500 ml
samples, from levels 3 and 5 or the A and B horizons, were taken in each sampling location. In
addition, subsamples for pH analysis were pulled from all column sample and feature proven iences.
Dating Samples
Thermoluminescence (TL) and radiocarbon (RC) samples for dating were collected from
discrete, interpretable contexts. In most cases, these were features at 9Caml 85. TL samples con sist of aboriginal pottery together with a portion of the soil matrix in which it was found. Both
charcoal and shell samples were collected for radiocarbon dating. Appendix B lists contextual data
for these samples.
Laboratory Methods
Processing
All materials excavated during Phase II testing were transported to the laboratory at UTC for
processing and further study. Each artifact collection was washed, dried, and rebagged prior to
analysis. Column samples and feature fill, which were collected in toto in the field, were waterscreened through 1/4 and 1/16 in. mesh. The resulting samples were dried, rebagged separately,
and subjected to two different levels of analysis.
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Figure 3-1. 9Cam183, Unit 215N 790E: Collecting Column Samples. Crew members Lynda
Lancaster and Tom DesJean are Shown collecting column samples from a completed 1 x 2 m
unit. The 25 cm square samples were excavated stratigraphically, using the standing profile of
the unit as a guide.
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Analysis
Analysis proceeded site by site as field specimen collections were laid out in groups by
excavation unit. Enough space was available that it was possible to examine all of the artifacts
from 1/3 to 1/2 of each site simultaneously. Within each field specimen collection, artifacts were
sorted into historic, prehistoric, and subsistence remains groups. Each group was then sorted
according to types or attribute combinations defined in an analysis code, discussed below. A 5digit code number was assigned to each homogeneous artifact group and recorded, together with
count and weight, on a data collection form. Three artifact groups--subsistence remains, fiber
tempered aboriginal pottery, and other aboriginal pottery--were each further analyzed and recorded
in separate supplementary data files, as described below. Artifacts from 1/4 in. screened column
samples and feature fill were handled in the same manner as the excavation units. The 1/16 in.
fraction from these samples was inspected for small artifacts, bone, and charred botanical remains
other than wood charcoal. These materials were then identified and tabulated separately from the
1/4 in. sample; they do not appear in site-wide artifact totals.
Column sample 1/4 in. screened fractions were sorted by material and analyzed. Mollusc
shell was separated by species and weighed. Artifacts were analyzed as described below for the
balance of the collection. The 1/16 in. fraction was sorted for bone, carbonized seeds and nut
fragments, and small artifacts. These were quantified and are discussed in their respective feature
or column sample contexts.
Soil samples collected for pH determinations were analyzed using a Hellige Lilliput pH
meter. Three readings were taken for each sample; the average is reported. Thermoluminescence
and radiocarbon samples were not analyzed in this study. However, the existence of these
samples, their contexts, and their predicted contribution are summarized in Appendix B.
Historic artifact analysis. Analysis of historic artifacts was based on a five digit artifact type
code. The major artifact groups recognized in the code system are as follows:
10,000 to 19,999

Ceramics (excluding non-domestic ceramic items
such as pipe, door knobs, etc.)

20,000 to 29,999

Glass (excluding non-domestic items such as
window glass, insulators, etc.)

30,000 to 39,999

Architecture (including structural elements and
Unmovable appurtenances such as plumbing and
electrical fittings)

40,000 to 49,999

Domestic (including personal items and
household-related artifact types)

50,000 to 59,999

Activities (including craft, trade and occupational
artifact types such as arms, tools and
implements)

60,000 to 69,000

Industrial-Commercial (including items
associated with large-scale enterprises not
included under Activities)

70,000 to 79,000

Mechanical-Electrical Systems (including power
conversion and generation systems, communications, etc.)

80,000 to 89,999

Subsistence Remains

90,000 to 99,999

Aboriginal Material Culture
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The major divisions noted above do not necessarily represent mutually exclusive artifact groups,
and the code number apportionment of 10,000 number blocks to each group was done to allow a
small degree of artifact class/code number hierarchical correspondence. The ultimate objective of
the five digit code was not to provide a logical division of world material culture, but to organize a
numerical code system for individual artifact types displaying uniform functional and formal
attributes.
The principal groups utilized in the analysis of historic artifacts from the three sites tested
include ceramics, glass, architecture, domestic, and activities. The ceramics artifact group was sub divided (following traditional practice) into four sub-groups on the basis of ware: earthenware,
refined earthenware, stoneware, and porcelain. Further subdivisions by ware varieties, decorative
mode and formal attributes resulted in a catalog of types generally recognized in historical archae ology, including the types recognized by Noel Hume (1969) and South (1977). Many individual
types are tightly dated and can be used as temporal indicators. Similarly, glass was subdivided
into groups recognizing differences in color, form, decoration, and manufacturing technique; many
specific datable attributes were incorporated into the coding system.
By defining code sub-sets of dated ceramic types or functional artifact sub-assemblages, it is
possible to graphically depict activity areas within sites by means of computer-generated images
such as those available in the SYMAP program. The objective of the coding system, then, was to
define analytically-significant, discrete artifact types.
Subsistence remains analysis. It was not the objective of this secondary testing program to
perform any detailed analysis of zooarchaeological remains, as this has been done for a variety of
prehistoric and historic components in recent studies of other sites at Kings Bay (Smith et al. 1981;
Johnson 1978; Reitz 1982; Quitmeyer 1985). Rather, the goal of this research was to detect and
describe the presence of vertebrate remains, invertebrate remains, and botanical remains. Ver tebrate subsistence remains were described in terms of amount of material present, condition of
preservation, classes of vertebrates represented, and presence of cultural modifications. These data
were recorded as interval measures, for count and weight, and as nominal categories, for condi tion, classes, and modifications (see Appendix A). Total samples of shell were collected from
features and column samples; the 1/4 in. fraction was sorted by species and weighed. Botanical
remains were identified to genus level where possible, and counted and weighed.
Prehistoric artifact analysis. The code system formulated to account for all items of material
culture excavated from both prehistoric and historic sites was not designed to allow separate
recording of several attributes for individual specimens as was desired for aboriginal ceramic
analysis. It was used, therefore, to collect summary information on ceramics and detailed
information on lithics, bone and shell tools, and other materials. Ceramics were broken down by
general paste type and by size, with sherds larger than 1/2 in. receiving further analysis while paste
fragments (sherds with one or both surfaces missing) and sherds smaller than 1/2 in. (sherdlettes)
were encoded by general paste type, weighed, counted, and discarded. It was practical to assign
more specific, detailed codes to other aboriginal artifact types because of their relatively rare
occurrence in the collection. The hierarchical structure of the code system and the specific code
numbers actually used in this analysis are given in Appendix C.
Supplementary data recording forms were used to collect information on aboriginal sherds
larger than 1/2 in. Fiber tempered pottery was observed for thickness (mm), dominant paste
inclusions, exterior surface treatment, interior surface treatment, number of coil fractures, number
of floated (self-slipped) surfaces, rim shape, and lip shape and treatment. These data were
encoded as shown in the form in Apppendix A. The purpose of this particular selection of attri butes for analysis was to allow discrimination between St. Simons/Orange type fiber tempered
pottery and sandy paste or semi-fiber tempered pottery which has been identified as a Refuge series
type in other Kings Bay studies (Espenshade 1985). Woodland and Mississippian period pottery
was observed for dominant paste inclusions, surface treatment, and number of rims (Appendix A).
By separately recording paste and surface treatment it is possible to define a range of variability
within named types. This is especially useful on the lower Georgia coast where many of the tradi tional type definitions are inadequate to describe the local varieties. Definitions of attribute states
are contained in Tables 3-2 and 3-3.
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Table 3-2. Aboriginal Ceramic Paste Inclusions Observed in Analysis of 9Cam183, 184, and 185
Assemblages.
Code* Variable
No. Name

Definition

1 FIBER

Fiber Inclusions. Vermiculation occurs in otherwise fine, dense
paste.

2 FIBER & FSND

Fiber and Fine Sand Inclusions. Vermiculations occur together with
quartz inclusions less than 0.2 mm in diameter.

3 FIBER & SND

Fiber and Sand Inclusions. Quartz granules less than 0.5 mm in
diameter occur regularly in heavily vermiculated paste.

4 SND & FIBER

Sand and Fiber Inclusions. Quartz granules less than 0.5 mm in
diameter occur abundantly in vermiculated paste; vermiculations are
less frequent than in pastes lacking quartz granules.

5 SND, GRT, & FIBER Sand, Grit and Fiber Inclusions. Quartz granules from 0.2 to 1.0
mm in diameter occur regularly in a vermiculated paste.
1 SPONGE

Sponge Spicule Inclusions (Chalky). Clear, needle-shaped spicules
of fresh water sponges, observable under 70X magnification, occur
throughout paste.

2 SPNGFSND

Sponge Spicule and Fine Sand Inclusions. Quartz granules less
than 0.2 mm in diameter occur regularly, at a rate of more than 3 per
field, together with sponge spicules.

3 SPNGSAND

Sponge Spicule and Sand Inclusions. Quartz granules less than 0.5
mm and greater than 0.2 mm in diameter occur regularly at a rate of
more than 3 per field, together with sponge spicules.

4 SPNGGRIT

Sponge Spicule and Grit Inclusions. Quartz granules in the size
range 0.5 mm to 1.0 mm in diameter occur regularly together with
sponge spicules.

5 SPNGGROG

Sponge Spicule and Grog Inclusions. Fragments of dried or fired
clay ranging from 0.5 to 5.0 mm in diameter occur together with
sponge spicules.

6 FINESAND

Fine Sand Inclusions. Quartz granules less than 0.2 mm in diameter
occur regularly in fine, compact paste.

7 SAND

Sand Inclusions. Quartz granules, predominantly in the range 0.2 to
0.5 mm diameter, occur regularly.

8

Sand and Grit Inclusions. Quartz granules in size classes 0.2 to 0.5
mm and 0.5 to 1.0 mm occur together with sand size particles
predominating.

SANDGRIT
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Table 3-2 cont.
Code Variable
No, Name

Definition

9 SANDGROG

Sand and Grog Inclusions. Quartz granules in the range 0.2 to 0.5
mm occur in approximately equal proportions with fragments of
dried or fired clay in the 0.5 to 5.0 mm range.

10 SAiNDSIALL

Sand and Shell Inclusions. Quartz granules in the 0.2 to 0.5 mm
range occur in approximately equal proportions with small fragments of mollusc shell; most shell particles are 0.5 to 5.0 mm in
diameter.

11 GRIT

Grit Inclusions. Quartz particles in the size range 0.5 to 1.0 mm are
abundant in every field; few sand size particles occur.

12 GRITSAND

Grit and Sand Inclusions. Quartz granules in size classes 0.5 to 1.0
mm and 0.2 to 0.5 mm occur together with grit size particles
predominating.

13 GRITGROG

Grit and Grog Inclusions. Quartz granules in the size range 0.5 to
1.0 mm occur together with particles of dried or fired clay ranging
from 0.5 to 5.0 mm in diameter; the grit particles predominate.

14 GRITSHLL

Grit and Shell Inclusions. Quartz granules in the size range 0.5 to
1.0 mm occur together with small fragments of mollusc shell; grit
size quartz is the predominant inclusion.

15 GROG

Grog Inclusions. Inclusions appear to be fragments of dried or fired
clay ranging in size from 0.5 to 5.0 mm. Larger fragments often
contain sand size quartz inclusions and may exhibit flat faces which
appear to be sherd surfaces.

16 GROGFSND

Grog and Fine Sand Inclusions. Inclusions are fragments of dried
or fired clay, ranging in size from 0.5 to 5.0 mm and containing
sand size quartz particles; fine sand size quartz is also present
throughout the paste.

17 GROGSAND

Grog and Sand Inclusions. Inclusions are fragments of dried or
fired clay, ranging in size from 0.5 to 5.0 mm and containing sand
size quartz particles; sand-size quartz is also present throughout the
paste.

18 GROGGRIT

Grog and Grit Inclusions. Particles of dried or fired clay and gritsize quartz particles occur together with grog the predominant
inclusion.

19 GROGSHLL

Grog and Shell Inclusions. In addition to particles of dried or fired
clay, mollusc shell fragments 0.5 to 2.0 mm in diameter occur at a
frequency greater than 3 per field.
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Table 3-2 cont.
Code Variable
No. Name

Definition

20 UNTEMP

No Regularly Occurring Inclusions. No identifiable aplastics occur
regularly (i.e., at least once in every field examined at 30x magnification); paste is composed of minerals which are silt-size or smaller.

21 MICACEOUS

Micaceous Inclusions. In addition to predominant sand-size quartz
particles, paste contains occasional flakes of mica 0.1 to 0.4 mm in
diameter.

22 SNDCHRC

Sand and Charcoal Inclusions. The paste contains sand-size quartz
particles as the dominant inclusions, together with small fragments
of charcoal or vessicles which at one time contained charcoal.

* See Additional Analysis Data, Appendix A. Code number sequence repeats because Fiber
Tempered Pottery and Woodland/Mississippian Period Pottery were recorded and analyzed
separately.
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Table 3-3. Aboriginal Ceramic Surface Treatments Observed in Analysis of 9Cam183, 184, and
185 Assemblages.
Code Variable
No. Name

Definition

1

ERODED

Eroded Surface. Exterior surface weathered to the extent that original
surface treatment cannot be determined.

2

ROUGH

Rough Plain Surface. Exterior surface is irregularly roughened with
usually unidentifiable tool or somewhat smooth but very lumpy.

3

SMOOTH

Smooth Plain Surface. Includes range of exterior finishes from very
smooth, self-slipped to relatively smooth with minor striations from
fingers or other finishing tool.

4

BURNISHD

Burnished Surface. Polished exterior surface; facets resulting from
strokes of polishing tool are often visible.

5

PUNCTATE

Punctated Surface. Plain exterior surface marked with separate
depressions made with a stylus on wet or leather-dry paste.

6

INCISED

Incised Surface. Plain exterior surface marked with linear cuts caused
by use of stylus on wet or leather-dry paste.

7 SIMPLEST

Simple Stamped Surface. Exterior surface impressed with linear, parallel lands and grooves; a carved or thong-wrapped paddle is thought to
have been used.

8 LINECHK

Linear Check Stamped Surface. Exterior surface impressed with carved
paddle or roulette producing depressed rectangles or squares and raised
grid with lines parallel to one axis more prominent than those parallel to
the other.

9 BOLDCHK

Bold Check Stamped Surface. Exterior surface impressed with carved
paddle producing raised grid and depressed squares; checks more than 5
mm across.

10 MEDCHK

Medium Check Stamped Surface. Exterior surface impressed with
carved paddle producing a raised grid and depressed squares; checks
more than 3 mm and less than 5 mm across.

11 SMI.CHK

Small Check Stamped Surface. Exterior surface impressed with carved
paddle producing a raised grid and depressed squares; checks less than
3 mm across.

12 COMPST

Complicated Stamped Surface. Exterior surface impressed with carved
paddle; sherds of insufficient size to determine design detail.

13 REC1LST

Rectilinear Complicated Stamped. Exterior surface impressed with
carved paddle; design composed of straight lines; sherds of insufficient
size to determine design detail.
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Table 3-3 cont.
Code Variable
No. Name

Definition

14 CURVIST

Curvilinear Complicated Stamped Surface. Exterior surface impressed
with carved paddle; design composed of curvilinear elements; at
9Cam185 all identifiable designs are Swift Creek motifs.

15 SWCRK

Swift Creek Complicated Stamped Surface. Exterior surface impressed
with carved paddle; design similar to published examples of Swift Creek
ceramics.

16 FINECORD

Fine Cord Marked Surface. Exterior surface impressed with parallel
lines of twisted cord; cord impressions less than 3 mm wide.

17 FINEXCRD

Fine Cross Cord Marked Surface. Exterior surface impressed with
parallel lines of twisted cord; overstamped at perpendicular or acute
angle; cord impressions less than 3 mm wide.

18 MEDCORD

Medium Cord Marked Surface. Exterior surface impressed with parallel
lines of twisted cord; cord impressions more than 3 mm and less than 5
mm wide.

19 MEDXCRD

Medium Cross Cord Marked Surface. Exterior surface impressed with
parallel lines of twisted cord; overstamped at perpendicular or acute
angle; cord impressions more than 3 mm and less than 5 mm wide.

20 LRG CORD

Large Cord Marked Surface. Exterior surface impressed with parallel
lines of twisted cord; cord impressions 5 mm or wider.

21 LRGXCRD

Large Cross Cord Marked Surface. Exterior surface impressed with
parallel lines of twisted cord; overstamped at perpendicular or acute
angle; cord impressions 5 mm or wider.

22 SANMARCS

San Marcos Cross Simple Stamped Surface. Exterior surface impressed
with parallel lands and grooves (line block motif); overstamped at right
angles in regular pattern; deeply impressed.

23 COBMARK

Cob Marked Surface. Exterior surface roughened with rows of marks
which appear to have been produced by cupules of an empty corn cob.

24 XSIMPST

Cross Simple Stamped Surface. Exterior surface impressed with linear
parallel lands and grooves, overstamped to produce raised rectangles in
a depressed grid.

25 SCRAPED

Scraped Surface. Exterior surface smoothed while wet or leather dry
with straight, flat tool such as a reed, shell or bone splinter, leaving
regular, more or less parallel, tool marks.

26 SANMARIN

San Marcos Incised Surface. Exterior surface incised with a sharp tool
and/or hollow-reed punctated at base of wide, folded rim or on sherd
also decorated with San Marcos Cross Simple Stamped; paste is heavily
grit tempered.
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Table 3-3 cont.
Code Variable
No. Name

Definition

27 BASKETIIMP

Basket Impressed Surface. Exterior surface bears impression of woven
material; could also be fabric, but examples inadequate for discrimination.

28 DIMNDCHK

Diamond Shaped Check Stamped Surface. Exterior surface impressed
with carved paddle producing rhomboid-shaped grid units; could also
be result of dragging square check paddle during application.

29 ZONEPUNCT Zoned Punctated Surface. Exterior surface marked with clusters of
punctations separated from each other or from plain areas by incised
lines.
30 SHELLINC

Shell Incised Surface. Exterior surface impressed with edge of mollusc
shell, leaving denticulate incising.

31 REDFILMED

Red Filmed Surface. Exterior surface covered by a thin, burnished
layer of hematite or hematite-stained clay.

32 SHELLSCR

Shell Scraped Surface. Exterior surface scraped while wet or leather
dry with serrated edge of a mollusc shell.
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Data Processing
Data files were created on the UTC Computer Center's Hewlett-Packard 3000 series 48
machine and analyzed via remote job entry on the UT Computer Center at Knoxville, Knoxville
IBM 3081-D computer system. The SAS software package was used to process and analyze data
(SAS Institute Inc. 1982); in addition, distribution maps for 9Cam183 were prepared using
SYMAP (Dougenik and Sheehan 1975). The text of this report was prepared on an Apple Niacin tosh microcomputer using MacWrite and Word.
Field specimen contents catalogs were generated for each site; paper copy of these catalogs is
included in the documentation curated with the research collections. Magnetic tapes containing the
SAS data sets generated in this analysis are also stored with the collection.
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Chapter 4
THE FROHOCK POINT HISTORIC SITE, 9CAM183
Introduction
Site 9Cam183 was encountered in the 1977 archaeological survey of the Kings Bay naval
facility (Smith 1978:7-193). Defined by a series of 50 cm shovel tests, the site was found to con tain tabby structural debris and domestic refuse from the first quarter of the 19th century. Prelim inary documentary research indicated its association with the John King family, one of the earliest
and most prominent families of Camden County. The survey report recommended secondary
testing to evaluate the research potential of the site. The research strategy for the present site eval uation study involves the traditional two-prong approach of historical archaeology, that is,
documentary research to identify the owners and inhabitants of the site and field archaeology to
determine the nature, extent and condition of the site as a physical entity. It is also appropriate to
note here that site 9Caml 83, defined as a historic period archaeological component, rests within a
larger, earlier prehistoric archaeological site defined as 9Cam184. In the 1978 survey report, the
sites are identified as the Frohock Point Historic and Prehistoric sites, (9Cam183 and 184, respec tively).
Historical Background
University of Florida researcher Carolyn Rock, working closely with county historian Mrs.
Eloise Bailey in the course of preparing background data on site 9Cam182 (named the John King
Site), has largely reconstructed the late 18th and early 19th century occupations in the Cherry
Point area of Kings Bay. We have drawn heavily from the material prepared by Bailey and Rock.
Our own documentary research was aimed at evaluating these existing data on the early historic
occupation of the Frohock Point historic component and extending the historical examination of the
area into the 20th century. Our objectives were thus to complete the narrative of historic occu pation at the site and to obtain data pertinent to an understanding of site formation processes,
particularly late historic activities which may have altered the record of earlier habitations at the site.
By combining documentary research with oral history obtained from an informant, a more com plete historical view of the Frohock Point historic site was obtained.
Site 9Cam183 consists of a low point of land jutting east into the salt marshes drained by
Marianna Creek, and is defined on the north and south by fresh water creeks emptying into the
marsh. In the archaeological survey report (Smith 1977) these creeks were arbitrarily assigned the
names Mallard Creek (on the north) and Rabbit Run (on the south). Their correct names, judging
from an informant who resided on the point, are Sandy Run and Dilworth Creek, respectively.
Further, the name Cherry Point has been consistently used to identify the point of land north of
9Cam183, although it has also been used to collectively describe the eastern side of the peninsula
formed by the meander of Crooked River, the western side being Mush Bluff and the north side
being Elliot's Bluff. Informants have not attached a specific place name to the point of land occu pied by 9Cam183; for convenience, in this report this area is designated Frohock Point.
John King, head of the household that first settled Frohock Point in the late 18th century,
appears to have been born about 1740 in North Carolina. It was in North Carolina that John King
married Jane Morehead of Morehead City (Reddick and Bailey 1976: 403). There is some uncer tainty as to King's background due to the abundance of individuals with the same name. The date
of King's migration to Georgia is unknown. It is thought that John King was a Georgia Revolutionary War soldier (Reddick and Bailey 1976:23), but there are several unresolved ambiguities
deferring a specific conclusion on this matter (Rock 1984). For example, King's record in
Camden County indicates that he was literate, having served in several local governmental
positions. As Rock (1984) points out, it is assumed that John King served with the First Georgia
Battallion during the Revolutionary War (Reddick and Bailey 1976:23). However, a payroll
receipt bearing this John King's name was signed with an X, suggesting that this particular John
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King was illiterate. Coleman (1977:77) has noted that the First Georgia Batallion was raised from
recruits from Georgia, the Carolinas, and Virginia. At present we do not know where John King
might have been living at the time of his presumed enlistment. At this point, the activities of John
King prior to the late 1780s are unclear.
The name John King appears in the deed book indexes of Camden County in the late 1780s
as grantee in numerous, often sizeable conveyances of land. The disposition of most of these
early land acquisitions was not carefully examined during our research. Some researchers have
indicated that John King first resided near present-day Woodbine on land grants bordering the
Satilla River, and voted in the first election (in 1788) at the town of St. Patrick (Rock 1984).
However, the list of the 58 voters in the December 2, 1788 election does not include John King's
name (Reddick and Bailey 1976:4-5). Rather than examine every land transaction bearing John
King's name, we sought to detail the chain of title specifically for the Frohock/Cherry Point area.
The tract of land identified as the Cherry Point plantation of John King was composed
principally of three parcels of land granted by the State of Georgia as headrights to John King,
John Fulton, and James Atkinson between 1785 and 1792. Each grant was for 200 acres of pine
or hammock land adjoining the salt marshes drained by the Western Shore River, as Marianna
Creek was known in the late 18th century. The Fulton and Atkinson grants were both inland, and
consisted in part of both pine barren land and oak hammocks. The King grant adjoined the other
two, but spanned the shoreline of the marsh from Cherry Point on the north to a point of land now
known as Etowah Park. Thus the King grant was a linear strip of land with three points projecting
east into the salt marsh, including the point of land identified in this report as Frohock Point.
The original warrants for the Fulton and Atkinson grants appear to have been issued in 1785.
John Fulton was issued a warrant for his 200 acre tract on March 7, 1785, and the actual field sur vey was made on June 13 by one Samuel Fulton. The west half of Fulton's parcel was in pine,
and the east half was in hammock. A fresh water run or stream (Dilworth Creek) ran across the
property southwest to northeast. James Atkinson received his 200 acre warrant on May 2, 1785,
and Samuel Fulton field surveyed the parcel on June 14 of that year. Like John Fulton's grant,
Atkinson's land was half in pine, half in hammock, and contained a fresh water run (Sandy Run )
coursing northeast toward the salt marsh. Fulton's parcel was southeast of Atkinson's. East of
these two 200 acre tracts were the points of land granted to John King.
The warrant for John King's 200 acre parcel along the marsh was issued on October 3,
1791, and surveyed November 8 (Camden County Land Plats Book C: 9). The plat for this
parcel (Figure 4-1) illustrates the layout of the grant, which was surveyed to include a large area of
marsh. The plat also illustrates a house on the point of land identified in this report as Frohock
Point. It is assumed that this was John King's house, built prior to the November 1791 survey of
the property. Presumably King had some claim to the land prior to the October 1791 warrant; this
warrant may have been only a county-level land warrant effecting an earlier state land grant. The
deed indicates, however, that by 1791 King was an occupant on the point designated in the 1978
archaeological survey as site 9Cam183.
King was active in local government, and carried the title Esquire. When St. Marys was
recognized as a town by the Georgia Legislature in December 1792, John King was appointed one
of its five commissioners (Reddick and Bailey 1976:146). He also served as the foreman of the
Camden County grand jury for the July term in 1794 (Reddick and Bailey 1976:5). Later, King
would serve as a Justice of the Inferior Court. The 1794 Camden County tax digest indicates that
King owned 400 acres of third quality oak and hickory lands and 1360 acres of pine lands. King
was the only adult male in his household in 1794, which included five slaves under sixty years of
age (Blair 1926:4-7).
On July 1, 1795, James Atkinson sold his 200 acre parcel to one Langley Bryant "...for a
valuable consideration" (Camden County Deed Book BC: 344-345). In turn, on December 20,
1795, Bryant conveyed the parcel to John King for 25 pounds sterling (Camden County Deed
Book BC: 345). The transaction mentions some pertinent details:
... a certain tract of land situate lying and being in the said county of
Camden between the rivers St. Marys and Crooked River on a bay known
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Figure 4-1. The King-McIntosh Deed. This copy of the James King-John McIntosh deed plat,
which is itself a copy of the original survey of November 1791, depicts a house on the point.
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by the name of Western Shore Bay, containing two hundred acres including
the Old Fields called and known by the name of Harvey's old fields and
granted to James Atkinson by his Excellency Edward Telfair Governor of
this state on the sixth day of December Seventeen Hundred and ninety two
and by him the said James sold unto the said Langley Bryant by deed
bearing date the first day of July Seventeen hundred and Ninety five ...
This document indicates cultivation activities in the Cherry Point vicinity in the last decade of the
18th century. The dates of the original Atkinson grant to not appear to correspond: the above
quote dates Atkinson's grant to December 6, 1792, while other documents (noted above) give the
date of the land warrant as May 2, 1785. Apparently these discrepancies reflect state versus county
land warrants.On October 9, 1800, John King leased a parcel of his Cherry Point holdings to
Woodford Mabry. The five year lease, for a consideration of $500, included:
... a certain tract of land whereon the said King now lives lying between the
creek on which the sawmill is situated on the south and marsh of Crooked
River on the north, lines and boundings as followeth: beginning south, at
the north end of said sawmill dam and running up that creek to the little
bridge on said creek, from thence along the path a NoWest course until it
intersects the lines of the land whereon Alexander Elliot now lives thence
along the said line northerly to the marsh of Crooked River thence along the
marsh of Crooked River south and southeast to a Bluff on the Point thence
along the marsh to the beginning at the waters of the sawmill ... the said
King reserving to himself a field of twenty acres now in cultivation for the
term of one year beginning the first of January next and expiring the first
day of January one thousand eight hundred and two ... and the said Mabry
shall not remove or dispose of any part of the buildings he may have reason
to build during the term...(Camden County Deed Record Book E:166-167).
The nature of the crops on the reserved twenty acres is not specified nor is the total acreage of the
lease. The description of the parcel makes it clear that the lease included the area north of Sandy
Run and encompassed the tract later identified as Hog Hammock. The wording may be construed
as indicating that King was physically residing on the north side of Sandy Run, but the language
may also be interpreted as meaning the leased parcel was simply part of the King plantation tract.
At any rate, the presence of a bridge, sawmill, and dam are demonstrative of considerable
improvements to the land. The sawmill would likely have been used to saw timber cut in the clear ing of fields. It is speculated that because of the low fall of the creek, the sawmill may have
employed a tidal pond as a water reservoir. Reddick and Bailey (1976:41) maintain that Mabry
eventually held full title to the Hog Hammock parcel, but our research did not reveal a deed for the
conveyance.
A series of transactions, beginning in 1801, suggest that King may have been in declining
health and was in the process of settling his affairs. Perhaps not coincidentally, it was in 1801 that
a yellow fever epidemic struck St. Marys. On August 20, 1801, John King deeded to his son
James (age 25) a negro slave, Tom. To his daughter Jane (age 12), he gave two slaves; a man
named Dublin and a mulatto girl named Pink. Young Jane King's slaves were to be under the
supervision of John King's wife, Jane, until the daughter was of age (Camden County Deed Book
F: 86, 85). In January of the next year John King conveyed to his son James title to:
...all that tract of land on which I now live including part of two tracts of
land the one of two 200 acres granted to James Atkinson in the year 1792
and the other granted to myself in the same year and at the same time to have
and to hold the said plantation with all its appurtenances thereunto
belonging to have and to hold the plantations or tract of land adjoining the
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land sold to him my said son James by me, by and bearing date the 28th day
of August 1801 ...(Camden County Deed Record Book F:87).
This transaction refers to an earlier sale or conveyance from John to his son James, but this deed
was not located. Shortly thereafter, on February 24, 1802, John Fulton (living near Georgetown,
S. C.) conveyed his 200 acre parcel adjoining King's grant to John King: this parcel was in John's
possession at his death. In June, 1802, John King conveyed three slaves, Peter, Phib and Nancy,
to his son Thomas King (apparently 20 years of age), to be supervised by Jane King until Thomas
was of age.
John and Jane King sold William Gibson 100 acres of hammock land on March 28, 1803,
for $3000. The parcel included portions of King's original 200 acre grant and a portion of the
Fulton grant, and was essentially the southern end of the King plantation, (made up of the King,
Fulton, and Atkinson grants). This parcel included what is now identified as the.Etowah Park
area. Gibson had holdings southeast of the purchased parcel, and had developed there an appar ently prosperous plantation named Marianna.
At the time of his death on March 7, 1804, John King was serving as an Inferior Court
justice in Camden County; (Rock 1984 notes that court records indicate King's death occurred in
1803). His widow, Jane King, and sons William King and James King were appointed
administrators of the estate (Camden County Inferior Court Minutes 1802-1852). It was James
King who took over the operation of the Cherry Point plantation, already having title to most if not
all of the land at the time of his father's death.
The background of John King is unfortunately not as well known as that of his son James.
The census schedules for the censuses of 1790, 1800 and 1810 were lost in the burning of
Washington, D.C., during the War of 1812. Consequently, data as to the composition of the King
household is derived from other sources. John and Jane King had six children: William (born
1770), John Jr. (born 1773), James (born 1776), Thomas (born 1780), Frances (born 1787), and
Jane (born 1788) (Reddick and Bailey 1976:404). From King's tax digest returns and gifts to his
younger children (in 1801-1802) we know that he was a slaveowner and presumably a planter.
James King appears in an 1809 Camden County tax digest, and is listed as owning 8 slaves and
300 acres of property (Blair 1926: 8-14).
James King's interests in cattle raising eventually led him to move his plantation inland to the
area around present-day Kingsland; (Kingsland itself was named after one of James King's sons,
John Madison King, in 1893). The date of this move is unclear. When James King sold the
Cherry Point land in 1823, the deed noted that James had been in "peaceable possession" for 20
years; it is assumed that he resided there as well. The Julius King memoirs suggest that it was
shortly after 1815 that James King moved inland and established Woodlawn Plantation where he
engaged in cattle raising.
On February 1, 1823, James King sold the Cherry Point plantation tract of 300 acres to John
H. McIntosh for $2500 (Camden County Deed Book K: 441443). The deed recounts the con veyance as including:
...the lands lying on the south side of Crooked River in the County of
Camden belonging to the said James being the whole of the three following
surveys with the exception of that part of them sold John King to William
Gibson and with the exception of a square thereof twenty feet on each side
being the burying place on said land...which surveys are John King's,
James Atkinson's and John Fulton's....
The arithmetic of the conveyance would seem to be questionable since the King, Atkinson
and Fulton grants would nominally total 600 acres; minus the King/Gibson sale of 100 acres, the
conveyance should total 500 acres. Later in the deed, James King relinquished access to the bury ing ground on the plantation; it is in this cemetery that John and Jane King are assumed to be
buried.
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John Houstoun McIntosh, a colorful and prominent figure in Georgia history, is thought to
have first arrived in Camden County about 1792 (Johnston 1950). His role in the abortive
Patriots Rebellion of 1811-1812 nearly ruined him financially (Patrick 1954). McIntosh eventually held sway over a considerable area of land south of Crooked River, having purchased not only
King's Cherry Point Plantation and Gibson's Marianna Plantation, but evidently the plantations
known as Antrim, Bolingbroke, and Elliot's as well (Reddick and Bailey 1976: 37-59). Together
the purchased plantations were amalgamated into one entity, named Marianna Plantation.
McIntosh ventured into sugarcane cultivation and processing in the mid-1820s, and constructed at
Marianna a massive tabby structure to house the grinding and syrup boiling equipment.
After McIntosh's death in 1836, his considerable holdings over the county and state were
subdivided among his heirs. On May 25, 1836, the heirs of John H. McIntosh filed a division of
his estate (Camden County Deed Book M:399). McIntosh's heirs were: his widow, Eliza Bayard
McIntosh; sons John H. McIntosh and George S. McIntosh; Henry R. Sadler (on behalf of his
wife Catherine Ann Sadler); and Duncan L. Clinch (on behalf of his children). Eliza McIntosh was
to receive title to the Marianna Plantation. This division was confirmed on November 22, 1836,
when the other heirs issued a warranty and quit claim deed to the Marianna Plantation to Eliza
McIntosh (Camden County Deed Book M:491-492). The deed recounts that the conveyance
included
...all that piece or parcel of land known as Marianna...containing one thou sand acres, also tract of land known as Kings containing one thousand
acres, said tracts bounded by north: Crooked River and land of F. Hopkins;
east and south by lands belonging to estate of King, and west by lands of
D.S. Clinch and John H. McIntosh....
The language implies that King's tract contained one thousand acres, but it seems clear that
the grand total of the Marianna acreage was one thousand acres, including King's tract. The lan guage also implies that some King heirs held land adjoining the conveyed tract, but no data were
found to verify this implication. Presumably James King had sold all the King holdings to John
McIntosh in 1823. Also deeded to Eliza McIntosh were four lots in New York City, an inher itance from her own family (Bayard).
Eliza McIntosh died in 1847, and the disposition of her Marianna holdings is not clear. As
will be noted below, Bayard McIntosh came to hold title to the Cherry Point area of Marianna
Plantation. There appears to have been a hiatus in the occupation of the Frohock Point area from
1823 to 1860. A map of the J. H. McIntosh estate, executed by Luther Martin at the request of one
Jacob Waldburg (perhaps acting as agent for Bayard McIntosh) and dated May, 1856, presents a
reconstruction of the tracts comprising the McIntosh holdings south of Crooked River. On this
map there is a representation of the McIntosh house (Marianna), the family cemetery and other
features; there is no indication, however, of a structure in the area of Frohock Point. This omis sion does not appear to be significant, for there are no other structures shown on the plan, save the
Marianna house. The disposition of the John King house at Frohock Point is unknown from a
historical standpoint.
It was one Bayard S. McIntosh that conveyed the Cherry Point lands, including the area
identified as Frohock Point, to the Pacetty and Frohock families in the 1860s and 1870s. He is
identified in the deed as the son of John H. McIntosh, although it is not clear whether he is a son
or grandson of John Houston McIntosh the senior. On July 29, 1860, Bayard McIntosh, through
his attorney, John H. Dilworth, conveyed 77 acres of land to Robert H. Frohock for $100. The
parcel was bounded north by John Pacetty, south by Marion Dilworth, east by salt marsh owned
by Bayard McIntosh and west by Bayard McIntosh (Camden County Deed Book Q:324-325).
Although the deed description of the property is imprecise, this conveyance is believed to be the
south half of what we have called Frohock Point. The deed was not filed for record until May,
1871, by which date the north half of Frohock Point had been sold. On November 10, 1870,
Bayard McIntosh (through John H. Dilworth) sold 369 acres of land to John Pacetty Sr. for the
low price of $297.50. The parcel was bounded north by Hog Hammock (on the northeast tip of
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Cherry Point), east by the Western Shore River, south by R. H. Frohock, and west by B. S.
McIntosh (Camden County Deed Book Q: 289-290). It will be recalled that in the 1860
McIntosh/Frohock transaction, Pacetty was recounted as the adjacent land owner on the north,
although it would appear that Pacetty did not have title to the land until 1870.
The bulk of the land in the Cherry Point vicinity, including Frohock Point, remained in the
Pacetty and Frohock families through the late 19th century, the two families being united through
marriage. The wife of Robert H. Frohock was Margaret Pacetty, daughter of John Pacetty Sr.
The 1850 census is the first to indicate the presence of the Frohock and Pacetty familes in Camden
County. The census identifies Charles Frohock, an overseer, age 40, with a wife, Sarah, and
five children including Robert, age 4. The same census lists John Pacetty, a mechanic, age 35.
with a wife, Margaret, and six children, including Margaret, age 3. John Pacetty lived in Camden
County with two brothers: Dennis, a 40-year old ship captain, and Andrew, a 47-year old painter
(see Otto 1974).
Robert H. Frohock was an active individual, having served as a postmaster, assistant light house keeper on Little Cumberland Island, a state representative, a probate judge, and a member of
the county board of education. He also apparently farmed and timbered his holdings in the county.
In July 1887, Robert H. Frohock deeded one acre of land for a church to the trustees of the
Methodist Episcopal Church (South); modern plats place this acre of ground near the second
slough on the access road to Frohock Point (Camden County Deed Record Book T:96-97).
Nearby was a wooden schoolhouse which served the inhabitants of the Cherry Point area of the
county.
On October 27, 1887, John Pacetty Sr. conveyed to his son David B, Pacetty title to 65 acres
of land; the parcel included strips of land on the north and south banks of Sandy Run Creek,
running inland and including portions of the feeder streams which form the main salt marsh chan nel separating Cherry and Frohock Points. The parcel was bounded north and west by John
Pacetty Sr., south by Mrs. Frohock and W. J. Bailey, and east by Marianna Creek (Camden
County Deed Book T:304-305).
David B. Pacetty evidently lived on the north side of Frohock Point or on the adjacent shore line of Cherry Point. On November 20, 1910, David B. Pacetty conveyed two parcels of land to
Johnnie and Bailey Pacetty for $1.00 (Camden County Deed Book II:312). One of the two parcels
was the 65 acre tract mentioned above. At the time of the sale the 65 acre parcel was bounded
north by John Pacetty, east by Kings Bay River, south by Mrs. Frohock and W. F. Bailey, and
west by John Pacetty. The deed notes that the parcel was the homestead of David B. Pacetty, who
was to retain possession until his death. A 1918 U.S.G.S. Kingsland Quadrangle map depicts the
Frohock house on the south side of Frohock Point, but there are no such depictions of another
domestic structure northeast of the Frohock house (see Smith 1978:3-24).
Robert H. Frohock died in 1928, four years after his wife Margaret (Reddick and Bailey
1976:571). In May of 1928, the heirs of Robert and Margaret Frohock deeded the homestead tract
of Robert Frohock on Frohock Point to Mary L. Frohock (Camden County Deed Book JJ: 310).
The 41.5 acre parcel was bounded north by David Pacetty and east by the salt marsh. It was from
Mary L. Frohock that the United States Government acquired a perpetual restrictive easement as
part of the development of a munitions terminal at Kings Bay; the easement was conveyed on
August 10, 1955 (Camden County Deed Book 51:151). L. D. Pacetti was the owner of the
northern half of Frohock Point when the government acquired the restrictive easement on that 76.4
acre parcel. Under the terms of the easement, there could be no permanent habitations in the
restricted areas. As a consequence, the Pacetty house was moved, and the Frohock house was dis mantled. This marked the end of habitation on Frohock Point. With the exception of the use of
the area for hunting and fishing camps, the area was abandoned.
As part of the historical research on the Frohock Point historic site, Principal Investigator Dr.
Nicholas Honerkamp conducted an interview with a former inhabitant of Frohock Point, one Fred
Frohock, a descendant of Robert H. Frohock. Mr. Frohock recounted details of his life on the
point, and was questioned specifically about extant archaeological remains and any activities in the
past which would have altered the archaeological record or served as site formation processes.
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Mr. Frohock's father was Osborn Branch Frohock, one of nine sons of Robert H. Frohock.
Mr. Frohock was born in his father's house on the point in 1913. At about the age of 16, Mr.
Frohock moved to the residence of his aunt, Mary Frohock, located a short distance from the older
residence of Robert H. Frohock, which was in ruins when Mr. Frohock was a child.
During Mr. Frohock's tenure on the point of land occupied by site 9Cam183 his family
farmed small plots of land in the woods, raising subsistence crops such as corn, beans and pota toes, and growing feed for stock (hogs, cattle, and horses). There was apparently no large-scale
cash crop cultivation, and the livestock roamed free on open ranges. Subsistence activities also
included hunting and fishing, and on occasion Mr. Frohock worked in commercial fishing on
shrimp boats and as a hunting guide.
Municipal services were never introduced to the Cherry Point area during Mr. Frohock's
residence there. At the Frohock homestead water was provided by one deep and one shallow well,
and privies were used for sanitary waste disposal. Electricity was apparently never provided to the
Frohock house while our informant lived there, although an Army property acquisition map dated
1955 shows an R.E.A. power line to the Frohock house. During Mr. Frohock's residence on the
point, illumination was by kerosene lamp. Trash was burned and disposed of in the woods. Dur ing Mr. Frohock's youth, horse and carriage was the mode of travel on land, but apparently
provisions were procured from Fernandina, which was reached by boat.
Mr. Frohock recalled the existence of the church and school west of Frohock Point, and
attended the Methodist church in his youth. The church was eventually torn down and the timbers
hauled to Cumberland Island and reused in the erection of a Black church. Although Mr.
Frohock's memory of the location of the church and school were vague, his commentary con firmed that the church stood on the road to the point, and that the school was to the north, off-road,
in a stand of hickories; (this latter structure is tentatively identified by a chimney fall immediately
west of the Mallard Creek Site, 9Cam185).
Mr. Frohock also recalled collecting Indian artifacts from the vicinity of a mound located
southwest of the point, and noted that his uncle had collected British coins from the 9Caml 83 area.
It was apparently Mr. Frohock's grandfather (Robert H.) that identified a large tabby block at the
archaeological site as being part of the King house. The informant was thus knowledgable about
the first inhabitants of the point.
In summary, the Frohocks (not unlike the Kings) lived in a sparsely settled area of the
county, engaging in livestock raising and limited subsistence farming. Cherry Point nonetheless
was considered an administrative subdivision by the county, for it was defined as a school district
and had its own schoolhouse. The Methodist church, like the schoolhouse, served the rural popu lation of Cherry Point and Mush Bluff.
Site Description
The Frohock Point historic site occupies a 1.9 hectare area on the northeastern tip of a point
of land projecting east into the salt marshes of Marianna Creek. The peninsula is bounded north
by Sandy Run and south by Dilworth Creek. The terrain averages 1.2 m to 2.4 m above the high
tide level of the marsh, and thus the site is well drained. The existing vegetation consists of mod erately dense mature oak, hickory and pine trees with a sparse understory of shrubs and palmettos.
At least eight small sandy clearings were noted in the surface reconnaissance of the area, although
their significance is unclear. Visible shell outcroppings were noted, particularly along the Sandy
Run bluff at the north edge of the site, but light, scattered shell is present over most of the point.
Tabby debris was also noted over the majority of the site, and one large formed tabby block was
found near the center of the site, resting in the middle of an apparent looter's pit. A light scatter of
early 19th century cultural debris was noted over most of the site, and distinct heaps of 20th
century domestic debris were present, especially in the north central area of the point. A well-used
vehicular road to the point was in evidence, terminating at the north edge of the site. Apart from
the large tabby block, there were no superficial indications of any structures noted at 9Cam183.
Although not defined as being within the limits of 9Cam183, structural tabby and brick features
and associated domestic debris were noted in the immediate vicinity of the Block 8 sample area of
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site 9Cam184; Block 8 Was located some 125 meters southwest of the center of 9Cam183. These
remains were associated with the first and second residences of the Robert H. Frohock family and
their heirs.
Testing Strategy
The initial proposal for secondary testing of 9Cam183 called for stratification of the site into
core and peripheral areas on the basis of artifact density, and then for proportional sampling of the
two strata. Each stratum was to be divided into 10 x10 m grid units with one 1 x 2 m test unit
being excavated in each of the selected grid units. This approach was revised prior the the initi ation of fieldwork. In order to implement the initial research design, it would have been necessary
to place systematic 50 cm shovel tests over the entire site in order to delineate the core and periph eral strata. Rather than invest time in redefining site boundaries, it was decided to collect a
systematic sample of the entire site.
Historical data demonstrated the presence of the King house on the site by 1791, and there
was surficial evidence of a tabby structure. While random sampling of the core and peripheral
sampling strata was methodologically elegant, a systematic sampling scheme was perceived as
having the potential to yield more reliable data as to the location of activity areas within the historic
component as well as providing an extensive view of the resources of the site as a whole.
Consequently, the implemented sampling scheme involved the excavation of 1 x 2 m units in
alternate 10 x 10 m grid units in alternate, staggered rows across the site (Figure 4-2). East-west
rows were thus 20 m apart, and test pits within the rows were spaced at 20 m intervals. The metric
survey grid initiated at the Mallard Creek site (9Cam185) was extended through site 9Cam184 to
the Frohock Point area. Along the 800E coordinate a main north-south survey line was cut and
staked. At convenient 20 m intervals, east-west lines were cut. The 1 x 2 m excavation units were
placed along these lines, allowing several meters latitude in placement to avoid trees and large root
systems. The systematically-sampled 10 x 10 m grid units and their 1 x 2 m test pits numbered 37.
An additional 20 1 x 2 m units and one 1 x 4 m unit were excavated as judgemental units. Most of
these judgemental units were either placed adjacent to systematic units containing features or
between the 190N and 210N grid lines, where most of the historic debris was concentrated.
Results of Testing
In the following section we describe the results of the systematic and judgemental testing at
9Cam183, focussing on the historic aspects and features of the site. The historic-period occu pation of the site rests above (and sometimes intrudes upon) an aboriginal archaeological corn ponent marked by shell middens appearing 20 to 30 cm below contemporary ground surface. The
underlying prehistoric component, identified as site 9Cam184, will be discussed in the next
chapter.
Site Stratigraphy
Site soils were characterized as Cainhoy Fine Sands. Surface humus and litter accumulations
were generally shallow over most of the site, which featured an oak and hickory canopy. Pine
straw accumulations under interspersed pine trees were often 15 cm in depth or more. However,
in most cases surface litter was light and averaged perhaps 5 cm in depth.
A dark brown or gray A Horizon was present, usually 15 to 20 cm in depth, succeeded by a
fine tan or tan-yellow sand B Horizon 20 to 30 cm in depth. In some deep units, a color shift
toward dark brown occurred in the tan sands of the C Horizon as the local water table was
approached. A well-developed anthroposol was noted in the historic house and kitchen midden
areas, and was characterized as a very dark brown to black humic soil with a fine, greasy texture;
this soil contained relatively high volumes of historic cultural debris. Mollusc shell debris, prin cipally oyster, appeared as a light surficial and subsurface scatter over most of the site, with
distinct subsurface concentrations being noted in the center and southern areas of the site. These
shell concentrations are discussed further below.
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Figure 4-2. Excavation Plan for Phase II Testing at the Frohock Point Historic Site, 9Cain183.

In most cases, excavation units were culturally sterile at the C horizon soils; excavation typ ically ceased at 50 cm below surface. Root and rodent activity was moderate, but in two units
near the core of the historic midden area unmistakeable evidence of plowing was noted (Figure 43). The discernible plow scarring carried into the B Horizon to a depth not exceeding 30 cm.
This plowing may have had the effect of redistributing both historic structural and domestic debris
as well as aboriginal artifacts and shell middens. However, the depth of the plow scarring was not
great, and only the upper surfaces of shell middens were disturbed.
Artifact Assemblages
Table 4-1 displays the total historic artifact assemblage of 9Cam183, divided by artifact
classes. Briefly, the site assemblage includes predominantly early 19th century debris, some mid dle to late 19th century material, and a quantity of mid-20th century debris. Focussing on the early
19th century debris we find an apparent domestic or household artifact assemblage present on the
site. The Activities group contains gunflint debris from flintlock firearms, a triggerplate and two
oval gun escutcheons. The Architecture group is dominated by wrought nail and spike debris, but
the lack of architectural appurtenances such as pintles, hinges and the like is notable. Also, only
13 small fragments of early pale green window glass were recovered. The Ceramic group is
dominated by undecorated creamwares and pearlwares, and by hand-painted polychrome pearl wares, blue transfer-printed pearlwares and blue hand-painted pearlwares. A great variety of mid18th century ceramic types such as Astbury and Jackfield are present, but are numerically infre quent. The Domestic group of artifacts includes iron kettle fragments, six instances of scissors,
bone handled forks and knives, brass buttons and white clay smoking pipe debris. One brass but ton bore the embossing "R.R"; this button is identified as a Rifle Regiment button from the period
1808 -1814 (Albert 1973). The Glass group is dominated (by weight) by dark green/black bottle
glass, but clear bottle glass is numerically most frequent. Clear glass tumbler fragments are pres ent, but no stemware fragments were discerned. The Industrial/Commercial and Mechanical/
Electrical groups contained only 20th century debris. The Subsistence group included nearly
3,000 grams of foodbone, but no faunal analysis was conducted on the group to the species level.
The 9Cam183 historic artifact collection is dominated by an early 19th century domestic
assemblage consonant with the historically-documented King occupation. Some late 19th century
debris is present in the collection, but not in great volume. Twentieth century debris is also pres ent and was clearly evidenced at the site in the form of surface rubbish heaps.
Two basic types of artifact depositions are commonly distinguished on archaeological sites:
sheet refuse deposits consisting of cultural debris deposited within but indistinguishable from soil
zones, and deposits physically delimitable from the soil matrix, that is, discrete features such as
postholes and wells. In the following section of the report, we view in broad scale the nature and
distribution of cultural material over the site as a whole, concentrating on sheet refuse deposits.
Features are discussed in a subsequent section.
The excavation sample of 9Cam183 consists of 59 1 x 2 m units, some of which are joined
into larger units. In half of the 59 units, historic cultural material is restricted to Level 3 or higher,
in other words, appearing at 30 cm or less below ground surface. Thus, historic artifact depo sitions at 9Cam183 are for the most part sheet refuse deposits, that is, cultural debris discarded or
lost on the ground surface. Because sheet refuse deposits are easily subject to contamination by
later deposits or mixing of materials by processes such as plowing, there are distinct limitations to
their interpretation. These deposits are nonetheless significant to an understanding of the types of
activities that have occurred on a site. The location of structures can often be pin-pointed by
examining sheet refuse deposits which have accumulated around these structures. South's (1977:
47-80) Brunswick Pattern, for example, describes fan-shaped artifact accumulations around the
doors and windows of 18th century houses, the houses themselves casting depositional shadows
of low artifact density. If we focus attention on the frequency distribution of datable and/or func tionally coherent artifact sub-assemblages, it should be possible to identify certain activity areas
within the sheet refuse depositions of 9Cam183 and possibly isolate the location of the King
house.
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Figure 4-3. Plow Scars in Unit 214N 780E. In this view, the evenly spaced stains of plow furrows are clearly visible.

Table 4-1. Classes and Quantities of Artifacts Identified from 9Carnl 83.
Artifact Code

Weight (g)

Code Description

Frequency

Activities
51311
51351
51391
51392
51393
51394
51395
51396
51397
51465
51466
51467
51468
51471
51501
51531
51534
51535
51536
51537
51543
54011
54030
54060
54080
55001
59992
59993
59994
59995
59996
59997
59998
59999

Trigger Plate
Gun, Escutcheon Plate
Gray Gunflint, Debitage
Gold Gunflint, Debitage
Miscellaneous Gunflint, Debitage
Gray Gunflint
Gold Gunflint
Burned Gunflint
Burned Gunflint, Debitage
Lead Shot, .25-.29
Lead Shot, .30-.34
Lead Shot, .35-.39
Lead Shot, .40-.44
Lead Shot, .55-.59
Lead Bullet, .22 Caliber
12 Gauge Shotgun Shell
16 Gauge Shotgun Shell
.45 Caliber Shell, Unidentified
.22 Caliber Rimshot, "U" on Base
.22 Caliber Long Rimshot, "H" on Base
.22 Caliber Cap, Unidentified Rimshot
Iron-face Padlock
Chain Links
Shim
Skeleton Key, Unidentified, Miscellaneous
Ferrous File, Unidentified
Rubber, Unidentified
Slate, Unidentified
Brass, Tooled, Unidentified
Lead, Splash
Rock, Unidentified
Lead, Unidentified
Copper/Brass, Unidentified
Ferrous, Unidentified

8.0
16.0
75.5
0.5
3.0
14.5
2.0
4.3
0.5
13.5
26.2
7.4
6.1
17.2
2.5
11.8
5.0
5.7
1.9
0.7
0.7
43.0
102.2
18.5
2.9
2.8
10.0
16.1
10.6
32.8
1739.3
53.2
0.7
994.6

1
2
19
2
1
4
1
1
1
7
8
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
3
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
11
5
4
35
14
2
702

353.7
65.0
18.1
179.7
2.1
853.0
943.5
28.9
272.8
235.9

72
4
1
11
3
313
235
6
58
33

Architecture
30011
30070
30210
30230
30240
30311
30312
30313
30350
30480

Brick
Tabby, Formed
Concrete, Unformed
Tabby, Unformed
Plaster
Nondescript Square Nails
Wrought Nails
Clenched Nails
Cut Nails
Wire Nails
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Table 4-1 continued.
Architecture continued
Artifact Code
30500
30580
30650
30710
30800
31102
31208
31209
31210
31211
39999

Weight (g)

Code Description
Nondescript Nails
Wrought Spikes
Staples
Nuts
Screws
Keyhole plate
Windowglass, Clear
Plateglass, Clear
Windowglass, Pale Green
Windowscreen
Wood, Miscellaneous

Frequency

52.9
275.7
7.0
4.8
9.6
6.3
33.1
21.7
9.5
0.7
84.8

23
6
2
1
2
1
13
2
13
1
1

5.6
2.8
13.5
236.3
6.0
44.3
83.0
53.8
11.4
8.3
0.3
1.2
5.2
58.9
0.4
1775.7
1.7
1.5
3.9
38.4
7.7
2.4
0.4
852.7
154.9
291.0
7.0
3.2
7.9
2.5
4.5
184.9
238.6
143.6

2
1
1
43
3
9
16
34
3
4
1
1
6
27
1
1021
1
1
3
7
4
1
1
534
118
224
1
4
1
2
8
134
85
47

Ceramics
11101
11150
11152
11201
11202
11301
11450
11482
11512
11518
11590
11610
11701
11703
12999
13201
13203
13231
13235
13236
13237
13238
13251
13301
13321
13322
13324
13371
13372
13375
13376
13402
13431
13432

Redware
Other Earthenware
Olive Jar
Lead-glazed Redware
Lead-glazed/Slip-decorated Redware
Lead-glazed Earthenware
Slip-decorated Earthenware
Bristol/Staffordshire Earthenware
Blue-on-White Delftware
Plain White Delftware
Bisque
Enamelled Redware
Astbury Ware
Jackfield Ware
Burned Earthenware
Creamware
Shell-edged Creamware
Over-glazed Red-enamelled Creamware
Annular/Swirled Creamware
Annular Creamware
Other Annular Creamware
Molded Creamware
Black Transfer-printed Creamware
Pearlware
Blue Hand-painted Pearlware
Polychrome Hand-painted Pearlware
Over-glazed Hand-painted Pearlware
Annular Pearlware
Annular/Mocha Pearlware
Other Annular Pearlware
Annular Engine-turned Pearlware
Blue Transfer-printed Pearlware
Blue Shell-edged Pearlware
Green Shell-edged Pearlware
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Table 4-1 continued.
Ceramics continued
Artifact Code
13480
13501
13551
13615
13616
13702
13801
15997
15998
15999
16111
16112
16114
16210
16230
16231
16251
16255
16602
16700
17998
18101
18102

Weight (g)

Code Description

Frequency

Other Peariware
Whiteware
Annular Whiteware
Over-glazed Transfer-printed Whiteware
Silver Transfer-printed Whiteware
Green Shell-edged Whiteware
Edge-molded Whiteware
Yellow-glazed Whiteware
Unidentified Refined Earthenware
Burned Refined Earthenware
Plain White Salt-glazed Stoneware
Bat-molded White Salt-glazed Stoneware
Scratch-blue White Salt-glazed Stoneware
Gray Salt-glazed Stoneware
Brown Salt-glazed Stoneware
English Brown Salt-glazed Stoneware
Westerwald/Rhenish Stoneware
Other Salt-glazed Stoneware
Other Slip-glazed Stoneware
Alkaline Glazed Stoneware
Unidentified Stoneware
Oriental Export Porcelain, Undecorated
Under-glazed Blue Oriental Export Porcelain

0.8
143.4
225.0
7.1
1.0
2.3
7.0
2.1
19.2
137.7
14.2
22.6
0.7
359.8
333.6
51.2
5.0
7.0
42.0
70.0
46.5
1.5
26.0

1
39
1
2
1
1
2
3
11
60
4
4
2
12
21
9
3
3
1
11
3
1
11

Button, South Type 7
Button, South Type 8
Button, South Type 9
Button, South Type 11
Button, South Type 18
Button, Type 35
Button, Type 34
Button, Type 33
Button, Enamel Face, Type 35
Button, Type 36
Button, Type 37
Button, South Type 15, Bone
Button, Type 39, Glass
Button, Wood
Button, Shell
Button, Lead
Button, Pewter
Fabric
Socks
U.S. Coins From 1950-Present
White Clay Pipe Bowl and Spur Fragments,
Plain

12.2
5.4
2.5
1.9
11.9
0.7
17.8
1.2
0.1
1.0
1.5
0.7
0.3
2.7
0.1
3.0
4.5
0.1
18.0
3.2

4
2
1
1
5
1
8
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
4
1
1

46.3

66

Domestic
40010
40011
40012
40014
40018
40029
40030
40031
40032
40033
40034
40042
40053
40060
40066
40078
40079
40300
40402
40751
40841
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Table 4-1 continued.
Domestic continued
Artifact Code
40842
40844
40845
40846
40861
40865
40866
40890
40921
40922
41170
41230
41251
41431
41440
41471
41730
41911
41930
42001
42002
42003
42011
42012
42031
43001
44001

Weight (g)

Code Description
Pipe Stem Fragments,
Unidentified Diameter Bore
Pipe Stem Fragments, 4/64ths Bore
Pipe Stem Fragments, 5/64ths Bore
Pipe Stem Fragments, 6/64ths Bore
Modern Cigarette Filter
Fluted Pipe Bowl Fragments
Decorated Bowl Fragments
Sleeve Links/Cuff Links
Bone Beads
Glass Beads
Scissors
Combs, Plastic
Hair Pin, Bone
Furniture Tack, Cuprous
Drawer Pulls/Knobs
H-Hinge, Brass
Hanger-Hooks
Kettles, Metal
Containers, Metal
Utensil Handle, Bone
Utensil Handle, Pewter
Utensil Shaft, Ferrous
Fork With Bone Handle
Fork Tine
Knife With Bone Handle
Ornamental Ironwork
Pencil, Slate

Frequency

2.6
42.5
120.3
2.8
1.9
0.9
13.6
1.4
0.1
0.7
147.8
2.8
1.1
4.4
16.8
8.1
7.4
223.3
17.8
23.8
15.1
23.7
24.8
22.6
34.7
148.3
0.8

3
19
61
2
16
2
8
1
1
2
6
1
1
4
2
1
1
3
5
8
1'
2
1
2
1
1
1

436.5
135.0
57.1
23.2
4.1
35.1
11.6
8.4
119.5
9.2
6.1
59.8
0.7

143
57
39
33
3
7
8
1
194
2
1
3
1

16.1
33.1
14.2

1
1
2

Glass
20011
20012
20013
20014
20015
20018
20020
20022
20027
20028
20042
20045
20065
20102
20103
20151

Bottle Body, Green/Black
Bottle Body, Dark Green
Bottle Body, Green
Bottle Body, Pale Green
Bottle Body, Aqua
Bottle Body, Amethyst
Bottle Body, Amber
Bottle Body, Brown
Bottle Body, Clear
Bottle Body, Pale Blue
Bottle Base, Dark Green
Bottle Base, Clear
Bottle Neck, Clear
Hand Blown Base, Green/Black,
No Pontil Scar
Hand Blown Base, Clear, Pontil Scar
Hand Blown Neck, Green/Black
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Table 4-1 continued.
Glass continued
Artifact Code
20201
20202
20252
20253
20254
20255
20256
20257
20258
20602
21201
21251
21351
22001
22003
22004
22005
22050
22057
22058
22501
23011
24011
24499
24501
24998

Weight (g)

Code Description

Frequency

1.0
Hand Tooled/Applied Lip/Rim, Green/Black
0.9
Hand Folded Lip, Clear
11.5
Molded, Pontiled Base, Embossed, Clear
9.1
Molded Bottle, Pale Green
1.8
Molded Bottle, Amber
15.3
Molded Bottle, Green
39.1
Molded Bottle, Clear
28.8
Dip Molded Bottle, Clear, Empontiled
4.3
Molded Bottle, Brown
0.2
Surface Treated Bottle, Clear Enamelled
21.4
Case Bottle, Green/Black
343.6
Liquor Bottle, Brown with Owens Scar
10.3
Decanter Stopper, Clear
149.1
Tumbler Base, Clear
4.9
Tumbler Body, Clear
3.0
Tumbler Rim, Clear Enamelled
1.5
Tumbler Rim, Clear Etched
1.1
Stemware Base, Clear
1.4
Stemware Base, Machine Blown
10.7
Stemware/Tumbler Rim, Clear
8.6
Unidentified Form, Opal/White
Miscellaneous Modified Glass, Clear Enamelled 0.2
Miscellaneous Unmodified,
4.7
Curve Sectioned, Clear
Miscellaneous Unmodified,
8.1
Burned Curve Sectioned
6.6
Flat Sectioned, Pale Green
Miscellaneous Unmodified,
2.1
Burned Flat Sectioned

1
1
1
1
1
1
12
1
1
1
1
98
1
8
9
3
2
2
1
26
6
1

Coal Clinker, Cinder
Foiled Paper
Lead Foil
Aluminum Foil
Plastic Film
Molded Plastic Container, Rigid
Plastic Closure Device, Interior Threads
Metal Container Opening Key/Strip
Miscellaneous Pebbles
Miscellaneous Conglomerates, Mineral

5.0
0.7
5.6
0.3
0.2
0.3
3.2
2.6
3.8
13.3

3
1
4
3
2
1
1
1
10
4

Battery, Drycell
Flashlight Parts

71.0
21.2

1
5

16
13
1
3

Industrial
60012
60201
60202
60203
60204
60205
60431
60432
69998
69999
Mechanical
75101
79101
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The even distribution of the systematic test units over the site, combined with the supple mentary judgemental units, facilitates the use of computer-generated frequency distribution maps
(SYMAP) to illustrate generalized patterns of historic artifact deposition. Any SYMAP represen tation of artifact depositions must be interpreted with caution, however, for the computer contours
and interpolates artifact density values in ways which may not mirror reality. SYMAP images are
not presented to predict artifact density in unsampled areas of the site, but to graphically depict
observed data values at known points and to project continuous data values between these points.
The SYMAP program assigns a range of data values to a graphic contour level. Variation in the
scaling of each value range depicted on the SYMAP contours alters the appearance of the final
image. With these reservations in mind, the SYMAP program is a useful display tool to graph ically summarize aggregate artifact totals, particularly for sheet refuse deposits.
One of our first concerns in examining sheet refuse deposits was to attempt to assess the
effect of plowing on the site. Plowing can cause some minor displacement of artifacts from their
original deposition location, and it is possible to infer increased post-depositional breakage of
artifacts which might artificially enhance artifact counts in plowed areas. Of course, artifact size
itself can be an attribute of the original depositional behavior; the Brunswick Pattern consists of
fan-shaped deposits of usually small artifacts swept or thrown out of a house (with larger debris
being consciously collected and removed some distance to a trash pit or heap).
An attempt was made to use sherd count versus weight from historic ceramics in the upper
levels of the site to map probable areas of plowing. Implicit in this approach was the assumption
that plowing in the late 19th and 20th centuries had more finely broken sherds deposited during the
late 18th and early 19th centuries. However, the SYMAP representation of the historic ceramic
sherd count/weight ratio seemed not to clearly isolate plowed areas. Averaging sherd counts and
weights for Levels 1-3 over the site produced a range in sherds per gram from .09 to 1.43. In
units 210N 775E and 214N 780E, where there was visible evidence of plow scars, the count/
weight ratio was in the middle of the value range. While three areas of high sherd fragmentation
are visible in the SYMAP image of count/weight ratios (Figure 4-4 ), only the two areas at the
center of the site are felt to have significance, and these are due to their probable connection with
Brunswick Pattern deposition; both areas are associated with historic middens. The high frag mentation area on the north side of the site seems in reality to be more the product of a small artifact
sample than any other factor. In sum, the application of SYMAP to the problem of isolating
plowed areas of the site is inconclusive; plowing may in fact have occurred over most of the site.
Archaeological evidence and information from local informants demonstrate that the site has been
plowed to some extent, but the depth of subsurface disturbance appears not to have exceeded 30
cm. Closed-context subsurface features have apparently not been adversely affected by the plow ing, although sheet refuse deposits may have been mechanically dispersed to some degree.
A more successful application of SYMAP to delineating activity areas on the site was its use
in mapping the distribution of datable historic ceramics. South (1977) and Noel Hume (1969) pre sent a body of 18th and early 19th century ceramic types for which manufacture dates are
reasonably well known. Segregating the datable ceramic types from 9Cam183 from all the cer amics present, the list was divided into three groups: Early, Middle and Late ceramics (Table 4-2).
The subdivisions were intended to permit examination of the proposition that there was horizontal
stratigraphy within the site in terms of ceramic discard through time. In order to obviate any
weighting biases toward proveniences with large numbers of small sherds, total ceramic type
weight per unit was used as the quantitative index instead of simple frequency.
The Early ceramic group included ceramics with terminal manufacture dates of 1802 or
before. Middle ceramics had terminal manufacture dates prior to 1840, and Late ceramics, the
smallest of the groups, contained all other datable types, predominantly types originating in the
19th century but with latel9th or 20th century terminal dates. In Figure 4-5 distinct clusters of
Early ceramics are present in the eastern half of the site, the largest apparent concentration being
along the shore, but with the most dense deposit being in the locality of Feature 9 (discussed
below). Early ceramics are relatively more clustered than Middle ceramics; Early ceramics are pre sent in only 29 of the 59 sample points.
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Table 4-2. Early, Middle and Late Historic Ceramic Groups at 9Cam183.
Artifact Code

Ceramic Type

Manufacture Range

Jackfield
Bristol/Staffordshire slip-decorated earthenware
Bat-molded white salt-glazed stoneware
Blue-on-White delftware
Astbury
Rhenish salt-glazed stoneware
Scratch-blue white salt-glazed stoneware
English brown salt-glazed stoneware
Underglaze Blue Oriental Export Porcelain
Undecorated delftware

1740-1780
1670-1795
1740-1765
1600-1802
1725-1750
1700-1775
1744-1775
1690-1775
1660-1800
1640-1800

Undecorated Creamware
Undecorated Pearlware
Hand-painted Polychrome Pearlware
Blue Shell-edged Pearlware
Blue Transfer-printed Pearlware
Blue Hand-painted Peariware
Green Shell-edged Pearlware
Annular/Mocha Pearlware
Annular/Engine-turned Pearlware
Annular/Swirled Creamware
Annular Peariware
Annular/Other Pearlware
Green Shell-edged Whiteware
Red-enamelled Creamware
Black Transfer-printed Creamware
Annular Creamware
Annular/Other Creamware

1762-1820
1780-1830
1795-1840
1780-1830
1795-1840
1780-1820
1780-1830
1795-1820
1795-1820
1790-1820
1790-1820
1790-1820
1826-1830
1765-1810
1765-1815
1780-1815
1780-1815

Annular Whiteware
Whiteware
Silver Transfer-printed Whiteware

1831-1900
1813-1900
1826-1875

Early Group
11703
11482
16112
11512
11701
16251
16114
16231
18102
11518
Middle group
13201
13301
13322
13431
13402
13321
13432
13372
13376
13235
13371
13375
13702
13231
13251
13236
13237
Late Group
13551
13501
13616
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Figure 4-5. SYMAP Image of Early Ceramics, 9Cam183.
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Middle ceramics, including the dominant site ceramic types of creamware and pearlware,
appear to be more highly clustered near the center of the site (Figure 4-6), in the vicinity of what
will be described later as the kitchen midden. As the SYMAP image suggests, Middle ceramics are
more widely distributed and constitute the dominant ceramic sub-assemblage. In only seven of the
59 data points were no Middle group ceramics encountered.
The Late ceramic distribution seems to depart drastically from the two previous groups,
presumably because the members of this group are associated with a late 19th century occupation at
the site than the early 19th century King occupation. The SYMAP image (Figure 4-7) suggests
that Late ceramic deposits are more concentrated than the two other groups. In fact, looking
beyond the computer's extrapolated and artifically contoured image to the raw data arrays reveals
that in 48 of the 59 sample points there are no Late ceramics whatever. The most dense concen tration of Late ceramics comes from an area in the north central portion of the site which displayed
surficial trash heaps of 20th century domestic debris.
In sum, by examining the distributions (by weight) of Early, Middle and Late ceramic groups
we note that late 19th century ceramics are low in frequency and highly concentrated in marginal
areas of the site. Early and Middle group ceramics, constituting the ceramic assemblage probably
generated by the King occupation, are more frequent and generally concentrated at the center and
east point of the site, particulary east and west of a structural tabby block described in a subsequent
section of this report.
An Architecture artifact sub-assemblage was defined and consisted of the gross weight of
wrought nail and spike debris, excluding specimens from features; this proviso eliminated the bias
of wrought nails and spikes from features such as the well, Feature 2. Wrought nails and spikes
were selected to represent the early 19th century occupation of the site. The architecture group was
highly concentrated; in 31 of 59 points no such debris was present. The SYMAP representation
(Figure 4-8) depicts four concentrations, the principal of which are near the center and east point of
the site.
Also selected to represent debris generated during the early 19th century was the Pipes
group, consisting of the gross weight of white clay smoking pipe•(kaolin) debris. The SYMAP
image of the pipe distribution (Figure 4-9) suggests a somewhat broader distribution than in fact
occurs; 22 of the sample points contained no pipes, but because of scattered, relatively high con centrations, the computer contours engulf these zero points. Apart from similar center and east
point pipe concentrations, there is an apparent cluster along the north bluff of the site.
The Arms artifact group is a highly specialized subassemblage and includes only gold (or
blond) and gray gunflints and debris therefrom. This group, which reflects the distribution of
flints associated with 18th and early 19th century flintlock firearms, is the most concentrated of the
artifact type distributions discussed within; in 49 of the 59 sample points no gunflint debris is
present . Gunflint debris is located only in the central area of the site, namely the area east of the
780E line and between the 230N and 170N lines. The largest single concentration (by weight) of
this small artifact group is in 170N 782E, which contains Feature 9 (described below).
Food bone distributions are in some ways the most difficult to describe. Intensive faunal
analysis was not performed on the excavated collection, so the presentation of gross bone weights
includes domestic and wild animal species; elements from individuals associated with cultural
occupations and natural, non-cultural post-occupation faunal mortality are included. The SYMAP
image of gross bone weight for Levels 1-3 (Figure 4-10) shows concentrations at the center and
east point of the site, not unlike the distribution of Early and Middle ceramics.
If we evaluate our gross, site-wide observations on early 19th century artifact distributions,
there is clearly a focus of domestic activity at the center of the site, in the vicinity of 210N 775E,
210N 782E, 214N 780E and 215N 790E. At this locus, there is a demonstrable concentration of
food bone and ceramic debris suggestive of kitchen activity. There are similar concentrations at
the center and along the east point of the site; these two concentrations probably bracket the loca tion of the King house.
Artifact types attributable to the late 18th and early 19th century King occupation are
concentrated in the central area of the site. Overlays of SYMAP images of the distributions of key
artifact groups suggests a core depositional area to the site. This core area is square or rectangular
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Figure 4-6. SYMAP Image of Middle Ceramics, 9Cam183.
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Figure 4-7. SYMAP Image of Late Ceramics, 9Cam183.
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Figure 4-8. SYMAP Image of Architecture Group, 9Cam183.
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Figure 4-9. SYMAP Image of Pipes Group, 9Cam183.
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Figure 4-10. SYMAP Image of Bone, Levels 1-3, 9Cam183.
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in shape and abuts the shoreline on the northeast flank of Frohock Point. The significance of this
area will be discussed later.
Historic-period Features
The historic component at 9Cam183 (and the underlying prehistoric component of 9Cam184)
yielded a variety of cultural and non-cultural features. A complete listing of all featured prove niences is given in Table 4-3. Listed in this table are: feature and unit number, feature description
and the field interpretation, dimensions, artifacts and, under Comments, the final feature inter pretation. As can be seen in the table summary, many features were 'non-cultural', a designation
indicating animal burrows or root disturbances. Other defined features include non-interpretable
configurations that may be the result of human activity, but which did not conform to the field
interpretation (e.g. posthole or builder's trench) or fit any other definable cultural activity. Only
interpretable historic cultural features will be discussed below.
Eleven historic features were identified during the Phase II excavations at 9Cam183. As
noted above, the presence of two activity areas within the historic site were inferred: a main house
area centered around a large, presumably structural tabby block and an apparent kitchen midden
area to the west of the main house. Eight of the interpretable historic features were located in the
house area, two were in the kitchen area and another was found south of the major historic activity
areas.
House area features. As will be discussed later, the "house area" was defined by the
presence of superficial and subsurface tabby debris and was delineated by systematic subsurface
probing. The principal evidence for a structure at 9Cam183 was a large tabby block (Feature 76)
situated within a discrete area of tabby debris and 1 meter east of the southeast corner of unit
204N 820E (Figure 4-11). This block rests at the base of a shallow circular excavation apparently
representing a looter's pit. The spoil dirt from this pothole extends to the east wall of unit 204N
820E. Removal of some of the spoil to examine the base of the block uncovered a few late 1950s
or early 60s style pop bottles. As noted earlier, Mr. Frohock recalled an oral tradition identifying
the tabby block as part of the King house.
The surfaces and edges of the tabby block are heavily eroded and the block has been split in
two by a cedar tree. Two finished faces, the east and possibly the north, remain. The block is
1.49 m long on the longest (northern) edge. A finished height is not ascertainable due to the heavy
erosion on the top of the block, but it was at least 50 cm high. Subjectively, the block is too
massive to have served as a corner pier under a house; assuming it was a pier, probing, excavation
or other potholes should have evidenced others. No evidence of similar tabby piers was noted at
the site. The block is tentatively considered a chimney foundation. Though it is not certain that
the block is in situ, the orientation of the finished face of the block is slightly west of north.
As probing did not locate further subsurface foundations or structural elements, the existence
of a wooden frame house elevated on piers was inferred. A 1 x 4 m trench was opened within the
historic house area in an attempt to verify the presence and location of such a house by finding
diagnostic features such as drip lines or evidence of perimeter piers. This 1 x 4 was positioned so
that the long axis ran east-west across a relatively flat, open area of the site. The eastern half of the
unit (800N 827E) contained no features. In the western half of the unit (800N 825E) a linear
trench running northeast to southwest was noted. Within the trench, defined as Feature 49, were
three circular stains. Of the three, only a small cedar post, Feature 44, could be defined as a cul tural feature; the small amount of debris in the fill included creamware. Feature 43 was identified
as a probable tap root. The Feature 49 trench contained, among other artifacts, green shell-edged
pearlware, providing a 1780 terminus post quem to itself and Feature 44. The functional signifi cance (if any) of Feature 49 is unknown.
In unit 204N 820E, one meter northwest of the tabby block, was a series of 6 features which
appeared to define a light structure oriented slightly east of north. Feature 13 was the first feature
of this series to be defined. It was a midden-filled linear trench about 25 cm wide and 21 cm deep.
Seventy-five cm of the trench was in the 1 x 2 m unit. At the base of this feature, at either end of
Feature 13, were two postholes. Feature 14, a midden filled semi-circular area at the east wall of
the unit, extended 12 cm below the base of Feature 13. Feature 15, at the western terminus of
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Feature 13, had similar dimensions. Feature 15 may define the northwestern edge of a structure.
Both a postmold and a posthole were identifiable in Feature 15; the former had become filled with
historic midden while the latter was filled with a brownish humic sand devoid of shell or building
rubble. Feature 14 and 15 were 70 cm (27.5 in) apart. Presumably the Feature 13 trench con tinued east beyond the unit wall and perhaps encompassed other postholes. Another shallow,
shell-filled trench, Feature 16, turned south from Feature 15 and connected with another posthole,
Feature 17. Although observed only in profile, another shallow trench, Feature 80, apparently
continued east from Feature 17. Features 15 and 17 were c. 1.8 m apart.
There was no definable floor to the possible structure defined by Features 13, 14, 15, 16, 17
and 80 as indicated by stratigraphy or artifacts. No function for the structure is postulated, and
none of the features contain any historic-period cultural material. The apparent small size of the
possible structure, and its construction technique--wooden posts set in, rather than on the ground-suggests that it was insubstantial and not part of a permanent structure.
In the southeast quadrant of unit 204N 820E, from 10 to 23 cm below surface, was a con centration of building rubble consisting of burned lime and sand areas, ashy areas and mortar
chunks. No other such area was discovered on the site, and it may be an indication that this unit
was at least in the vicinity of a more substantial structure.
Feature 7, located in 190N 832E just south of the house midden, was defined as a possible
posthole c. 15 cm in diameter and 20 cm in depth. The feature contained two aboriginal sherds
and one lead-glazed redware historic ceramic fragment, the latter being temporally undiagnostic.
Feature 11 was a posthole profiled in the south wall of unit 204N 840E. This shell-filled, flatbottomed feature was obvious against the tan sand matrix. Identified as an historic feature due to
its stratigraphic position, the feature itself contained no temporally diagnostic artifacts.
Kitchen area features. Five 1 x 2 m units were excavated in the kitchen midden area defined
by probing and by the presence of relatively higher food bone occurrence. Only one feature was
found within the midden. This was a very deep posthole, Feature 21, in the eastern wall of unit
215N 790E. Unfortunately, the striated fill of the posthole and the mottled fill of the matrix made
the posthole invisible until it was observed in profile. Three sherds of cream.ware were recovered
from Feature 21. The unit itself was interesting in that it had the highest historic ceramic artifact
yield and more mortar and tabby than any of the other units in the kitchen area. This unit was also
unique in having many fish scales in the midden. Two 25 x 25 cm column samples, one from the
northwest and one from the southwest corner, were taken in this unit.
A well was found six to seven meters west of the western edge of the probed kitchen
rnidden. The well, Feature 2, was identified by the heavily mottled, redeposited sands of its
construction pit at 55 cm below surface in 210N 762E. The pit covered approximately one-half of
the eastern portion of the unit. The well pit was taken to 1.0 m below surface, at which point a
second 1 x 2 m square was opened immediately south of 210N 762E to expose more of the
feature. In this unit the well pit was recognized at 37 cm below surface. 209N 762E was taken to
1.0 mbs, after which the two units were taken down together in 20 rather than 10 cm levels. The
well cavity, defined by a square area of homogeneous gray sand and occasional pieces of wooden
boards and posts, was first observed at 1.20 m below surface. Pit and cavity were taken down
alternately and remapped at each 20 cm level floor. A third provenience, well pit fill episode, was
segregated between 1.20 mbs and 1.40 mbs as a distinctly lighter area of sand in the southwest
edge of the well pit. It appears to have been nothing more than a deposit of lighter sands.
Approximately three-quarters of the well pit was uncovered in the full 2 x 2 m unit. The out line of the well lining itself was almost entirely exposed. Only a portion of the east side was not
uncovered (Figure 4-12). It was a box crib well with a wood-lined shaft one meter square,
braced on the inside with four (three exposed) square wooden interior posts. Wood and wrought
nails were recovered from the lining. At 1.9 mbs the floor of the unit was saturated with ground
water; heavy rains resulted in standing water in the unit for the rest of the field season, so that
further excavation, even using a sump technique, was impossible. A similar box-crib well was
excavated at the Sowerby site, 9Cam178 (Smith, et al 1981:331-332).
The well yielded a relatively high volume of cultural material, although normal contextual
confusion reduces the analytically significant collection: except for the deepest levels there was
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Table 4-3. Features at the Frohock Point Historic Site, 9Cam183.
Fes. Unit
1

Description of Excavation and Preliminary Interpretation

210N 801E Small oval deposit of predominantly whole oysters and homogenous dark tan
sand. Matrix of dark tan sand mottled with tan. Slightly rounded, regular
base. Prehistoric subsistence feature.

2

210N 762E Large semi-circular area of redeposited gray and tan sands. Central, square
area of dark gray sand; square defined by occasional pieces of wood and
posts. Tan matrix. Well and well pit. Partial.

3

230N 774E Vaguely linear area of dark tan sand in matrix of medium tan sand.
Unknown.

4

210N 842E Linear area of dense historic building rubble and shell midden with dark
grayish-brown sand, in matrix of less dense midden. Possible builder's
trench. Partial.

5

190N 854E Circular shell deposit within non-shell, grayish-tan sand matrix. Possible
posthole. Sloping sides, rounded base.

6

190N 832E Semi-circular area of dark grayish-brown sand in south profile. Matrix of
tan sand mottled with grayish brown. Partial. Possible posthole. Walls and
base irregular.

7

190N 832E Circular area of dark gray brown sand in tan sand mottled with medium
grayish brown sand. Possible posthole. Very irregular in profile.

8

190N 832 E Semi-circular area of dark grayish-brown sand. Matrix as above. Partial.
Possible posthole. Very irregular and ill-defined in profile.

9

170N 782E Deep, linear area of historic midden. Midden above; matrix of tan sand.
Running east-west. Partial. Straight, then inslanting walls. Narrow base
with some undercutting of fill into floor beneath feature. Possible builder's
trench.

10

204N 840E Linear area of very dark brown sand with dense crushed shell, tabby and
mortar. Running east-west. Matrix of medium tan sand. Partial. Possible
builder's trench.
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Table 4-3 extended.
Dimensions

Contents and Samples

Final Interpretation

30-47 cm bs
20x26 cm

none

Prehistoric. Subsistence feature. Single
episode aboriginal shell dump.

pit: 37-180 cm bs
- 2.30 m diam
well: 1.20 cm bs
1.0 m2

Historic. Circular well pit and square
box crib well.

30-38 cm bs

Non-cultural. Dip in upper zone.

14-25 cm bs

Historic. Became increasingly ill-defined
with depth; Random dense deposit of historic
materials.

47-67 cm bs
19 cm diam

none

Prehistoric. Possible posthole. No other
associated features.

37-56 cm bs
>15 cm diam

none

Unknown. Possible posthole.

37-60 cm bs
22 cm diam

1 lead-glazed red ware
sherd.

Non-cultural. Root disturbance.

37-50 cm bs
23 cm diam

none

Non-cultural. Root disturbance.

Historic. Filled ditch.

22-86 cm bs
70 cm wide

28-39 cm bs

Historic. Irregular dip in upper zone.
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Table 4-3 continued.
Fea. Unit

Description of Excavation and Preliminary Interpretation

11

204N 840E Semi-circular area of dark grayish-brown humic sand with shell and mortar
inclusions. Matrix as above. Partial. Possible posthole.

12

205N 780E Irregular area of dark brownish-gray sand extending into tan matrix.

13 204N 820E Linear area of historic midden beneath midden in non-shell matrix.
Running east-west. Partial posthole trench.
14

204N 820E Semi-circular area of dark brown sand and shell at base of F13. Partial, in
east wall. Possible posthole. Sloping walls. Broad, round base.

15

204N 820E Circular area of dark brown sand and shell, surrounded by brown sand, at
west end of F13. Possible posthole and possible postmold. Same
configuration as F14.

16 204N 820E Linear area of historic midden running north-south; in west profile.
Partial. Possible trench. Vertical, then sloping sides. Base dips in center.
17

204N 820E Semi-circular area of dark brown sand with crushed shell in south profile.
Partial. Matrix as above. Possible posthole.

18

193N 800E Semi-rectangular, becoming semi-circular area of medium grayish-brown
sand. Partial. Tan and grayish-brown mottled sand matrix. Walls of
feature slant northward in profile. Broad, round base.

19

193N 800E Rectangular, becoming circular area of medium grayish-brown sand.
Matrix as above. Possible posthole. Parallel sides, broad, rounded base.

20

193N 800E Semi-circular area of medium grayish-brown sand. Partial, in north wall.
Possible posthole. Sloping sides, very broad, rounded base.

21

215N 290E Defined in profile only. Medium grayish-brown sand striated with medium
tan sand. Mottled gray and tan sand matrix. Slanted slightly south, base
nearly flat. Possible posthole.
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Table 4-3 continued and extended.
Dimensions

Contents and Samples

Final Interpretation

28-57 cm bs
22 cm diam

none

Historic. Posthole.

Non-cultural. Root disturbance.

25-60 cm bs

Historic. Posthole trench, associated with
F14, 15, 16, 17, 80.

10-31 cm bs
25 cm wide
30-42 cm diam
25 cm diam

none

Historic. Posthole. Associated with F13,
15, 16, 17, 80.

30-40 cm bs
PH: 18 cm diam
PM: 23 cm diam

Bone.

Historic. Posthole and postmold.
Associated with F13, 14, 16, 17, 80.

25-52 cm bs
20 cm wide

Shell and bone only.

Historic. Posthole trench. Associated
with F13, 14, 15, 17, 80.

24-49 cm bs
-25 cm diam

Brick and mortar frags

Historic. Posthole. Associated with F13,
14, 15, 16, 80.

25-55 cm bs
-40 cm diam

Trace bone and shell

Prehistoric. Posthole/pit. Associated with
F19, 20, 81.

25-73 cm bs
25 cm diam.

1 ST, folded rim with lmm Prehistoric. Posthole. Associated with
F18, 20, 81.
punctates at fold; 1 grog
tempered plain.

22-61 cm bs
63 cm diam

1 grog tempered plain;
bone frags.

Prehistoric. Posthole/pit. Associated with
F18, 19, 81.

34-84 cm bs
-32 cm diam

NA

Historic. Posthole. Identified in profile
only.
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Table 4-3 continued
Fea. Unit

Description of Excavation and Preliminary Interpretation

41

193N 798.7E Irregular area of dark grayish-brown sand, some shell. Very mottled
grayish-brown and tan sand matrix. Possible posthole.

42

193N 798.7E Irregular, vaguely semi-circular area of dark grayish-brown humic sand,
mottled with tan sand. Partial, in east profile. Possible posthole. Vague,
straight sides, base ill-defined. Matrix as above.

43

200N 825E Circular area of very dark grayish-brown sand with shell and building
rubble within F49. Possible posthole. Lightens to gray fine sand with depth.
Still present in 1.40m floor.

44 200N 825E

Circular area with historic midden and rotted cedar post within F49.
Post and possible postmold. Split into two discrete areas with depth. Post
bottoms out on thin lens of midden material. Possible postmold pointed,
rooty base.

45

193N 789.7E Circular area of medium grayish-brown sand in heavily mottled tan and
gray matrix. Possible posthole. Very irregular profile.

46

193N 789.7E Irregular area of medium grayish-brown sand. Matrix as above. Possible
posthole. Very irregular profile.

47

193N 789.7E Irregular area of medium grayish-brown sand. Matrix as above. Possible
posthole. Very irregular, shifting profile.

48

193N 789.7E Round to slightly oval area of medium to light grayish-brown sand. Possible
posthole. Matrix as above. Irregular profile.

49

200N 825E Linear area of medium grayish-brown sand in mottled tan, grayish-brown
sand matrix. Running NE-SW. Partial. Possible builder's trench.

50

193N 798.7E Oblong area of dark brown sand, in very mottled tan and grayish brown
sand. Possible posthole. Profile shows sharply slanting walls, pointed base.

76

207N 820E Rectangular block of poured tabby, eroded, split by cedar. Chimney base or
house pier.
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Table 4-3 continued and extended.
Dimensions

Contents and Samples

Final Interpretation

30-41 cm bs
26 cm diam

1 grit tempered plain
sherd; shell, bone frags

Non-cultural. Root disturbance.

30-45 cm bs
20 cm diam

2 otoliths, trace shell

Prehistoric. Possible posthole.

20-140 cm bs
41 cm diam

Non-cultural. Taproot.

22-40 cm bs
post: 11 cm diam
pm: 40 cm diam

Historic or modern post; postmold root
disturbance.

35-41 cm bs
24 cm diam

1 pc bone, trace shell

Non-cultural. Disturbance.

35-45 cm bs
33 cm diam

trace shell

Non-cultural. Disturbance.

Non-cultural. Root disturbance.

35-38 cm bs
NA
35-40 cm bs
32 cm diam

Non-cultural. Disturbance.

none

Non-cultural.

23-40 cm bs
width 30-60 cm
41-50 cm bs
width 15 cm

Non-cultural. Probable root.

none

Historic. Possible chimney base.

1.49 X .78 m
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Table 4-3 continued
Fea. Unit

Description of Excavation and Preliminary Interpretation

80

204N 820E Linear area of dark grayish-brown humic sand in south profile. Very
Partial. Running east-west, parallel to F13. Matrix of tan sand. Defined in
lab.

81

193N 800E Profile only. Dark tan sand mottled with medium tan sand in tan sand
matrix. Parallel walls, broad, rounded base. Possible posthole.
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Table 4-3 continued and extended.
Dimensions

Contents and Samples

Final Interpretation

25-52 cm bs
NA

none

Historic. Posthole trench.

25-65 cm bs

NA

Prehistoric. Possible posthole. Defined in
profile only.
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Figure 4-11. Tabby Block at Frohock Point, 9Cam183. Split by a cedar tree and resting in the
middle of a looter's pit, this tabby block is believed to be the chimney foundation of
the King house.
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Figure 4-12. Box-crib Well, 9Cam183. This view of Feature 2 in units 209N 762E and 210N 762E shows the circular construction pit
of the well and, at the level of the local water table, the remains of the wooden lining of the well shaft.

apparent mixing of debris in the circular well construction pit and debris inside the well lining.
This mixing was the result of the decay and collapse of the lining. At present, creamware in the
construction pit provides a 1762 terminus post quem on the creation of the well. The amount of
debris (glass, buttons, brick fragments, nail fragments) in the construction pit fill field specimens
for which we do have good contextual control suggests that Feature 2 may not have been the first
well dug at the King site; the presence of domestic debris in the construction pit is the apparent
product of a period of occupation predating the digging of the well.
Other historic features. The last historic feature to be discussed is Feature 9, located in 170N
782E. The feature was a linear ditch filled with historic midden. It lay 30 m due south of the
kitchen midden area and 53 m southwest of the tabby block. Feature 9 was overlain by midden
with a slightly lighter sand and somewhat less shell. Given the isolation of this unit with respect to
the rest of the historic activity, both the overlying midden and Feature 9 fill might be secondary
depositions rather than primary depositions. The ditch traversed the unit from the west to the east
wall, bearing slightly north of east (Figure 4-13). Feature 9 projected from the south wall of the
unit, so its width is unknown; however, the east profile shows its width at the top to be greater
than 80 cm wide and c. 50 cm deep. Initial probing in the 1 x 2 m unit showed light contacts with
one heavy contact in the southwest corner. The extensive site probing showed no contacts and a
moderate contact in the southwest corner 50 cm south of the unit. The extremely crushed nature of
the midden, and the relatively small amount of shell in it (16 1 in Levels 1 through 3) probably
accounts for this. Probing in all directions around Feature 9 shows no contacts to the north and
east, and light contacts for 2 m. These points may indicate more of Feature 9 and/or the overlying
midden.
Feature 9 contained no diagnostic, datable ceramics. A small volume of bone, a lead shot .30
to .34 caliber in size, and gray gunflint debitage are the principal artifacts in the fill. The feature
had a V-shaped bottom, and is tentatively identified as an excavated ditch. The date of the feature
is unclear. The clean V-shaped bottom may indicate a modern ditching plow blade, but the surface
of the feature originates below and not within the contemporary A soil horizon. It is here assumed
that the ditch is of 19th century origin.
Special Samples
Column samples were judgementally placed in excavated 1 x 2 m units that field observation
had suggested would be likely to yield information not previously recovered in the standard 1/4 in.
screen. The methodology was the same at all sites. A 25 x 25 cm column was laid out in the
desired position along the wall of the 1 x 2 chosen. Excavation of the column proceeded in arbi trary levels within natural zones, with all soil and artifacts placed directly in large garbage bags. A
record of each column sample excavation was made, and included: location, a schematic profile
drawing done as the column was excavated, a stratum description for each provenience, and a
Field Specimen Catalog Number.
At the Frohock Point Historic Site, midden areas were targeted, as bone is likely to be depos ited with shell and bone preservation is best within the more alkaline midden matrix than in the acid
sands of the coast. Three of the columns were taken from historic proveniences. Two of these
were taken from 215N 790E. This unit was in the area defined as a kitchen area; large amounts of
bone, particularly fish scales, were recovered in the 1/4 in. sample. A column was placed in both
the northwest and southwest corners of the unit. Two widely separated areas were desirable to
ensure species representation on the limited area of the column sample. The combined 1/16 in.
samples yielded 35 fragments of fish bone, one bird bone, and 14 unidentified fragments dis Crib uted through Levels 1 - 3. There were no small artifacts recovered. One more historic column
sample was taken from Feature 9 in unit 170N 780E. This feature was a ditch filled with historic
midden. The midden contained a wide variety of metal, ceramic and faunal artifacts. The 1/16 in.
column sample contained 36 fragments of fish bone, 26 unidentified fragments, one unidentified
seed and one unidentified ferrous fragment; these remains were distributed through Levels 1- 7.
Within the defined limits of 9Cam183, two presumably prehistoric middens associated with
9Cam184 were column sampled as well. Units 194N 780E and 180N 803E contained dense
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Figure 4-13. Feature 9 Ditch in Unit 170N 782E. This view depicts the lowest levels of Feature 9; the matrix has been lowered.

middens of predominantly whole oyster and a mixture of aboriginal and historic artifacts.
Columns were put in the densest portion of each midden.
Probing
The proposal for Phase II testing at 9Cam183 called for probing at one meter intervals over
the entire site to locate aboriginal middens. However, the brush clearing necessary for accurate
placement of the probe tests was seen to be too time consuming. Ultimately, the probing scheme
was condensed to one m. intervals along major 10 m. interval grid lines. A 20 X 20 m. grid for
the systematic testing had already been established with the transit; when necessary, intermediate
stakes were chained off this grid. The specific techniques of probing are described in Chapter 3.
Probing began in the center of the historic component. The crew worked outward to the
marsh edge on the east and southeast portions of the site, and to apparently sterile areas on the west
and north side of the site. The decision to cease probing was based on the lack of contacts for at
least 10 m and the results of previously dug 1 x 2 m units. The westernmost point probed was the
750E line and the northernmost point was the 230N line.
Results of Probing. In Figure 4-14 we present graphically the results of the probing of the
historic component 9Caml 83. The figure displays the projected locations of the two historic
period debris areas associated with the King homestead and the 10 aboriginal middens which are
properly part of the underlying prehistoric site 9Cam184.
Probing was successful at 9Cam183 at three levels. First, it was found that we could dis tinguish between historic and prehistoric middens, at least in the major historic activity areas.
Second, the probing defined two discrete historic activity areas which were confirmed by excavation. Finally, probing revealed the presence of 10 presumably aboriginal shell concentrations on
the south half of the site (numbered lthrough 10 in Figure 4-14).
The historic and prehistoric middens could be distinguished in the probing by the texture of
the soil. Tabby and mortar inclusions in the historic midden gave a denser texture to the matrix and
resulted in increased resistance to the probe. While hard contacts were intermittent in some of this
area, the texture of the soil was a constant. There was no such resistance in the sand matrix of the
shell deposits to the west and south.
The two distinct historic midden areas were determined by excavation to be apparently
associated with the house and the kitchen areas of the King homestead. The midden associated
with the former extended over an area of 600 square meters, roughly from 210N to 190N and from
810E to 840E. Two additional probing transects were run diagonally across this area, from 210N
820E to 190N 830E and from 190N 830E to 210N 840E, in case the regular transects had sys tematically missed any subsurface footings or other structural features. No such features could be
identified on these diagonal transects. The kitchen area midden was separated from the house
midden by about 13 m. The kitchen midden extended in an irregular shape from 223N down to
200N on it longest N-S axis, and from 797E to 763E on its longest E-W axis. The western edge
of the kitchen midden was nine meters from the well, Feature 2.
Perhaps the most substantial result of the probing method was the discovery of the aboriginal
middens. None of these were located by the initial systematic sampling scheme, though two were
intersected by judgemental units 194N 780E and 180N 803E. These latter units provide the only
direct information on midden contents. They are on the west and south edges of the historic
component and contain mixed aboriginal and historic artifact assemblages in their upper levels.
The other eight deposits appear fairly well segregated from the major historic activity areas of the
site. However, units adjacent to these middens also contain some historic as well as prehistoric
material.
Figure 4-14 presents a schematic interpolation of the probe data. The aboriginal shell
deposits appear to be circular to oval and form two parallel arcs which run west to northwest
across the site from the marsh edge. They are fairly regularly spaced, but, if their outlines have
been correctly drawn, they are of unequal size. These middens probably represent the refuse from
individual house sites. None of these middens can be directly associated with the aboriginal
features located on the site. The aboriginal middens are discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.
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Figure 4-14. Plan of Probing Transects at 9Cam183.

Review of probing effectiveness. Probing of the Frohock Point site required six person days
using a crew of two persons. This includes light clearing between 20 m interval grid lines. Prob ing is a relatively time consuming process and it is gratifying to report positive results from the
exercise. Some consideration has been given to possible ways to reduce the time and still accom plish the results. For instance, probing intervals could be enlarged. An examination of the probe
map suggests that two or three meter intervals might have sufficed to locate most of the middens.
Once the lines are established, however, the actual probing takes little time; the decreased number
of points would have affected the midden boundaries, and perhaps their interpretation. In this
respect, the success of the probing in locating middens that otherwise would have gone undetected
seems to justify the cost.
Comparing the probe map with a SYMAP representation of total shell volume per test unit
(Figure 4-15) we see that despite the density and distribution of both the systematic and judge mental 1 x 2 m units, the SYMAP map only clearly delineates shell concentrations at the two abo riginal middens intercepted by pits and infers the presence of a third concentration which in fact is
most likely spoil shell from the tabby block, Feature 76. The remaining seven aboriginal middens
are highly localized, and having not been intercepted by test pits are therefore not displayed on the
SYMAP image.
Interpretation and Evaluation
The Frohock Point historic site represents the homestead of John King arid his son James,
and was occupied from c. 1791 to c. 1823. The Kings operated a small plantation of approx imately 300 acres and employed the labor of from five to ten slaves. After 1823 the property was
abandoned and incorporated into the larger Marianna Plantation of John Houstoun McIntosh.
Following an occupation hiatus, the site was re-inhabited by the families of Robert H. Frohock and
John Pacetty in the period 1860-1870; the Pacettys and Frohocks engaged in diverse, small-scale
subsistence activities including limited cultivation and livestock raising. Descendants of these two
families occupied the site until 1955, after which date only sporadic use of the property was made
for temporary hunting camps.
The objective of archaeological testing at site 9Caml 83 was to determine the nature, condi tion and extent of remains associated with the King homestead, and to provide data for an eval uation of the eligibility of the site for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places. Part of
the evaluation of the site includes an assessment of the research potential of the site, that is, the
potential of the site to yield significant information when subjected to an organized program of
scientific research. In the following section we describe the site as a physical entity and evaluate
its research potential.
A surface reconnaissance of the site revealed surficial cultural debris attributable to the King
homestead period and one structural tabby block identified by local informants as a portion of the
King house. The bulk of cultural material from the plantation period appears in the form of sheet
refuse deposited in the upper 30 cm of the site. Although all or portions of the site clearly have
been plowed in the 20th century, the disorganizing effect on remains associated with the King
occupation appears to be minimal; only sheet refuse deposits have been affected by plowing, and
this effect is viewed as inconsequential. Analysis of the distribution of various artifact classes in
the upper levels of the site indicate non-random distributions. For example, the calculation of a
Pearson product moment correlation coefficient (r) between bone and historic ceramics yielded a
significant high correlation of .922; this correlation fits the pattern of domestic refuse deposits,
where organic food refuse occurs in association with debris from broken or discarded food
preparation or serving items such as tableware ceramics. Thus, while there is evidence of plowing
at the site, there has been no deleterious effect on sheet refuse deposits associated with the King
occupation of the site.
Excavation of the site revealed subsurface features attributable to the King homestead period
of occupation at Frohock Point. Although the number of features exposed is not large, the features
present are interpretable and datable. The excavated features include a box-crib well, the location
of which contributes to a tentative reconstruction of the layout of the homestead.
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More substantial remains of the late 19th and 20th century Frohock family homestead are
located southwest of the King site and are technically unrelated to the site definition of 9Cam183.
The 1977 survey boundaries of 9Cam183 are essentially correct, although excavations in Block 7
of 9Cam184 suggest that this locality may contain not merely peripheral occupation debris from the
King occupation but perhaps the remains of outbuildings and/or associated residential units. In
the modified site boundaries presented in Figure 4-16 the Block 7 sample area of 9Cam184 is
included as part of 9Cam183. The King homestead is thus areally defined as a strand along the
northeast face of Frohock Point.
In summary, the archaeological site is apparently intact and has definable limits. Surficial
and subsurface features and artifact deposits attributable to the King homestead are present. By
examining the distribution of late 18th and early 19th century artifact assemblages and combining
these data with the distribution of structural evidences such as tabby debris, it is possible to isolate
the probable boundaries of the core of the King homestead. Artifact distribution data seem to con flint that the tabby block, Feature 76, located at approximate grid coordinate 203N 823E is asso ciated with the King house, and that Brunswick Pattern refuse disposal has generated deposits east
of the house toward the shoreline, with major domestic refuse (including food bone) accumulating
west of the house. No trash pits were intercepted during the testing program, and it is likely that
the only formal refuse disposal areas were the adjacent marshes; one burned annular refined
earthenware bowl fragment (1790-1820) was recovered from the marsh floor off Sandy Run.
It is likely that in the area around unit 215N 790E there was a detached kitchen serving the
King household. West of the supposed kitchen area was the box-crib well, Feature 2; such
features are typically on the fringe of rural occupations, and artifact density west of this feature is
minor. Unit 170N 782E seems to define the southwest corner of the King occupation area, and
the Feature 9 ditch in that unit may well represent a drainage ditch running along the southern edge
of the homestead parcel. Feature 9 runs slightly north of east, and the tabby block, Feature 76, is
oriented slightly west of north; Features 9 and 76 are thus roughly on the same rectilinear grid
orientation. If we combine the artifact distribution data with structural evidences, a rectangular area
75 m by 90 m and oriented northeast/southwest is indicated as the core of the King homestead.
This core area is shown in Figure 4-16.
Although excavation did not reveal the exact outline and placement of the King house, it is
likely that the house faced northeast toward the salt marshes; this seems to have been the mode for
the coastal plantations of Camden County. The presumed detached kitchen was placed west of the
house with the box-crib well behind it in the northwest corner of the yard. Artifact concentrations
at the southwest corner of the homestead "core area" indicate either another structure in that locality
or a secondary refuse disposal area.
Descriptions of early plantation complexes such as the near-by Marianna Plantation of
Gibson/McIntosh (incorporating some former King land) indicate such plantations consisted of
many specialized structures, including the main house, detached kitchen, wash house, stable,
storerooms, cotton/gin house, chicken coops, privies, etc. (Smith et al. 1981:274-175).
Gibson's house was set off from the more utilitarian structures by a fence enclosing a 200 ft.
square yard. The core area we have defined for the King homestead appears to include only ele ments associated with the main house; the core area defines the greatest concentration of domestic
debris.
In an earlier section we noted the absence of large amounts of broken window glass of the
early 19th century variety, and also the absence of architectural appurtenances such as hinges,
pintles, door handles, etc. Although hardware was often recycled or reused, particularly in selfsufficient settings such as rural homesteads, it is also conceivable that the King house was simply
dismantled after the King/McIntosh sale of 1823 and its structural elements and fittings were used
in the new King homestead further west in the county. It is assumed that the King house was a
frame structure supported by piers. A large tabby block present on the site apparently served as
the support for the base of a chimney. Scattered tabby mortar and plaster suggest that portions of
the structure were plastered or stuccoed with tabby, and scattered fragments of brick may indicate
the use of that material in the stack of the fireplace. The architectural size and layout of the house
cannot now be determined.
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Discussion
Any evaluation of site 9Cam183 which predicates cultural resource management decisions as
to future land use must necessarily involve the evaluation of the underlying prehistoric component
of site 9Cam184. Excavation and probing of the defined area of 9Cam183 revealed distinct
aboriginal middens only superfically disturbed by historic activities such as plow cultivation. The
underlying prehistoric component at Frohock Point represents a site with high research potential.
Intact, interpretable features are present at the King homestead site, and more features, per haps including the gravesite of John and Jane King, are doubtless present. The location of the
King gravesite, consisting of a 20' by 20' enclosure, was of particular interest to a King descen dant and to the county historian who visited the site during our excavations. It is possible only to
speculate on the location of the gravesite; it is considered likely that the site rests between Dilworth
Creek on the south and Sandy Run on the north, and southwest of the presumed house site.
Apart from local sensitivity about the site, the site possesses the potential to inform scientific
researchers about the nature of small-size plantations from the late 18th/early 19th centuries. In
studies of larger plantations such as the Couper Plantation (Otto 1975), researchers have drawn
contrasts between the diets and associated artifact assemblages of planters and slaves. One indi cator of planter/slave status differentiation is the ceramic assemblages associated with each group.
At the Couper Plantation, higher cost transfer-printed ceramics dominated the kitchen middens of
the planter, as contrasted with slave cabin assemblages dominated by the plain and banded wares.
As Table 4-4 indicates, the ceramic assemblage from 9Cam183 is nearly two thirds undecorated
creamwares, pearlwares and whitewares; by count the undecorated refined earthenwares comprise
68.9% of all refined earthenwares, the decorated wares 22.1% and transfer-printed wares only
6.0%. This ceramic profile of the King family may be suggestive of a small plantation economic
setting. As contrasted with the Kings Bay and Marianna Plantations, John King only owned five
slaves in his lifetime, and James King perhaps only eight during his tenure on Frohock Point.
Other material indices of planter/slave status differentiation include ceramic vessel forms and die tary differences. Planter ceramic tablewares are apparently dominated by flatwares serving roasted
cuts of meat and similarly served items, while slave ceramics tend to be hollowares reflecting a
dependence on one-pot meals such as soups and stews. At present, the corpus of data on
plantation material culture is biased toward the larger, more prosperous enterprises where we may
expect an enhanced differentiation between the slave and the planter in terms of social and econo mic status.
Further excavation at 9Cam183 may lead to isolation of the associated slave quarters and per rnit careful comparison of the artifact assemblages of the slave and planter occupation components.
Block 7 in 9Cam184 is one possible locality for slave residences associated with the King plan tation. The sample from Block 7 is much smaller than that from 9Cam183 proper, and thus com parisons are tenuous; Table 4-5 indicates that undecorated refined earthenware predominated, but
transfer-printed wares were actually more common in Block 7 than in the core of the King home stead. Only a larger sample can permit more reliable comparison between the two areas.
Is it possible to hypothesize that there will be less distinction between the ceramic assem blages of planters and slaves at small plantatations than that at larger plantations? Similarly, will
there be more or less distinction between planter and slave diets at a small plantation? Did small
plantations rely more on wild game or on domesticants? These and similar questions could be
approached through careful excavation at the King homestead.
Recommendations
The historic component at site 9Cam183, representing the homestead of the John and James
King families, possesses demonstrable research potential and is eligible for inclusion in the
National Register of Historic Places at the local level of significance. John King was one of the
earliest settlers in the county and participated in local government. Camden County residents and
historians have followed the progress of the research on the King site, and descendants of John
King have expressed concern about possible negative impacts on the King homestead. As an
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Table 4-4. Decorative modes on refined earthenwares, 9Cam183.
Weight

Percentage

Frequency

Percentage

Undecorated (a)
Decorated (b)
Transfer-Printed (c)
Other/Unidentifiable (d)

2775.9 g
1141.1 g
193.4 g
157.6 g

65.0
26.7
4.5
3.7

1596
512
138
72

68.9
22.1
6.0
3.1

Total

4268.0 g

99.9%

2318

100.1%

Decorative Mode

(a) Includes molded-edge varieties
(b)Includes edged, hand-painted and annular styles of decoration
(c) Includes all colors of transfer prints
(d)Includes unclassified decorative variants and burned/unidentifiable specimens

Table 4-5. Decorative modes on refined earthenwares, Block 7, 9Cam184.
Percentage

Decorative Mode

Weight

Percentage

Frequency

Undecorated (a)
Decorated (b)
Transfer-Printed (c)
Other/Unidentifiable (d)

43.5 g
5.3 g
6.7 g
0.0 g

78.4
9.5
12.1
0.0

12
3
3
0

66.7
16.7
16.7
0.0

Total

55.5

100.0%

18

100.1%
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archaeological site, the King homestead is relatively intact and possesses sufficient resources to
provide data pertinent to a variety of questions concerning coastal adaptations during the plantation
period.
In the course of testing 9Cam183 and at the suggestion of the Navy, an excavation unit
(259N 812E) was placed in the locality of a proposed observation pavilion at the northeast corner
of Frohock Point. Construction impacts in this area should be minimal; there is a low density of
cultural debris in this area. A second suggested Navy construction impact area is in the vicinity of
Block 7 in 9Cam184. As noted above, this area contains remains apparently associated with the
King homestead. The general shallowness of the site and the low density of site soils will require
that careful attention be paid to restricting construction activity to the existing road and as small a
construction area as is practicable. Such restrictions should also be consonant with preserving
existing vegetation. It is recommended that construction in the two above-mentioned areas should
be periodically monitored by a qualified archaeologist.
If preservation of the King homestead site as a cultural resource conservation measure is not
feasible, then further excavation is recommended to mitigate adverse impacts on the site. Further
research on the site should involve at least the following elements: (1) re-analysis of Phase II site
ceramic collections for vessel form data pertinent to planter/slave status differentiation; (2) analysis
of Phase 11 site faunal collections for dietary data pertinent to planter/slave status differentiation; (3)
additional testing to locate possible King house features and testing in backlot area of homestead
for outbuildings and features such as early wells, privies, etc.; and (4) systematic testing in Block
7 area of 9Cam184 and area between Block 7 and core area of homestead to locate possible
ancillary structures and obtain data on refuse disposal. Since the bulk of cultural material in asso ciation with the King homestead appears in sheet refuse deposits, large area stripping of the site is
not suggested. Locating backlot features such as wells and privies may best be carried out by
remote sensing techniques such as soil resistivity surveying.
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Chapter 5
THE FROHOCK POINT PREHISTORIC SITE, 9CAM184
Introduction
The Frohock Point Prehistoric Site (9Cam184) is a large aboriginal site which lies along the
south bank of Sandy Run and stretches from the east side of the Mallard Creek Site (9Caml 85)
around to the eastern extremity of Frohock Point (refer to Figure 2-1). The Frohock Point Historic
Site (9Cam183, Chapter 4) is superimposed on the northeastern quadrant of 9Cam184. Thus exca vation units in the historic site also sampled the prehistoric deposits. The balance of the prehistoric
site was sampled under a separate excavation plan as described below. The two aboriginal assem blages are described and evaluated together in this chapter.
While 9Cam184 was delineated as a separate archaeological entity when it was originally
defined (Smith 1978) it is also useful to view this site as part of a narrow, more or less continuous
zone of aboriginal occupation extending along the mainland shore from the Crooked River Site to
the south end of Point Peter. Archaeological "site" boundaries within this linear occupation zone
are primarily arbitrary divisions, based on natural barriers and fluctuations in the density of
deposits. Although convenient for the purposes of cultural resource management, divisions such
as these can inhibit interpretation of aboriginal behavior. The final chapter of this report includes a
discussion of the Frohock Point Prehistoric Site in its larger, areal context. A separate paper, in
preparation, will deal with this occupation zone as a cultural phenomenon.
Site Description
The Frohock Point Prehistoric Site was discovered during a 1977 survey which employed
systematic subsurface testing. The linear extent of the site was defined on the basis of a single
transect of tests at 25 m intervals placed parallel to, and 15 to 20 m inland from, the creek and
marsh edge. Supplementary transects at irregular intervals were used to determine the width of the
site but the interior of the point was never thoroughly tested (see Figure 7-45 in Smith 1978). One
hundred and sixteen 50-cm square, screened shovel tests were dug within what were eventually
defined as the site boundaries.
The site occupies a 13.75 ha tract of level, wooded land, most of which lies at an elevation of
3 - 5 m (10 -15 ft) amsl. The overstory is composed of mature Southern Mixed Hardwoods; in
general the understory is sparse and the ground cover is a thick mat of modern duff and humus. A
narrow jeep trail runnning through the center of the site and remnants of two historic period and
modern dwellings at the extreme eastern end of the point are the only evidence of post-aboriginal
occupation and disturbance.
Survey tests at Frohock Point produced an average of 4.5 sherds per positive test. Shell
deposits were sparse except within 25 to 75 m of the marsh on the eastern point. The ceramic
assemblage of 293 sherds included 25 percent Late Archaic types, 3 percent Deptford, 1 percent
Swift Creek, 5 percent Savannah, 10 percent St. Johns, and 1 percent San Marcos (the balance
being composed of plain, eroded, and unidentifiable sherds).
Since the survey report simply summarizes the assemblage as a whole, it was not possible to
predict what degree of horizontal stratification might be present and detectable in testing. In gen eral, complete coverage with a systematic sample at a fairly close interval is necessary for good
delineation of horizontal stratigraphy. While it would have been desirable to test all of site
9Cam184 at the same level of intensity as 9Cam183 and 9Cam185, the large size of the site and
limitations on available funding dictated a much smaller sample. The testing program, as described
below, allows characterization of the site and its deposits but is not sufficient for redefinition of
boundaries, subdivision of the site, or quantitative comparison with other sites. The limited scope
of testing at 9Cam184 and possibly inconclusive results of such a testing program were understood
and accepted by the Navy prior to contract award.
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Testing Strategy
The proposed research design for site 9Cam184 set a level of effort for testing this site but
did not specify exactly how the sample was to be distributed over the site. Once fieldwork was
begun at the other two sites it was decided that the most information could be gained by using a
testing strategy which was sufficiently flexible that the primary grid lines and the existing dirt road
could be used to reach most test locations. It was decided that a nested systematic sample would
best accomplish this goal while preserving comparability with testing at other sites. The testing
scheme has elements arranged in two levels: 50-m square blocks, each containing 25 grid units 10
x 10-m square, and 1 x 2-m excavation units, systematically selected from the blocks to test 20
percent of the grid units in each block. Since one 1 x 2-m unit was excavated in each 100 m square
grid unit (i.e. in each 10 x 10-m grid unit) the actual areal sample size within the 50-m block is 0.4
percent. The diagram below shows the idealized location of the five excavation units placed within
each of the nine sample blocks. In practice, excavation units were shifted along the primary grid
lines within their respective 10 x 10-m grid units in order to avoid disturbing grid stakes and to
avoid digging among the roots of large trees.
Nine blocks, each laid out as shown below, were judgementally dispersed across the site in
order to collect samples from all portions of the tract. The part of 9Cam184 underlying 9Cam183
was excluded from consideration since it was already being sampled in the historic site testing
program. Thus the systematic sample contained a total of 45 excavation units. Figure 5-1 shows
the distribution of sampling blocks at 9Cam184. One additional excavation unit (1 x 2.5 m) was
completed in Block 4 to explore a feature encountered there. In Block 7 the appearance of an unex pected concentration of historic material led to excavation of one additional, judgementally placed 1
x 2 m unit. The 104 square m of tests completed in the portion of 9Cam184 which underlies
9Cam183 also sample the prehistoric site, for a total of 196.5 square m or excavation area. In addi tion to the excavation units, six column samples were collected at 9Cam184 and five were taken in
9Caml 83. The column sampling procedure is illustrated in Figure 3-2. The unit being sampled is
in the portion of 9Cam184 that is overlain by 9Cam183.
Two planned impact areas, which are discussed in a later section of this report, are located
within two of the sampling blocks. The bridge landing site is in the extreme northeast corner of
Block 7 while the amphitheatre site is in the southeast quadrant of Block 8. These locations are
based on areas flagged in the field by an OICC Trident representative while fieldwork was in
progress. It should be noted that the impact areas shown on a map of Frohock Point which was
provided at the same time do not closely correspond, in size or position, to the flagged locations.
It was the flagged areas which were examined during Phase II testing.
Results of Testing
Strati graphy
The stratigraphy of the Frohock Point Prehistoric Site is predominantly the natural
stratigraphy of the Cainhoy Fine Sand soil association which forms the site matrix. In a few places
test units intersected midden layers or features which could be considered separate anthroposols.
Blocks 2 and 4 both contained units which intersected small, subsurface shell deposits; in the
historic site area, 10 aboriginal shell middens were detected by probing. In general, artifacts
occurred in the medium to dark gray sandy upper soil zone; Late Archaic period pottery regularly
occurred in the medium yellow-tan sandy subsoil in excavation levels 3 through 6 (30 to 60 cm
below surface).
None of the excavation units outside the area occupied by the historic site exhibited evidence
of a plowzone or other extensive cultural agents of redeposition. Twentieth century land use
patterns have had minimal effect on this site. In Block 4 an aboriginal feature composed of a linear
section of trench and several associated postholes was defined just 15 cm below the surface of the
ground. It is interpreted as a portion of an aboriginal structure. This is unusual for sites at Kings
Bay where one of two conditions frequently obscures the upper 20 to 30 cm of most features:
either the shell midden stratum prevents detection of the tops of features, or planted pine ground
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Locations of 50-Meter Blocks

Figure 5-1. Excavation Plan for Phase 11 Testing at the Frohock Point Prehistoric Site.
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preparation has extensively mixed the upper 40 to 50 cm of the site and has destroyed most
features.
The two series of bar graphs which follow (Figures 5-2 and 5-3) illustrate the vertical distri bution of artifacts at 9Cam184, summarized for Blocks 1 - 9 and for the historic site area
(9Cam183). The major artifact groups are based on rough-sort data, so that "Sand Tempered"
pottery includes all sand-dominated sub-types, e.g. sand-and-grit, sand-and-grog, and sand-andshell. These charts demonstrate similar vertical sequences of occupation for the two areas of
9Cam184. No cultural materials occur below 90 cm in the prehistoric area or below 120 cm in the
historic area. Almost all of the most deeply buried materials in the 9Cam183 area are from a his toric period well.
Historic period artifacts occur primarily in levels 1 and 2 (Figures 5-2 A and 5-3 A). No
other artifact group occurs as close to the surface in either portion of the site.
Somewhat more deeply deposited but also very close to the surface in both areas of the site
are vertebrate remains (Figures 5-2 F and 5-3 F). A large portion of the bone assemblage is
probably associated with the historic occupation but the aboriginal vertebrate remains are also
shallowly deposited since they occur in surficial shell middens. As illustrated in Chapter 4, much
of the vertebrate assemblage at 9Cam183 is found in horizontal spatial association with the historic
period deposit, a correlate of its vertical position within the site.
Sand tempered pottery dominates the aboriginal ceramic assemblage and occurs primarily in
levels 2 through 4 in both parts of the site (Figures 5-2 B and 5-3 B). The very small assemblage
of grit tempered pottery in both samples (Figures 5-2 C and 5-3 C) occupies a similar stratigraphic
position, with insufficient contrast to indicate that this ware represents a separate and/or later occu pation, although such is probably the case. The same can be said for grog tempered and sponge
spicule tempered pottery (Figures 5-2 D and 5-3 D): the samples are small and occur in approximately the same vertical position as the larger, sand tempered assemblage.
In contrast to the foregoing aboriginal ceramic types, the Late Archaic period fiber tempered
pottery peaks in Level 4 and is present in large amounts in Level 5 for both portions of the site
(Figures 5-2 E and 5-3 E). This assemblage occupies a significantly deeper position than any other
aboriginal component. The 30-50 cm below surface position corresponds to the depth for this
component at other sites in the Kings Bay area. In general there is a moderate amount of mixing
between the Late Archaic and Woodland/Mississippian period aboriginal components but no seri ous disturbance of the Late Archaic by historic period occupations.
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A. Vertical Distribution of Historic Artifacts in
Blocks 1-9 of 9Cam184
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Figure 5-2. Vertical Distribution Charts for Eight Dominant Artifact Groups at 9 Caml 84.
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C. Vertical Distribution of Grit Tempered Pottery in
Blocks 1-9 of 9Cam184
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D. Vertical Distribution of Sponge Spicule
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E. Vertical Distribution of Fiber Tempered
Pottery in Blocks 1-9 of 9Cam184
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F. Vertical Distribution of Vertebrate Remains
in Block 1-9 of 9Cam184
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G. Vertical Distribution of Lithic Artifacts in
Blocks 1-9 of 9Cam184
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A. Vertical Distribution of Historic Artifacts in
9Cam183 Block of 9Cam184
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Figure 5-3. Vertical Distribution Charts for Eight Dominant Artifact Groups at 9Caml 83.
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C. Vertical Distribution of Grit Tempered Pottery
in 9Cam183 Block of 9Cam184
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D. Vertical Distribution of Grog Tempered
Pottery in 9Cam183 Block of 9Cam184
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E. Vertical Distribution of Fiber Tempered
Pottery in 9Cam183 Block of 9Cam184
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G. Vertical Distribution of Lithic Artifacts in
9Cam183 Block of 9Cam184
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H. Vertical Distribution of Daub in 9Cam183
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Lithic artifacts, excluding historic period lithic materials such as slate, ballast rock, and gunflints,
are shown in Figures 5-2 G and 5-3 G. This artifact class is more widely distributed through the
depth of the site than any other. This probably reflects both the tendency of small lithic artifacts,
such as flint chips, to migrate downward throught the loose, sandy soils and their use during sev eral aboriginal occupations. Two other artifact groups occur with sufficient frequency for their
vertical distributions to be of interest. Botanical remains, consisting almost entirely of charred
hickory nut shell fragments, occur mainly in Levels 4 and 5 in the prehistoric blocks of 9Cam184
(Figure 5-2 H). Their position suggests association with the Late Archaic component. In the
historic block of the site, a significant number of daub fragments was recovered (Figure 5-3 H).
Most of these occurred in Levels 2 and 3, with the bulk of the Woodland/Mississippian period
assemblage.
In summary, the vertical distribution of artifacts at 9Cam184 demonstrates that portions of
the site were occupied during the Late Archaic, Woodland and Mississippian, and historic periods
and that the cultural sequence and depositional sequence correspond. Vertical separation of the dif ferent components is incomplete but their frequencies do peak at different depths.
Artifact Assemblages
The 46 units excavated in Blocks 1-9 of 9Cam184 and the 52 units excavated in the historic
area (9Cam183) produced artifact assemblages which together totalled 6412 historic period arti facts, 4459 bone fragments, 30 charred seed fragments, 2109 aboriginal sherds, 366 lithic arti facts, 92 daub fragments, and 2 shell tools. The aboriginal ceramic assemblage includes types rep resenting Late Archaic, Early Woodland, Mississippian period, and protohistoric occupations. The
historic period artifacts from 9Caml 83 were discussed and evaluated in Chapter 4. Those from
9Cam184 include 205 specimens in Block 7 which appear to represent part of the historic King
occupation (9Cam183) and 962 in Block 8 which are related to the 20th century Frohock occu pation. Block 7 is included within the redefined boundaries of 9Cam183, as shown in Figure 416. These historic remains from 9Cam184 are also discussed in Chapter 4.
Subsistence remains. The sample of subsistence remains discussed in this section was
derived from 1/4 in. screeening of excavation unit fill. Fine screened fractions, from features and
column samples, are described later, under those headings. In the historic block, a large portion of
the vertebrate remains come from the central historic midden. Nine percent of the field specimens
from this site containing bone included at least one identifiable domesticant (usually cow or horse);
27 percent contain large mammal remains which are probably cow or horse. Because a large pro portion of the faunal assemblage in the historic site area is probably derived from the historic
occupation, only the prehistoric feature material will be evaluated for subsistence pattern evidence.
Features are discussed in a later section of this chapter.
The distribution of bone and shell among the nine excavation blocks in 9Cam184 is shown
in Table 5-1. Where very small amounts of shell were encountered (Blocks 3 and 6), little or no
bone was recovered. Blocks 1, 4, and 9, which had relatively large amounts of aboriginal shell
midden also produced significant bone samples. In the two blocks containing historic period
materials (7 and 8) relatively large bone assemblages are present but the shell volumes are not
proportionately large. This probably reflects one or more of the following:
1) bone samples composed of the relatively large, dense bone of domesticants are better rep resented in the 1/4 in. screened sample than fish, reptiles and small mammals due to the
larger size of individual fragments,
2) a greater reliance on vertebrates than on shellfish in the historic period,
3) re-use of shell in tabby construction, and/or
4) less bone decomposition due to the relatively young age of historic assemblages.
In general, observations on the condition of bone samples indicate good preservation
conditions. It should be possible to recover representative samples for subsistence analysis if
sufficiently large volumes of shell midden are processed, however, meaningful samples for
zooarchaeological analysis of prehistoric subsistence can be derived from midden contexts only if
historic remains are absent. Soil pH readings within 9Cam184 range from 3.9 in non-shell areas
to 8.6 in midden contexts.
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Table 5-1. Distribution of Bone and Shell Debris from 1/4 Inch Screened Sample in Blocks 1-9 at
9Cam184.
1/4 Inch Shell

1/4 Inch Bone
Block

frgmts

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

60
15
1
34
3
0
76
63
150

Total

402

liters

grams
15
4
tr
8
1
19
16
37

84.2
3.2
0.1
5.8
4.2
0
171.6
228.1
26.9

16
0.6
tr
1
1
33
44
5

47.7
17.0
6.4
30.7
23.0
0.8
6.9
2.1
29.3

29
10
4
19
14
tr
4
1
18

163.9

524.1

The incidences of different vertebrate families represented in the two samples also reflects
historic/prehistoric contrasts. A count was made based on simple presence/absence in each field
specimen. At 9Cam183 the families are represented in the following order: mammal, fish, reptile,
bird, cartilaginous fish, amphibian. In the nine blocks at 9Cam184, the order is fish, mammal,
bird, reptile. Although the latter sample is small and does contain some historic period proven iences, it still reflects the primacy of fish in the aboriginal diet, as has been demonstrated in more
detailed analyses at other Kings Bay sites.
Mollusc shell composed the bulk of the midden material in all areas of the site. The species
represented in various contexts are listed in Table 5-10 and discussed in the Features section,
below.
Botanical remains recovered in the 1/4 in. screened sample are limited to hickory nut shell
fragments and a single palmetto berry ($erenoa. repens). The 28 hickory specimens from
9Cam184 came from Blocks 1 (n=2), 2 (n=10), 3 (n=7), 5 (.6), and 9 (n=3). The palmetto came
from a provenience in Block 3 which also yielded hickory. All specimens came from cultural
proveniences; it is not thought that natural burns and fortuitous preservation could account for a
significant number of these. Eighty-five percent of the specimens came from Level 4 or below,
suggesting association with the Late Archaic component. Three other fragments came from small
Woodland period subsistence refuse dumps in Block 9.
These hickory and palmetto specimens constitute the only direct evidence of plant use in the
prehistoric diet at Frohock Point. Doubtless other species were important but hickory nuts, in
particular, produce large amounts of readily preserved debris and thus are well-represented in the
archaeological record.
Aboriginal materials. Prehistoric period artifacts were organized by material classes-ceramics, stone, and shell--for laboratory study and are described in these categories in the fol lowing paragraphs. In some cases temporal components at 9Cam184 are spatially separated to the
extent that associations between particular ceramic types and specific stone tools can be inferred.
The lithic and shell tool assemblages are quite limited, however, and show few temporally signif icant attributes. The emphasis in this analysis was on temporal and stylistic attributes of ceramics
and on functional attributes of other artifacts.
Table 5-2 summarizes data for 9Cam184. Ceramics (both sherds and paste fragments) were
sorted by paste composition into the following groups: fiber tempered (26 percent); sponge spicule
tempered (2 percent); sand tempered (62 percent); grit tempered (3 percent); grog tempered (3
percent); and daub fragments (4 percent). All sherds with any degree of fiber tempering were
grouped as fiber tempered; in all other categories the dominant paste inclusion determined the paste
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Table 5-2. Summary of Prehistoric Artifact Groups for 9Cam184.
BLOCK
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Aboriginal
Pottery*

110

258

50

152

87

39

69

10

248

1023

1086

2109

Fiber

19

177

5

9

50

28

51

0

22

361

210

571

2

2

0

0

22

0

3

0

0

29

10

39

Sand

77

73

44

136

14

11

15

10

221

601

768

1369

Grit

12

6

1

3

1

0

0

0

5

28

40

68

Grog

0

0

0

4

0

0

0

0

0

4

58

62

Daub

3

1

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

7

89

96

Lithics

3

118

9

3

8

187

7

0

3

338

28

366

Shell Tools

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

2

116

377

59

156

95

226

77

10

252

1368

1205

Sponge

Totals

*Includes paste fragments and sherds smaller than 1/2 in. diameter.

9Cam184

--TOTAL--

1

Type

.o
(./1

SITE
9Cam183

2573

group. Fiber tempered pottery was analyzed separately from other aboriginal pottery and is
discussed first below.
Fiber Tempered Pottery. The 317 fiber tempered sherds large enough for detailed analysis
can be sorted by single attributes--paste type, surface decoration, and thickness--into the categories
shown in Tables 5-3, 5-4, and 5-5. The two Late Archaic assemblages together show a mixture of
paste inclusion and surface treatment combinations which seem to indicate sporadic occupations of
the site over a fairly long period of time (Table 5-3). Combinations each accounting for at least 5
percent of the assemblage are found in nine different cells of the matrix, indicating considerable
heterogeneity. In the assemblage from the prehistoric blocks (Table 5-4) attribute combinations are
fairly discrete and predictable: sherds in which fiber tempering or fiber-and-fine sand tempering
dominate are either plain or incised; scraped sherds all contain large amounts of sand (semi-fiber
tempered). The 9Cam183 assemblage includes these combinations but also contains a large
amount (24 percent) of scraped pottery with a fiber-and-fine sand tempered paste. Previous anal yses and field observations had indicated that a scraped finish was most frequently paired with a
semi-fiber tempered paste, an attribute combination designated "Transitional ware" at 9Cam185
(Chapter 6). Nineteen sherds (6 percent of the fiber tempered assemblage) from 9Cam184 fit this
description while twice as many have the same scraped surface treatment but a fiber-and-fine sand
tempered paste.
While most of the pottery is plain, considerable amounts are scraped (20 percent) or incised
(9.5 percent). Surface treatment variations are illustrated in Figures 5-4 through 5-7. In addition
to the surface-incised pottery, 15 specimens from the prehistoric blocks are rim sherds which bear
incising on a lip edge. Figure 5-4 B, C, and D and Figure 5-6 A and B show perpendicular and
diagonal variations of parallel straight line incising, the only design motif observed at 9Cam184.
Similar design style is observed in rim treatments: Figures 5-4 D, F, and G all exhibit parallel
diagonal lines incised on one face of a steeply bevelled lip. Of the 15 incised rims, 10 are interior
bevelled and incised and 3 are flat and incised. Almost all of the incised pottery was either fiber
tempered or fiber-and-fine sand tempered. The two exceptions to this pattern are a thin, sand-andfiber tempered, incised ware, illustrated in Figure 5-7 C.
Fiber tempered pottery bearing straight line incising from other sites at Kings Bay has been
labelled Orange Incised (Espenshade 1985). This categorization has been used to infer an affiliation of the Kings Bay Locality with the St. Johns culture area in the Late Archaic period. In fact,
straight line incising occurs in both the St. Simons and the Orange pottery series and there is little
basis for assigning this assemblage to one tradition or the other.
Scraped surfaces, which appear quite similar to simple stamping, are present in both parallel
line and crossed line designs. Examples are shown in Figures 5-5 D and E and 5-7 B, D, and E.
Twenty-five percent of the sherds from the historic area but only one percent of the sherds from the
prehistoric blocks exhibit at least one coil fracture. Most of these are scraped fiber-and-sand
tempered sherds.
The Late Archaic/Transitional ceramic assemblage from 9Cam184 contains a variety of attri bute combinations which may represent a series of occupations over a long period of time. It can
not be clearly established from this sample what developmental trends took place but the following
are hypothesized:
1) increasing amounts of quartz inclusions in the ceramic paste,
2) decreasing volumes of fiber vermiculations in the ceramic paste,
3) a shift from plain and incised to plain and scraped surface treatments,
4) a shift from slab-built to coil-built vessels,
5) decreasing sherd thickness,
6) decreasing vessel size.
It would be possible to test these hypothesized trends and to identify a sequence of attribute
clusters with larger samples and with the use of chronometric dating techniques. Larger samples
would allow statistically reliable determinations of ceramic attribute associations within spatially
associated artifact clusters. The present sample is too small and too sparsely distributed across the
site to allow separate occupation areas to be defined. However, among the areas known from
testing, Blocks 2, 5, 7 and the historic site area appear likely to yield large enough samples for
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Figure 5-4. Plain and Incised Fiber Tempered Pottery, 9Cam184. A: Exterior of rough plain rim sherd; interior steeply bevelled lip is
plain (Block 2). B: Alternating bands of parallel lines and diagonal cross-hatching on exterior; flat lip of slightly incurvate rim is plain
and overhangs to interior (Block 2). C. Shallow diagonal cross-hatching (Block 5). D: Continuous parallel incising on interior of
steeply incurving lip (Block 2). E: Diagonal bands of parallel lines on exterior and continuous diagonal incising on flat lip of straight
rim (Block 7). F: Diagonal incising on interior surface of steeply bevelled lip on slighly incurvate rim. G: Diagonal parallel lines
incised on exterior steeply bevelled lip of slightly incurvate rim (Block 7).

A

C

CM

Figure 5-5. Transitional Fiber Tempered Pottery and Lithic Artifacts, 9Caml 84. A: small, corner
notched, triangular, buff-colorerd chert point found in association with D (Block 1). B:
Large stemmed point or knife reworked as end scraper; grayish pink chert (Block 7). C:
Distal end of point or knife; fine-grained white chert (Block 2). D: Sand and fiber tempered
ody sherd, cross-scraped on exterior and interior (Block 1). E: Sand and fiber tempered rim
bherd with parallel diagonal scraping on exterior and cross scraping on interior (Block 2).
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B

D
C

M

Figure 5-6. Fiber Tempered Pottery and Projectile Points, 9Caml 83. A: Vertical and horizontal
bands of parallel lines on exterior; flat lip of slightly incurvate rim is plain. B: Widely separ ated, deeply incised parallel, diagonal lines. C. Stemmed point of brown chert. D: Basally
notched point of buff chert.
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Figure 5-7. Transitional Fiber Tempered Pottery, 9Cam183. A: Sand and fiber tempered plain
rim sherd; the straight rim has a plain, flat lip. B: Sand and fiber tempered parallel scraped
(exterior and interior) rim sherd; the straight rim has a flat lip. C: Sand and fiber tempered
plain rim sherd with diagonal incising; the straight rim has a round lip. D: Sand and fiber
tempered cross-scraped body sherd. E: Fiber and sand tempered scraped body sherd.
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study of the Late Archaic component (see Table 5-2). The historic site area seems to contain the
greatest concentration of Transitional period materials.
Seriation of the different attribute combinations established with a larger sample could be
accomplished using TL dating. While not as widely used as RC dating, TL is the appropriate tool
for evaluation of relative age at a site such as 9Cam184 where features are few and organic preservation is poor. Since the sherds themselves are dated, it is particularly useful for a technological
study. Thermoluminescence samples were collected during Phase II work from Feature 55 in
9Cam184 and from Feature 22 in 9Cam185 and are available for study (see Appendix B). Any
further work at either site should include evaluation of these samples and collection of additional
specimens.
While the details of the technological shift from fiber tempered to sand tempered pottery
manufacture amay not be intrinsically interesting, it is likely that this change is a correlate of other
subsistence and settlement pattern changes which occurred at the close of the Late Archaic. Thus a
lifestyle change is represented and can be studied, in part, in the ceramic assemblage.
Woodland and Mississippian Period Pottery. The balance of the aboriginal assemblage is
composed of sherds which can be assigned to the Woodland or Mississippian periods. Rather
general observations on the temporal identity are necessary since in many cases even decorated
sherds are not specifically diagnostic, e.g. isolated sand tempered check stamped or cord marked
sherds could belong to either Deptford (Woodland) or Savannah (Mississippian period) series.
The most common paste types in both subassemblages are sand tempered, sand-and-grog
tempered, sand-and-grit tempered, and grog-and-sand tempered. These are the only paste types
composing 5 percent or more of either subassemblage. The most common surface conditions or
treatments are eroded, smooth plain, medium and small check stamped, and fine cordmarked and
cross cord marked. Tables 5-6 and 5-7 display the frequencies of the most common (1.0 percent
or more of the assemblage) attribute combinations occuring in each part of the aboriginal
component.
A comparison of these tables reveals substantial differences between the two assemblages.
In the prehistoric blocks (9Caml 84) the vast majority of sherds are sand or sand-and-grit tempered
with plain, check stamped, or cord marked surfaces. In the historic area of the site (9Caml 83)
paste types incorporating grog dominate and the vast majority of sherds are plain. No sherds with
grog are cord marked. There are no Swift Creek Complicated Stamped sherds in either subassemblage.
A consideration of the attribute combinations absent from the assemblage, as well as those
present, leads to the conclusion that most of the collection results from a Mississippian period
occupation of the site. Although both cord marked and check stamped motifs occur in the Deptford
series (as well as in the Savannah series) there are almost none of the more distinctive Deptford
designs, such as Deptford Bold Check Stamped or Deptford Linear Check Stamped, which would
unambiguously place the assemblage in the Woodland period. An exception is the small collection
of Deptford pottery illustrated in Figure 5-8. The sherds represent portions of two large, straightsided jars; they were found in Unit 210N 725E on the western edge of the historic area. This unit
also contained 9 of the 10 St. Johns series sherds found at 9Cam183 and 6 of the 9 sand and grit
tempered scraped sherds.
Most of the material from the balance of the historic area appears to be significantly later than
Deptford, including such Mississippian period indicators as grog tempering and cob marking. A
few San Marcos series sherds and a single olive jar fragment were also found in this area, indi cating a protohistoric to mission period occupation. Cord-marked sherds include both the fine,
even, neatly impressed cord marking ususally identified as Savannah Fine Cord Marked and a
coarser, more irregular pattern which might be a precursor, or simply a variant. The latter is
illustrated in Figure 5-9, A and B. Four of the six hones from 9Cam183 are also illustrated in
Figure 5-9. All are sand and grog tempered plain sherds and are therefore part of the Mississippian
assemblage. Their presence and position in the site is suggestive of a domestic activity area
involving manufacture of bone tools such as points, pins, or fish hooks. Figure 5-9 also illustrates
two of the three cob marked sherds found at 9Cam183.
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Table 5-6. Common Attribute Combinations for Post-Archaic Ceramics at 9Cam184.
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Table 5-7. Common Attribute Combinations for Post-Archaic Ceramics at 9Cam183.
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Figure 5-8. Deptford Pottery, 9Caml 83. A: Large, straight-sided Deptford Check Stamped jar;
the straight rim has a rounded lip. B: Large, straight-sided Deptford Simple Stamped jar; the
straight rim has a slight, rounded exterior lip.
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Figure 5-9. Cord Marked Pottery, Hones, and Cob Marked Sherds, 9Cam183. A: Medium cord
marked rim sherd; the straight rim has a tapered, flat lip (from Midden 2). B: Medium cord
marked body sherd. C - F: Sand and grog tempered plain sherds used as hones; all are from
the central area of the site. G and H: Cob marked sherds.
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The ceramic assemblage from the nine sample blocks in the prehistoric area of the site is pre dominantly sand tempered; among locally produced sherds no distinctive surface treatments or
paste inclusions allow a clear attribution to either the Deptford or the Savannah period. The few St.
Johns series sherds are predominantly check stamped, indicating an occupation contemporary with
the St. Johns II period (A.D. 800-contact). This is similar to a bitypical ceramic assemblage from
the Killion Site (9Cam178) at Kings Bay, which was radiocarbon dated in the range A.D. 9501340 (Smith 1982). The two types were a sand tempered fine cord marked ware and a St. Johns
Plain or Check Stamped ware.
Nonceramic Artifacts. The collection of nonceramic artifacts from both portions of 9Cam184
is limited to two Busycon implements and 366 lithic artifacts. The two Busycons are use-modified
shells as illustrated in Figure 5-10. One has been reduced to a columella with a bevelled base; the
other is a nearly complete shell which shows attrition on several shoulder spines, the lip edge, and
the base. Both were recovered from the central part of the historic site area. It is likely that they
are part of the Savannah assemblage.
Lithic artifacts are enumerated in Table 5-8. All of the chipped stone debitage is coastal plain
chert. In the historic site area lithics occur in small amounts, widely scattered across the site.
There is no apparent clustering that would indicate a large lithic manufacture or use activity area. A
low frequency of lithic tools is in keeping with the late temporal placement of the major occupation
in this area. The Taylor-like projectile point or knife and the basally notched point illustrated in
Figure 5-6 are both from upper levels of the mixed historic/prehistoric midden on the eastern edge
of the site.
Lithics from the prehistoric blocks at 9Caml 84 show some more informative associations.
In Block 1 a small, corner-notched chert point was found in association with Transitional pottery
(Figure 5-5 A and D). In Block 2, occurring in association with fiber tempered sherds, 77 lithic
artifacts were found. These included debitage of various sizes, a blank, and the partial point
illustrated in Figure 5-5 C. These materials represent a nonshell Late Archaic camp. The three
hematite fragments were found in one unit in Block 3. Most of the ceramic artifacts from this area
are sand tempered. The single ground stone fragment came from nearby Block 9, where only a
few other lithic artifacts were found and ceramics were mostly sand tempered. This suggests a
Mississippian period occupation in the area between (and including) Blocks 3 and 9. Block 6, in
the approximate center of 9Cam184 produced an unexpected concentration of lithic debitage, 20
fragments from one unit and 169 from another. While the first unit contained fiber tempered
pottery, all eight sherds from the second were a sand tempered, fine cord marked ware. It is not
possible, with this small amount of information, to interpret these two clusters of lithic debris with
respect to temporal position or mutual relationship. It is clear, however, that Block 6 contains a
concentration of artifacts that are relatively rare in coastal sites. The reworked point or hafted
scraper shown in Figure 5-5 B was recovered from a mixed context in an upper level of Block 7.
Features at the Frohock Point Prehistoric Site
The set of features discovered at 9Caml 84 includes 1) the individual features described in
Table 5-9 and the discussion below, 2) the prehistoric features included in the feature list for
9Cam183 (Table 4-3), and 3) the series of 10 shell middens defined by probing at 9Cam183 and
diagrammed in Figure 4-14. Individually, none of these features are very impressive. However,
as a set of observations, they provide evidence of good preservation of the prehistoric component
over most of the site and of the presence, in the historic site area, of patterned aboriginal deposits
with possible structural significance.
Individual features. The individual features from 9Cam184 fall into two functional groups
which are also areally distinct. One of these groupings consists of a series of small, shallow
oystershell middens in Blocks 9 and 1; the other group is a posthole and trench configuration in
Block 4.
Individual middens. Four of five units in Block 9 contained portions of small middens,
Features 51, 52, 53 and 54 (Table 5-9). The size and density of these middens suggest that they
probably represent short term, perhaps seasonal, occupations of the site. The middens were
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•

Figure 5-10. Busycon Pounders, 9Carn183. A: Some wear to base and one knob of heavy shell
(from east side of house midden). B: Heavy attrition of slightly larger shell which also shows
bevelling of base (from Midden 2).
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Table 5-8. Lithic Artifacts from the Frohock Point Prehistoric Site, 9Cam183 and 9Cam184.
Frequency
Form

Material

Size

184

183

debitage

chert

small <1 cm
medium 1-2 cm
large > 2 cm
small < 1 cm
medium 1-2 cm
large > 2 cm

38
168
17
10
68
16
8
1
1
1
1
2
0
1
0
2
3
1

1
5
7
0
8
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0

338

27

vv

19
li

::"TA

cherta
II

It

cortical flake
utilized flake
blank TA
biface TA
point, incomplete
point, basenotched
point, cornernotched
point, Taylor
point, reworked
fragments
fragment

If

chert
chert
„
chert
chert
chert
chert
chert
"

large > 2 cm
large > 2 cm
small < 5 cm
medium 2-4 cm

hematite
uid metamorphic,
ground stone

Totals

a TA chert = Thermally Altered chert
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Table 5-9. Features at the Frohock Point Prehistoric Site, 9Cam184.
Fea.

Unit

Description of Excavation and Preliminary Interpretation

38

336N 360E
Block 4

Semi-oval area of very dark gray humic sand and dense oyster shell.
Partial; in east wall. Matrix-Fea 78. Possible posthole. Shell
disappears after 14 cm; dark humic fill continues another 16 cm.

39

336N 360E
Block 4

Irregular area, becoming circular, of dark gray humic sand, mostly
crushed oyster. Partial, in west wall. Matrix-Fea 78. Possible
posthole.

51

196N 395E
Block 9

Linear area of oyster shell and gray sand, running across lm axis of
pit. Partial. Matrix of medium gray sand mottled with tan sand.
Midden deposit. Shallow, with irregular, flat base.

52

221N 395E
Block 9

Semi-oval surface deposit of oyster shell and dark grayish-brown
sand in medium gray sand. Partial. Midden deposit. Shallow,
irregular base.

53

224N 394E
Block 9

Irregular, becoming semi-oval, deposit of oyster shell with medium
gray-brown sand matrix. Partial. Midden deposit.

54

220N 371E
Block 9

Irregular deposit of oyster shells, with dark grayish-brown sand.
Partial. Intermittent. Shallow, irregular base.

55

30N 287E
Block 1

Dark grayish-brown humic sand and oyster shell in semi-oval area
against north wall. Partial. Midden deposit. Base dips slightly
towards center (north wall). Lens of humic, very dark grayishbrown sand below shell; leachate below to floor.

56

335.5N 361.5E Semi-circular area of very dark gray humic sand with dense, compact
Block 4
whole oyster. Partial, in medium gray and tan, light tan well mixed sand.
Possible posthole. Straight sides, flat base; truncated appearance in west
wall.

57

335.5N 361.5E Semi-circular area of very dark gray humic sand with dense oyster
Block 4
shell. Partial; matrix same as above. Possible posthole. Slightly
sloping sides, base flat (truncated).

58
59

335.5N 361.5E Shell fill in Fea 57 split into two separate areas for 5 cm to base.
Block 4
Two possible postholes.
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- Table 5-9. Extended.
Dimensions

Final Interpretation

Contents and Samples

16-46 cm bs
30-37 cm in unit

burned bone, snake vertebrae;
latter not burned. Soil.

Prehistoric. Possible posthole. If
Fea. 57 and column included, as
large as 1.20 m diam.

35-56 cm bs
26 cm diam

none
Soil.

Prehistoric. Possible posthole.

13-19 cm bs
40 cm wide

none
RC, soil.

Prehistoric. Small, short-term
subsistence feature; surface deposit.

12-20 cm bs
88 cm wide

6 cord, 3 cross-cord, sand temp.
sherds. Bone. RC, soil.

Prehistoric. Small, short-term
subsistence feature; surface deposit.

16-20 cm bs
71 cm wide

Bone, 1 hickory nut shell.
RC, soil.

Prehistoric. Small, short-term
subsistence feature; surface deposit.

12-23 cm bs
135 cm wide

Bone, 2 hickory nut shells.
RC, soil.

Prehistoric. Small, short-term
subsistence feature; surface deposit.

13-28 cm bs
95 cm wide

Bone.
TL, RC, soil.

Prehistoric. Small, short-term
subsistence feature; surface deposit.
More substantial than Block 9
features.

15-30 cm bs
43 cm diam.

none
RC, soil.

Prehistoric. Eastern edge of possible posthole.

16-30 cm bs
37 cm diam

none
RC, soil.

Prehistoric. Possible posthole.
See note, Fea. 38.

25-30 cm bs
NA

none

Prehistoric. Part of Fea. 57 fill.
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Table 5-9. Continued.
Fea.

Unit

Description of Excavation and Preliminary Interpretation

60

30N 287E
Block 1

Small circular area of shell at base of Fea 55; fill was tan, rather than
gray-brown. Possible posthole.

61

7N 265E

Dense oyster shell and medium brown humic sand deposit in matrix
of medium grayish-tan sand. Broad semi-circle in SW corner
(partial). Midden deposit.

62

335.5N 361.5E
Block 4

Vaguely circular area of very dark gray humic sand, charcoal, some
ashy sands. Partial, in north and west walls. Possible posthole.

63

7N 265E
Block 1

Linear area of dense whole oyster in very dark brownish-gray
humic sand. Ran across unit, then straight down west wall.

78

336N 360E
Block 4

Linear area of mottled gray, light gray and tan sands; looked
redeposited. Trench-like, narrowing to broad, flat base.
Encompasses Fea 38, 39. Matrix-light brown sand with yellowishtan mottling. Partial, runs east-west, slightly north of east, across
south 1/3 of unit. South edge in unit profile.

78

335.5N 361.5E
Block 4

Feature much less distinct in this unit, areas of mottled gray, light
gray, and tan sands mixed with light brown and yellowish-tan
sand. Encompasses Fea 56, 57, 62. Partial.
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Table 5-9. Continued and Extended.
Dimensions

Contents and Samples

Final Interpretation

20-33 cm bs
20 cm diam

none

Non-cultural. Root disturbance.

20-27 cm bs
90 cm wide

3 sand tempered plain sherds,
bone. RC, soil.

Prehistoric. Small, short-term
subsistence feature; surface deposit.

32-47 cm bs
36 X 50 cm

none
Soil.

Prehistoric. Possible posthole.

32-61 cm bs
50 cm max width

none

Non-cultural. Rodent or root disturbance.

35-65 cm bs

1 very small sand tempered,
check stamped sherd.

Prehistoric. Trench.

none

Prehistoric. Possibly edge of Fea.
78.
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irregular to oval in shape and contained mostly whole and some crushed oyster shell (Table 5-10).
Ribbed mussel was a significant constituent of two of the middens but other species occurred only
rarely. It does not appear that adequate quahog samples for seasonality determinations could be
expected from these deposits. Faunal material from the 1/4 in. screened soil samples contained
small amounts of catfish and drum and some other unidentified fish species. Feature 52 also
contained a deer scapula. The 1/16 in. screened samples from Features 51 and 52 were sterile but
53 contained 104 fish bones and one hickory nut shell fragment while 54 contained 19 fish bones
and 2 hickory fragments. Only one of the middens, Feature 53, exceeded 10 cm in depth. All had
undulating but essentially flat bases, indicating that they were surface deposits rather than pits.
These middens were characteristically devoid of ceramic artifacts. Only Feature 52 contained
any sherds larger than 1/2 in. in diameter; these were small, sand tempered cordmarked and crosscordmarked sherds. Sherds from associated levels in the units were also few in number, but were
consistently sand tempered plain and sand tempered cord marked. Little or no grog tempering was
observed. While this assemblage is not conclusively temporally diagnostic on the southern
Georgia coast, the sherds would fit comfortably in the Savannah series.
Two other shell middens, Features 55 and 61, were encountered in Block 1. Feature 55 was
the densest and deepest midden in 9Cam184 (Figure 5-11). The deposit slopes downward into
the north wall of unit 30N 287E, and an unusually deep leachate zone extends 32 cm beneath the
feature. These attributes may indicate a more substantial, perhaps pit-like, feature just north of the
excavated unit. The feature contained no sherds, but the 22 sherds recovered from corresponding
levels of the unit include 14 sand tempered sherds about equally distributed among plain, medium
check stamped, and fine cord marked, and 8 grit tempered medium check stamped sherds. A small
mammal longbone shaft, catfish and drum elements, and portions of turtle carapace were observed
in the 1/4 in. screened soil sample from this unit. The fine screened sample yielded 42 fish and 14
unidentifiable bone fragments. As shown in Table 5-10, the molluscs composing the matrix of the
midden were almost exclusively oysters.
Feature 61, in a different excavation unit of the same block, was not as deep as Feature 55,
and contained less bone: a small amount of unidentified fish bone and a possible amphibian ver tebra were the only subsistence remains recovered from the 1/4 in. sample; the fine-screened
sample yielded nothing. Three small sand tempered plain sherds were also recovered. Relevant
level material included only a small amount of plain sand and grit-and-sand tempered pottery.
Based on nearly identical ceramic assemblages and simple proximity, it seems reasonable to
treat the middens in Block 9 as a cultural unit. We are less sure about the relationship of the two
middens on Block 1. It is virtually impossible to compare the ceramic and faunal assemblages of
Block 1 and 9 for any statements concerning possible temporal or spatial relationships between
these two areas. The presence of check stamping in the Block 1 middens suggests that they may
be later than the middens in Block 9. However, differences in ceramic assemblages cannot be
evaluated in samples this small. More must be learned about the area between the two blocks
before we can make statements about their temporal relationship. Again, only radiocarbon or ther moluminescence samples can provide the necessary temporal control for such studies.
The faunal material from both areas is indicative of the marsh-lagoon, broad spectrum fish ing, hunting, and gathering economy characteristic of the 1000-year long Coastal Tradition as a
whole. Faunal studies can address questions such as seasonality of occupation, special site func tion and/or distributional-depositional patterns of trash disposal (reflective of social organization).
However, we do not yet know the relationships of the areas sampled to the site as a whole. More
site mapping and systematic sampling must be done at 9Cam184 before we can interpret the over all pattern of settlement.
Structural features. A second kind of feature was found in Block 4, in unit 336N 360E.
Feature 78 was a trench, with sloping sides and a broad, flat base. The fill of this trench was a
very distinctive, redeposited dark and medium gray sand, light gray to white sand, and tan sand in
large mottles. The feature was situated in a matrix of light brown sand with large yellowish-tan
sand mottles, a lens distinct from both the usual grayish-brown anthroposol or the yellowish tan
sterile sand matrix. The trench ran slightly north of east through the south end of the unit; a por tion of it extends beyond the south wall of the unit. It was 30 cm deep and more than 80 cm wide.
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Table 5-10. Mollusc Species from Aboriginal Middens and Features at 9Cam183 and 9Cam184.
LOCATION
Provenience

Percent by Species
Quahog Razor
Ribbed
Clam
Mussel
Clam

n

Sample
Size (g)

Oyster

184 BLOCK 1
Feature 55
Feature 61

2
1

12310
6682

99.7
99.8

184 BLOCK 2
129N 273E CS

6

2038

100.0

184 BLOCK 9
Feature 51
Feature 52
Feature 53
Feature 54

1
2
2
2

846
1386
5496
2887

99.2
80.3
99.5
93.2

0.8
18.9
0.1
6.5

184 BLOCK 4
Feature 38
Feature 39
Feature 38 CS
336N 360E CS

6
2
8
3

2413
284
3665
41

72.8
46.5
74.8
100.0

27.0
53.3
25.2
-

183 HISTORIC AREA
4
Midden 1 CS
Midden 2 CS
8

1137
5458

96.5
94.4

3.0
4.4

Notes: tr = < 0.1 %
CS=column sample 25 cm square
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0.1
tr

0.1

0.1
tr

tr
0.2

0.8
0.4
0.2
0.2
0.1
-

0.9

0.5
0.2
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Figure 5-11. Feature 55 in Unit 30N287E at 9Cam184. This small shell midden in Block 1 was originally a surface deposit probably
associated with a short-term occupation of the site. In addition to oystershell, it contained fish and other unidentified bone.

Slightly above and slightly below the top of Feature 78 were two possible postholes, Features 38
and 39, respectively. Feature 38 contained oyster and ribbed mussel shell in a dense, humic,
almost black sand (Figure 5-12). Feature 39 had the same dark fill but much less shell. Both were
only partially within the unit; Feature 38 was profiled in the east wall of the unit and Feature 39
was in the southwest corner of the unit. Both were somewhat more irregular than the idealized
posthole. Feature 38 had a small shallow "arm" running west and Feature 39 had a similar small
protrusion running east. Though this sort of configuration in a feature is sometimes used to attrib ute the entire phenomenon to root disturbance, this conclusion seems unwarranted for these fea tures. The fill of the features contained a great deal of humic material, a relatively large amount of
charcoal and bone in an otherwise non-midden area. The Feature 38 1/16 in. material contained 4
fish bones. The mollusc composition of these features is marked by an unusually large amount of
ribbed mussel: one-quarter to one half of the total sample. As these features are interpreted as
structural remains rather than subsistence refuse deposits, the midden material is probably
redeposited. This dense material would have served to stabilize posts in soft, shifting sand. The
subsistence data is, however, potentially interpretable since there appears to be a single, brief abo riginal occupation represented in this part of the site.
The trench and possible postholes in 336N 360E prompted the opening of 335.5N 361.5E.
This judgemental unit was positioned to intersect Feature 78 based on its angle in 336N 360E. It
was offset 0.5 m. because the profile of Feature 38 had previously been column sampled and the
unit had then been backfilled. In the 25 cm square column, Feature 38 continued to the east wall
and the shell sloped slightly north as indicated in the north wall profile of the unit.
Unfortunately, the distinctive coloration of Feature 78 did not appear in the judgemental unit.
Instead, a very mixed stratum, which appeared to have components of Feature 78 fill and the
brown and yellowish tan matrix, was encountered. It was impossible to segregate Feature 78 or to
define an edge of it. This stratum, like Feature 78, was 30 cm deep and extended completely
across the unit. It is probable that this represents a continuation, possibly near the edge, of Feature
78
Two possible postholes, Features 56 and 57, were defined within this mixed stratum.
Apparently, less than half of each of these postholes was within the unit, and they both have a
truncated appearance in the west wall profile of the unit. They had fills identical to those of Fea tures 38 and 39. In fact, the orientation of the trench, the sloping sides of Feature 38 and its
presence throughout the column sample and the position of Feature 57 suggest that Feature 57 may
be the eastern edge of Feature 38. If so, Feature 38 would have had a diameter of 1.20 m.
Another feature, Feature 62, was also defined in 335.5N 361.5E. This feature originated
lower than the other possible postholes, at the base of the mixed stratum. Though it had a dark
organic fill similar to that of the other features, Feature 62 was distinguished by its lack of shell, its
high charcoal content, and some light gray areas of what appeared to be ash mixed with sand. It
had an oval shape in plan, and the profile revealed sloping but irregular walls and an irregular base.
The feature was in the northwest corner of the unit and appeared in both the west and north
profiles. Feature 62 is also considered a posthole.
This complex of features appears to represent a trench and a series of postholes for a pre historic structure of some kind. The prehistoric designation arises from the form of its constituent
parts and from the lack of historic artifacts in the units or evidence of historic activities in the block
as a whole. Only one ceramic artifact was found in any of the features. This was a very small
check stamped sherd in the Feature 78 fill. There was a small amount of artifactual material in both
units, with sand tempered plain and sand tempered cord marked sherds the major types. Two rim
sherds from 335.5N 361.5E exhibit thin, straight, flattened rims. One of these is cord marked and
the other is surface-roughened. Again, C14 dates and/or a larger ceramic assemblage are needed
to assign these features to a particular phase. Although no evidence of domestic middens or of any
substantial amount of debris was seen in Block 4, the small sample size may have prevented
detection of deposits associated with this structure. It is inferred that this feature group represents
part of a single, briefly-occupied structure.
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Figure 5-12. Feature 38 in the SE corner of Unit 336N360E at 9Cam184. Part of a trench and posthole configuration representing an
aboriginal structure in Block 4.

Individual features at 9Cam183. The feature list for the historic site area includes seven pre historic features. Two are isolated possible postholes, four compose a group of probable post holes or pits, and one is a small subsistence feature.
Feature 1 was a small, oval deposit of whole oyster. Organic material from the oysters had
stained the sand within the feature a homogeneous dark tan distinct from the mottled tan and gray
matrix. The shallow depth of Feature 1 suggests that it probably represents a single episode shell
deposit.
Feature 5 was a possible posthole in unit 190N 854E at the extreme eastern edge of the site.
The posthole was 19 cm in diameter and 22 cm deep. It had a dark grayish-brown sand and
oyster-shell fill. The posthole contained no ceramic or other datable artifacts. Its prehistoric ascrip tion is derived from the small amount of historic versus prehistoric material in the unit matrix and
from its opening depth. It is conceded, however, that these data do not positively identify the
posthhole as prehistoric. No other postholes or structural features were found in this area.
A second ambiguous posthole occurred in unit 190N 832E. Three possible postholes were
defined in this unit; two of these features were eventually attributed to root disturbances (Table 43). Feature 6, in the south wall, did appear to be a posthole. It was mapped as a squarish to semicircular area of dark grayish-brown fill and was reamed. The feature extended 23 cm down into
the sterile tan sand matrix of the unit. The side walls of the feature were leached and irregular near
the base. The amount of disturbance in the unit, as evident in Features 7 and 8 and in the irregularity of the walls of Feature 6, make a positive identification of a posthole impossible. No artifacts were found in the feature fill.
A series of prehistoric postholes was identified in unit 204N 820E. Features 18, 19, and 20
were fairly distinct areas of dark grayish-brown sand; Feature 81, with a lighter fill, was identified
in profile only. All but Feature 19 were encountered in the west or the north wall of the unit. With
the exception of Feature 19 (23 cm in diameter), all the features were rather wide excavations,
ranging from 40 cm in diameter (Feature 18), to 63 cm in diameter (Feature 20). All had broad,
rounded bases. The width of Feature 20 and Feature 81 suggests that they may have been storage
pits rather than postholes. Feature 19 was deepest, bottoming out at 73 cm below surface; the rest
of the features ended between 55 and 65 cm below surface. Two of the features, Features 19 and
20, contained artifacts other than small bone or shell fragments. Feature 20 had a grog tempered
plain sherd, and Feature 19 had a sand tempered folded-rim sherd with small punctations at the
base of the fold.
A judgemental unit was placed 30 cm west of 193N 800E in an attempt to reveal more post holes of this series. The extremely mottled matrix in this judgemental unit suggested several possi ble features, but only one of these, Feature 42, was substantial enough to be a prehistoric structural
feature. Feature 42 was rather vague in profile, with irregular sides and an ill-defined base. It
does, however, line up well with the series of postholes in 193N 800E.
Despite the inconclusive results of the judgemental unit, we can note the area as a prehistoric
activity area, as evidenced by the heavy and deep mixture (mottling) of anthroposols and sterile
sands. The activity was problably prehistoric rather than historic. Although there was a relatively
high frequency of historic materials in the upper levels of these units, no historic materials were
found below the Zone A-B interface at 26 cm bs, or in any of the possible postholes.
Shell middens at 9Cam183. As discussed in Chapter 4, probing at 9Cam183 successfully
delineated two historic period activity areas and ten aboriginal shell middens (Figure 4-14). Two
of these ten middens were intersected by excavation units in the systematic sample set up to test the
historic component. Unit 194N 780E sampled Midden 1 and Unit 180N 803E sampled Midden 2.
Column samples were taken from these two middens.
Figure 5-13 shows a profile from the approximate center of Midden 2. The upper 10 cm
consisted of broken mollusc shell and a mixture of historic and prehistoric artifacts. Level 2 con tained mostly whole oyster shell with mixed historic and prehistoric artifacts. No historic artifacts
were found below level 2; prehistoric artifacts continued through level 6. The aboriginal assem blage consisted of 8 fiber tempered sherds, 36 Woodland/Mississippian sherds and 1 Busycon
tool. The Busycon hammer is illustrated in Figure 5-10 B. The nonfiber-tempered pottery is
clearly a Mississippian period assemblage. Over two-thirds of the collection is sand-and grog or
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Figure 5-13. Profile of Aboriginal Shell Midden 2 in Unit 180N803E at 9Cam183. One of ten middens delineated by probing at
9Cam183, this deposit contained Mississippian period pottery in addition to historic materials and subsistence remains.

grog-and-sand tempered. The four decorated sherds are a sand tempered medium cord marked
sherd (Figure 5-9 A) a sand-and-grog tempered cob marked sherd and two San Marcos CrossSimple Stamped sherds. Small ceramic inventories are typical of subsistence remains dumps but
the materials from this midden are sufficiently distinctive that a Savannah period occupation can be
inferred.
Quarter-inch screening of the 20-25 cm deep midden zone in the 1 x 2 m unit yielded 78 frag ments (33.0 g) of bone. The 25 cm square column sample yielded 21 small fish bones from the
fine screened fraction of the same zone. Mollusc species from this column sample are listed in
Table 5-10. The relative proportions of oyster, ribbed mussel, and other species in these middens
are similar to the composition of the majority of middens sampled at Kings Bay.
Midden 1 was intersected by Unit 194N 780E which revealed a slighly shallower deposit
with a similar pattern of remains. Historic materials dominated in levels 1 and 2 but a sufficient
number of sand-and-grog tempered aboriginal sherds (6 out of 11) were present in the midden to
indicate a Mississippian period deposition. No fiber tempered pottery or other types of aboriginal
artifacts were recovered. A total of 181 fragments (65.8 g) of bone were recovered from the 1/4
in. screened sample for the 1 x 2 m unit; fine screening of the column sample yielded 27 small fish
bones.
Because the presence of discrete middens at 9Cam183 was unknown prior to this project, the
excavation plan was designed primarily to recover data about the historic site. The two aboriginal
middens, fortuitously sampled in testing at 9Cam183, are 10 m west (Midden 1) and 10 m south
(Midden 2) of the cluster of historic period structural features in 204N 820E, discussed above. If
close proximity to a dwelling was a criterion for location of refuse disposal areas, then Middens 1
and 2 are the best candidates for association with the inferred structure. Testing provided no evi dence regarding the relationship of Middens 3-10 to Middens 1 and 2. Nor was testing in the
nonshell areas among these middens of sufficient intensity to demonstrate the presence or absence
of additional aboriginal structures. It is clear, however, that the south half of 9Cam183 contains a
series of aboriginal middens potentially of value in interpreting the Savannah period at Kings Bay.
Summary. The features at 9Cam184 and 9Cam183 may represent two different kinds of use
of the site during the Savannah period. The cluster of middens at the eastern extreme of the site,
adjacent to the marsh, could represent a short term station for (probably) seasonal exploitation of
the marsh resources. At the western end of the site, adjacent to Sandy Run, the group of middens
in Block 9 and the possible structure in Block 4 could represent occupation of the site at a different
season or for a different purpose, such as horticultural activities. The relatively large amount of
ribbed mussel in the Block 4 features and in one of the Block 9 middens, as compared to the
9Cam183 middens, could be a seasonal difference. We do not know how these two apparently
different uses were related in space and time. Some of the materials needed to answer this ques tion, radiocarbon and thermoluminescence samples and fine screen faunal samples, have already
been gathered but remain to be analyzed. However, more fieldwork is necessary in some areas.
Blocks 1, 4, and 9, and areas between, should be extensively probed for the mapping of middens.
Each midden located will have to be sampled and dated until the temporal dimensions of the set dement pattern are understood. More excavation should be done in the area around 336N 360E to
determine whether any more of this interesting feature is available for interpretation.
Special Samples
Information from column samples and soil samples is incorporated in discussions above.
Radiocarbon and thermoluminescence samples in the research collection and available for analysis
in Phase III research include RC samples for three of the middens in Block 9 and two middens in
Block 1, and a TL, sample for Feature 55, one of the Block 1 middens. The possible structure in
Block 4 is represented by samples from Features 56 and 57 but since this seems to be redeposited
material it would only provide a terminus post quem for the structure (see Appendix B).
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Interpretation and Evaluation
Conclusions
The Frohock Point Prehistoric site covers an area of 13.75 ha on the south bank of Sandy
Run. The 196.5 sq m of excavation conducted during Phase II testing, organized in nine blocks
plus the historic site area tests, represents a sample size of 0.14 percent. In line with initial
expectations, conclusions about the character and content of the Frohock Point Prehistoric site are
tentative. It is, however, possible to make a number of statements about the results which will be
of use in designing further, impact-specific investigations of the site. These statements are listed
below and then discussed together. Their implications for site conservation are considered in a
later section.
1) No sterile units were encountered in this testing program, although some units in Block 8
lacked prehistoric and early historic period material. Materials from this block appear to represent a
late 19th to early 20th century occupation.
2) The prehistoric ceramic assemblage shows internal spatial variation. Specific contrasts
between the combined assemblage for the prehistoric blocks and the historic area assemblage can
be drawn. Differences within the prehistoric area probably exist but are less reliably drawn due to
small sample size.
3) For the site as a whole there is relatively little evidence of modern disturbance of the pre historic deposit. Most of the site lies within 0.5 m of the surface; the possible structure in Block 4
was encountered at a depth of 16 cm below surface. In the historic area the prehistoric component
is somewhat disturbed by the King occupation but significant portions, including Middens 3
through 10 are substantially intact.
4) The center of the penninsula, which was not included within the survey-defined site
boundaries, was tested by Block 6 and found to contain the greatest concentration of lithic artifacts
anywhere in the site. A large proportion of this is chert debitage which may have been missed
during the survey due to the use of 1/2 in. mesh screens. The south-central boundary of the site
must lie somewhere south of Block 6.
5) Although this is a multicomponent site, the intensity of occupation is much lower than at
9Cam171, part of the same coastal occupation zone and the most extensively studied
multicomponent site at Kings Bay. In several ways the lower density of material remains at
9Cam184 enhances its research potential: it should be possible to segregate components and to
identify associations between artifact classes with a greater degree of success than at 9Cam171.
6) The aboriginal archaeological cultures represented in the ceramic assemblage from this site
are the St. Simons period, the Transitional period, the Deptford period, the Savannah period, and
the Sutherland Bluff phase of the Mission period. Of these, St. Simons, Transitional, and
Savannah period components are predominant and could be studied as separate entities.
7) Subsistence remains are well-preserved in shell midden contexts and discrete middens
occur in at least two widely separated areas of the site. These may be of similar age and could pre sent a functional contrast which would provide information about settlement pattern.
8) The part of the prehistoric component underlying the historic occupation designated
9Cam183 includes interpretable aboriginal remains and features. Research involving the historic
site would affect the prehistoric component.
Discussion
The Frohock Point Prehistoric Site is an administrative division, drawn for cultural resource
management purposes, of a prehistoric cultural phenomenon: the coastal occupation zone at Kings
Bay. It is a tract of land which was briefly occupied on repeated occasions during much of the
prehistoric era, from the Late Archaic through the Mission phase of the Historic period. Use of
this area occurred during the St. Simons and Transitional periods, when, in view of the absence of
mollusc remains and the presence of lithic debris, the focus of subsistence efforts must have been
on oak hammock resources, especially game and nuts. Only a little evidence was found for use of
the area in the Deptford period; chronometric dating of the middens on the western end of the site,
beside Sandy Run, might place some of the mollusc remains in this area in the early Woodland
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period, but what scant ceramic evidence is available is more consistent with a Savannah period
occupation. The presence of a significant amount of grog-and-sand and sand-and-grog tempered
pottery from both the eastern and the western midden areas indicates that by Mississippian times
shellfish were important in the diet. The group of shell middens on the eastern edge of the site,
interpreted as a marsh resource exploitation base, is likely to be the result of a Savannah period
occupation. There is relatively little of the dense, hard-bodied, grog tempered plain pottery which
is thought to represent the Wilmington period for the southern coast. The sand/grog paste pottery
is either plain or medium to fine cord marked; a few cob marked sherds were also found. This
assemblage is similar to others which have been dated to the Savannah period at Kings Bay. It
should be emphasized that this is a composite assemblage from individual, widely-separated test
pits. Confirmation of these estimated temporal positions and characterization of the subsistence
patterns represented will require the larger samples, zooarchaeological analysis, and chronometric
dating of data collection phase research.
The relatively small number of features discovered in this testing program is not unusual, in
view of what has been observed elsewhere at Kings Bay. It does not appear that substantial
structures were built in this area during any time period. Any evidence of a structure which could
be positively associated with a discrete subsistence feature would contribute to our scant know ledge of how individual households were organized. It does appear that propects for obtaining
some associations of this kind are good in selected portions of the site. The absence of modern
disturbance and the low density of aboriginal occupation augur well for preservation of what struc tural remains may be present.
It is interesting and important to note that that no human remains have been detected in any of
the testing programs conducted in the Cherry Point area. Survey efforts to locate the partially exca vated burial mound reported by C. B. Moore as the "Low Mound near Fairview" were unsuc cessful (see Smith 1978:3-1, 3-2). The presence of this mound and the completely excavated
"Low Mound at Fairview" demonstrates that mound burial was practiced and that preservation
conditions were adequate to leave at least some evidence. Both of Moore's mounds were probably
Mississippian period structures. Earlier burials and other Mississippian period burials must be
present somewhere in the Cherry Point area. Since only small exposures have been made in test ing this area to date, it is not surprising that human remains are as yet unrepresented in the archae ological sample. This aspect of the research constitutes a "wild card" in the game of predicting
impacts of future development.
The fact that this site is a composite of a large number of individual occupations representing
a variety of cultures means that it is difficult to evaluate as a single entity, especially on the basis of
a sample of 0.14 percent by area. This study has shown that the prehistoric cultural remains at
Frohock Point are not homogeneous and that they are largely undisturbed. These remains will be
disturbed by construction almost anywhere within the site and, outside the original site boundaries,
by construction activities in the vicinity of Block 6.
The research potential of the site lies in the opportunities it presents for learning more about
the three best-represented components: St. Simons, Transitional, and Savannah. The Late Archaic
component, which is ubiquitous on better-drained soils at Kings Bay, has been interpreted both as
Orange, or a St. Johns region-influenced, Late Archaic culture (Espenshade 1985) and as St.
Simons, or a Georgia coast culture (Smith 1978; Smith et al 1981). The cultural differences
implied by these differing interpretations merit clarification. The St. Simons ceramic assemblage at
Frohock Point is accompanied by a lithic assemblage which could afford a separate line of evidence
bearing on cultural affiliations. The Transitional assemblage of semi-fiber tempered pottery also
appears to be associated with a lithic assemblage. Its hypothesized temporal position, intermediate
between the Late Archaic St. Simons period and the Early Woodland Deptford period, and its rela tionship to the Refuge period defined for the northern Georgia coast, should be evaluated. The
Savannah period materials offer the opportunity for evaluating subsistence/settlement pattern
contrasts: the two groups of middens on opposite ends of the site should be compared and
contrasted; middens with differing oyster:ribbed mussel ratios should be compared in order to
determine whether there is a temporal, seasonal, cultural, or source-area contrast which might
explain the difference. Chronometric dates on any discrete Mississippian period features which
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can be defined will be of value in delineating the Wilmington -to-Savannah transition, which is a
very muddy area in coastal chronology.
Recommendations
The Cherry Point area at Kings Bay, stretching from Crooked River State Park to the
northern perimeter fence is the least-disturbed large tract of land at Kings Bay. With the exception
of one small area, it has escaped cultivation for pulpwood production; 20th century occupations
were small and widely separated. This description also applies to the portion of the coastal
occupation zone designated the Frohock Point Prehistoric Site, 9Cam184. This area was exten sively used by aboriginal populations who left numerous small deposits of cultural remains. It is
the undisturbed nature and sparse depositional pattern which make the site valuable for archaeological research: prospects for delineating single-component study areas within the multi-component
site are good. Elsewhere at Kings Bay research efforts have been hindered by the large degree of
mixing of earlier deposits during later occupations throughout the prehistoric period.
On the basis of the information collected in limited Phase II testing, this site has significant
potential for contributing to our knowledge of the prehistoric period if studied under a compre hensive and appropriately-structured data collection program. The site is eligible for nomination to
the National Register of Historic Places. However, additional research will be required to provide
a comprehensive plan for management of all of the cultural resources contained in 9Cam184. As
small, sporadic, and/or thin deposits, the components within the multicomponent site represent
brief events, non-sedentary phases of settlement, and small population aggregations. They will
require special consideration in order to obtain samples which are both large enough to be statisti cally significant and representative of the occupation so as to be comparable with samples from
other sites. Provision for specific comparisons with other sites in the Cherry Point area, at Kings
Bay, and on the southern Georgia coast will be essential for realizing the research potential of this
site.
On the basis of information collected in this study, no change should be made in the level of
significance originally proposed for this site (Smith 1978). Questions answerable with information
from Frohock Point concern the delineation of prehistoric patterns of life in the coastal zone of
Georgia. The site is eligible at the State level of National Register significance.
The preferred cultural resource management alternative for this site is preservation. Above
and beyond the simple philosophical desirability of avoiding destruction of a limited, nonrenewable
resource, there are practical and logistical reasons for banking, rather than exspending, this site.
Pragmatically, thorough testing (as opposed to the limited testing carried out in the present study),
impact identification, and impact mitigation could prove to be a lengthy and expensive undertaking,
due to the large size of the site. From a logistical standpoint, the technical and methodological
problems of dealing with a large, diffuse site such as Frohock Point will be under better control
during the next decade, and the bridging arguments needed for interpretation of the site will be
more highly evolved. The details of this evolution of archaeological science will be further dis cussed in the final chapter of this report. Suffice it to say, here, that better and more informative
data collection phase research will be possible and will be standard in the discipline ten or fifteen
years from now. If data collection were carried out immediately, much of it would be redundant or
would suffer from the same weaknesses as in previous research at Kings Bay. Finally, a non archaeological benefit of allowing an archaeological conservation ethic to prevail would be realized
in that preservation of the natural floral and faunal environment will be facilitated by a moratorium
on land-disturbing activities in the area.
If preservation of this site is found to be a feasible alternative, then a program for managing
the Cherry Point Cultural Resource Area in order to protect it from secondary effects and natural
agents of site destruction should be developed and implemented immediately.
If preservation of this site is not found to be a feasible alternative, then effects of devel opment should be evaluated and a plan for mitigating adverse effects should be formulated. During
the fieldwork phase of this study plans for construction of recreational facilities in the Cherry Point
area were being developed and three primary impact areas within 9Cam184 were identified. Two
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of these also affect 9Cam183 and are mentioned in the Recommendations section of Chapter 4.
These are a bridge landing site in the vicinity of Block 7 and an observation pavillion in the
northeast quadrant of the historic site, centered on 259N 812E. Significant historic period cultural
remains, tentatively identified as a slave quarters, were found in Block 7. Effects of construction
activities on this area would be adverse. Restriction of the construction area and construction
access routes, and monitoring by a qualified archaeologist are recommended. The observation
pavillion site was tested with an excavation unit at 259N 812E. This unit and adjacent units in the
systematic sample produced very little evidence of cultural remains. Primary effects of pavillion
construction would not be adverse. However, the areal extent of construction activity should be
restricted to prevent secondary impacts to nearby parts of the site; periodic monitoring of
construction by a qualified archaeologist would be desirable. The third impact area is an amphi theatre site in the vicinity of Block 8, south of the historic site. Since very little historic or pre historic material was recovered from the five tests in Block 8, it is concluded that construction
activities in this area would not have an adverse effect on the site. However, the construction
access route for the amphitheatre must be planned so that it does not intersect the historic site or the
prehistoric midden area (identified below) north of Block 8.
As plans for recreational activities in the Cherry Point area are formalized, additional impact
areas will be identified. There are two basic approaches that can be taken to management of the
site. First, the limited testing of 9Cam184, completed for this study, could be augmented by addi tional testing to provide a comprehensive inventory of the site and a data base for boundary
revision and site subdivision. It is recommended that this be accomplished by testing the areas
between and among the nine excavation blocks sampled for this study. A rough estimate of the
effort involved can be made. The survey boundaries for 9Cam184 enclose an area of 13.75 ha.
The historic site overlies 1.9 ha of this, leaving an area of 11.85 ha which was tested by the nine
excavation blocks. These blocks have an aggregate area of 2.25 ha, or about 20 percent of the site.
Although Block 6 results indicate that the survey sample underpredicted the presence of remains in
the central area of the penninsula, it also appears that overprediction occurred in the vicinity of
Block 8, so that the area of the site remains substantially unchanged. Thus the additional testing to
collect a comprehensive sample would require about four times the effort already expended at this
site.
A second approach would entail use of results of this study supplemented by additional
testing of impact-specific subareas of the site. This approach has the advantage of being able to
provide specific answers to specific questions about construction effects but would likely result in
piecemeal data collection of little scientific value. This is because subdivisions of an archaeological
site based on construction plans, rather than on site characteristics, seldom constitute meaningful
research universes. It also has the disadvantage of being relatively inflexible: if construction plans
are changed after a specific impact area receives archaeological evaluation then evaluation of the
new impact area may be required.
Although a complete data collection (mitigation) program cannot be developed from the lim ited testing conducted at 9Caml 84, a number of observations can be made and foci for additional
research can be identified. In the historic site area of 9Cam184, the area containing the 10 shell
middens, which lies between E-W grid lines 750E and 850E and between N-S grid lines140N and
200N, should be made the target of a data recovery program designed to sample each of the 10
middens identified by probing this 0.6 ha area. The midden deposits should be treated as indi vidual features rather than as depositional zones. Comparable subsamples from each midden
should be collected. This comparability can best be accomplished with an in-field processing and
rough sorting program so that additional units can be opened in a particular midden if low bone
densities are encountered. The areas between middens should be searched for structures, using
units large enough to expose groups of features, not just isolated postholes; a 2-m width is thought
to be the minimum for effective feature interpretation. Specific research questions designed to
compare this site with other Savannah period sites at Kings Bay should be developed.
The midden areas found in Blocks 1 and 9 should also be investigated and sampled in a man ner permitting direct comparison with the midden series in the historic area of the site. Extensive
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probing, within and between these blocks should be conducted prior to test excavations, in order to
detect additional middens and define their spatial relationships.
Additional data are needed to evaluate the possible structure in Block 4 and the lithic artifact
concentration in Block 6. Blocks 2 and 5 each contained significant concentrations of Late Archaic
artifacts and should be included in any further study of this component.
Finally, a partial revision of the site boundary for 9Cam184 is required. A significant
amount of lithic debris in association with fiber tempered and sand tempered pottery was recovered
in Block 6, which lies south of the site boundary as drawn in the survey report (and as shown in
Figure 2-1). It is estimated that a more accurate southern boundary for the site would run from
Sandy Run eastward along the original site boundary to its intersection with the access road leading
to 9Cam183, then along the road to the point at which it forks, and from the fork due east to the
marsh along the 140N grid line. This revised boundary includes the center of the penninsula and
excludes the part of the site lying south of 9Caml 83. At the marsh edge it coincides with the
revised boundary for 9Cam183 (Figure 4-16). This estimated boundary revision should be con firmed through a series of systematic, screened 50 cm. shovel tests arranged in transects inter secting the 140N grid line.
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Chapter 6
THE MALLARD CREEK SITE, 9CAM185
Introduction
The Mallard Creek Site, 9Cam185, is an aboriginal site located on a small freshwater creek in
the northern part of the Navy Base. During the initial archaeological survey of Kings Bay the
creek was assigned a working name--Mallard Creek--which was then conferred on the site lying on
its western bank. Subsequent research has determined that the local name for the creek is Sandy
Run. That name will be used with reference to the creek itself, while Mallard Creek will be used to
identify the site, in order to retain consistency with the original survey records.
The Mallard Creek Site was initially interpreted as a Swift Creek period site with a minor
amount of Late Archaic material. In formulating the Phase II testing program, it was anticipated
that there would be no difficulty in segregating the two components. A light Late Archaic occu pation seems to be omnipresent at Kings Bay, consistently occurring between 30 and 60 cm below
surface, beneath sites of almost all later periods. It was found that the two components overlapped
to some extent in the general soil zones of the site but that arrays of discrete features could be
defined for each. The Swift Creek occupation appears ceramically similar to the Swift Creek
component at the Kings Bay Site, 9Cam171. The Late Archaic component includes a distinctive
ceramic type, here termed Transitional, which suggests an occupation during the latter part of the
Late Archaic and/or the very early part of the Woodland period. This period, on the northern coast,
is called Refuge (1100 to 600 B.C.) and is characterized by sherds with a very sandy paste. At
Kings Bay Refuge ceramic types are not represented. Instead, a gradual transition from fiber tem pering to sand tempering, with clearly intermediate varieties, seems to take place. The Mallard
Creek Site affords an opportunity to explore this Transitional period in the coastal culture
sequence, as well as the later, targeted Swift Creek period.
Site Description
The Mallard Creek Site was discovered through systematic subsurface testing during the
initial survey of Kings Bay (Smith 1978). A 2.75 ha prehistoric site on a level area adjacent to the
steep, wooded banks of Mallard Creek was defined by four transects of 50 cm square, screened
shovel tests. These tests revealed an artifact-rich oystershell midden containing pottery, chert, and
food bone. Of the 123 sherds collected, 38 percent were complicated stamped, mostly with identifiable Swift Creek motifs, 32 percent were sand and/or grit tempered plain, 16 percent were fiber
tempered, and the rest were eroded. The midden averaged 30 cm in depth and extended as far as
60 cm below surface in some places.
The roughly oval site measures 280 m north-south by 120 m east-west and lies at an ele vation of 15 to 20 ft amsl. Vegetation is mixed hardwoods with frequently occurring Southern red
cedars which, in this area, are often an indicator of a subsurface oystershell stratum. The site lies
in a matrix of Cainhoy Fine Sand, which is a relatively well-drained soil, and is adjacent to a per ennial source of fresh water: Sandy Run. The creek flows into the marsh and thence into Marianna
Creek which, prior to mid-20th century dredge spoil disposal, communicated directly with Kings
Bay
The 1958 Harriets Bluff quadrangle shows a clearing near the center of the site which is now
well-covered in secondary growth. This clearing may have been associated with a structure, just
west of the site, which is indicated on the 1918 topographic map and is still evident today as a
chimney fall and a scatter of domestic debris on the western edge of the site. This recent occupation does not seem to have caused significant disturbance of the prehistoric component. There is
no evidence of plowing or extensive clearing of the site and no firelanes have been cut through it.
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Testing Strategy
As mentioned in the Research Methods section of this report (Chapter 3), a two-stage testing
plan was implemented at the Mallard Creek Site. The first stage involved collection of preliminary
data, from 50-cm, screened shovel tests on a 10-m grid over the entire site; data from these tests
were then used to map intrasite distributions. These distributions formed the basis for subdividing
the site in order to design a stratified proportional random sample of the entire site. It was expected
that this procedure would result in a sample of the site which would accurately represent both dif ferent kinds of activity areas within the site and the full range of variability in formal and functional
attributes of the artifact assemblage.
Stage 1 Testing
Figure 6-1 illustrates the 10 m grid which was established at 9Cam185. In this figure and in
the seven which follow, data from each 50-cm shovel test is represented by shading the entire 10m square grid unit sampled by that test. This is done to facilitate interpretation of shovel test
results; it should be borne in mind that the 50-cm test is only 0.25 percent by area of the grid unit.
Therefore, these maps contain a high degree of interpolation. As the site grid was being laid out,
50-cm tests were dug in the southwest corner of each 10-m square grid unit, and the grid was
expanded toward the northern, western, and southern margins of the site until (ideally) two
successive sterile tests were encountered along each grid line. Two hundred and twelve tests were
dug. In practice, completely sterile edges were not delineated, but the extremely low density of
artifacts along the margins shown in Figure 6-1 indicates that a reasonable approximation of site
boundaries was achieved.
One week was required to stake out and complete the 50-cm test sample of Site 9Cam185.
The crew then moved to 9Cam183 and proceded to test that site. Meanwhile, the 50-cm test spec imens were washed and analyzed and the results were plotted on distribution maps. These were
studied to determine whether any subdivisions of the site could be justified. As shown in the 7
figures which follow, only the shell volume measurements produced clear horizontal strata within
the site. Shell (Figure 6-2) is clearly concentrated in the center of the site with minor concen trations in the surrounding area. Bone (Figure 6-3) was mapped by frequency of fragments larger
than 1/2 inch and, as would be expected, is strongly correlated with shell occurrence. (Note that
the 1/2 inch screen size was selected to allow rapid completion of the tests and to recover diag nostic ceramic artifacts. A much smaller screen size would have been used had detailed faunal
recovery been an objective of this stage of testing.) Lithic artifacts (Figure 6-4) are found, almost
exclusively, away from the center of the site. This is suggestive of lithic tool manufacture and/or
use areas in specialized locations on the perimeter of a centralized food-refuse disposal area. For
the purpose of mapping general distributions, pottery was divided into two groups: fiber tempered
and sand tempered (most of the latter are assumed to be Swift Creek period materials). Neither
distribution pattern shows clear gradations in frequency. The most that can be said is that no major
concentrations of fiber tempered pottery (Figure 6-5) occur in the center of the site, and that sand
tempered pottery (Figure 6-6) is present throughout the site. When Complicated Stamped pottery
(Figure 6-7), a subgroup of sand tempered pottery, is plotted, it can be seen that this type occurs
in small amounts throughout the site but that significant concentrations occur only outside the site's
center. These concentrations are roughly correlated with the lithic artifact "activity areas" inferred
above; their occurrence is a separate line of evidence suggesting that domestic activities took place
on the periphery of a centralized refuse disposal area.
On the basis of these observations, it was determined that the site should be divided into two
strata, each of which would be randomly sampled at the same level. The strata, shown in Figure
6-8, are labelled the core and the periphery. The core is composed of those grid units with tests
which yielded high concentrations of shell and, if coincident with or adjacent to a high shell
concentration, units with significant amounts of bone. The periphery is all surrounding units,
except that units occurring on the edge of the grid which were sterile or produced only a trace of
shell were excluded (see Figure 6-1). The periphery was expected, on the basis of the 50-cm tests,
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to have higher than average concentrations of lithic artifacts and Swift Creek potsherds, and per haps structural features.
Stage 2 Testing
The Stage 2 excavation units were independently, randomly selected from each stratum so as
to sample 20 percent of the grid units in each. Within any single 100 square m (10 x 10 m) grid
unit the actual excavation area is a 1 x 2 m unit (2 square m); therefore, the excavated sample size is
0.4 percent by area of the entire site. As shown in Figure 6-9, 6 of the 32 grid units in the core
area and 30 of the 148 grid units in the peripheral area were selected for excavation. The resulting
sample of 36 units was supplemented by excavation of two 2 x 4 m judgementally selected units
(Figure 6-10). In addition to these standard excavations, 8 column samples 25 cm square and 127
pH samples were collected for laboratory processing and analysis.
Results of Testing
Site Stratigraphy
Stratigraphy at Mallard Creek is relatively simple and closely resembles the stratigraphy at
most other Kings Bay sites. The medium to dark gray-brown humic sand A horizon, containing
most of the cultural material and, if present, shell midden, is 20 to 30 cm deep. This is underlain
by a yellow-tan sandy B horizon which contains most of the Late Archaic period pottery and little
organic material; it usually grades into a buff or tan colored coarse sand zone at 60-70 cm below
surface or deeper. Along the western edge of the site, due to a transition from Cainhoy Sand to
Mandarin Sand soil types, the A horizon is light gray and underlain in some places by a dark
brown organic hardpan. The cultural deposits, however, maintain the same positions. There is no
evidence of a plow zone anywhere at the site. Despite the presence of a light scatter of late 19th
and early 20th century debris over much of the site, there are no major historic period intrusions
into the aboriginal deposits.
The series of bar graphs which follows (Figure 6-11) illustrates the vertical distribution of
artifacts summarized for the entire site at Mallard Creek. These charts demonstrate that there is a
moderate degree of vertical separation between the aboriginal and Euro-American components and
between the Late Archaic and Swift Creek components.
Historic artifacts (Figure 6-11, A) are concentrated in the first and second levels of the site,
peaking at 51 percent in Level 2, and at greater depths are present in small amounts only. Sand
tempered aboriginal pottery (Figure 6-11, B), which includes sand-and-grit and sand-and-shell as
well as other variants, also peaks in Level 2 (at 42 percent) but is significantly present in Level 3
(at 26 percent) and Level 4 (9 percent). Grit tempered pottery (Figure 6-11, C) shows a similar
distribution, with one quarter of the assemblage in Level 1, one half in Level 2, and most of the
remainder in Level 3. Sponge spicule tempered, i.e. St. Johns series, pottery (Figure 6-11, D), on
the other hand, shows a decidedly different distribution. Roughly two-thirds of this assemblage
occurs in Levels 5 and 6; in Levels 1 through 4 the frequency steadily increases with depth.
Although the sample is small, the trend is unambiguous. Fiber tempered pottery, as illustrated in
Figure 6-11, E, peaks dramatically in Level 4 (40 percent) with smaller but important amounts
occurring in Levels 3, 5, and 7. It is in Level 3 that the interface between the A horizon (the dark
gray brown humic surface soil) and the B horizon (the yellow-tan sandy subsoil) most frequently
occurs. Thus the apparent mixing of Late Archaic with Woodland pottery seen in this level-bylevel presentation could be to some extent segregated by dividing Level 3, Zone A assemblages
from Level 3, Zone B assemblages. This has not been done in the present analysis due to the way
zone designations were assigned. Zone letters were assigned in sequence from the surface down,
rather than according to the characteristics of each stratum. Consequently, zones with the same
letter are not always similar deposits.
Daub is a minor but interesting and functionally significant component in the ceramic assem blage (Figure 6-11, F). Over half of the 33 fragments occur in Level 4, the same depth at which
the fiber tempered component peaks. However, due to their small size, it is likely that these frag ments worked their way downward in the loose sand through root action and other natural
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Figure 6-9. Excavation Plan for the Mallard Creek Site, 9Cam185.
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Figure 6-10. Excavation of a Judgemental 2 x 4 m Unit at 317N 186.5E in 9Cam185. This large
test placed near the core midden area of the Swift Creek Period site revealed several subsistence
features and a moderate density of artifacts. Two crews and two screens were used to excavate
the unit.
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C. Vertical Distribution of Grit Tempered Pottery
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turbations of the soil, and were recovered at a depth somewhat greater than their original
deposition. It cannot be determined from the vertical position of this small sample what the tempo ral association should be. Additional daub fragments, from features and therefore in more definite
association, are mentioned later.
Vertebrate remains are illustrated in Figure 6-11, G. Their predominance in levels 2 and 3
reflects their co-occurrence with shell midden in these two levels. Significant amounts of bone
recovered from deeper strata are primarily from features.
Lithic artifacts have the broadest vertical distribution of any artifact class at 9Cam185.
(Historic period lithic artifacts such as slate and gunflints are not included in this category.) As
shown in Figure 6-11, H, lithics occur in all 12 levels of the site with the greatest concentration
being 28 percent in Level 3. Lithic artifacts appear to be associated with both the Late Archaic and
Transitional occupation and with the Swift Creek occupation. Their broad distribution is also due
to the wide range of sizes represented, from 0.5 cm chert flakes to a 6 cm projectile point. Most of
the deeply buried lithics are chert flakes which may have reached their vertical position, in part, as
a consequence of root action.
In summary, the Mallard Creek Site was formed in a matrix of Cainhoy and Mandarin Fine
Sands. Cultural material occurs as deep as 120 cm below surface but is concentrated between 0
and 50 cm below surface. The relative positions of the three major components are chronologically
appropriate but there is some mixing of adjacent components in all but the deepest levels of the site.
This brief consideration of the vertical distribution of artifacts at Mallard Creek provides an intro duction to the major classes of artifacts encountered there and gives a general outline of the
sequence of deposition. Artifact classes, and especially ceramic types, are discussed in more detail
in the next section.
Artifact Assemblages
The 39 units (90 square m area) excavated at the Mallard Creek Site yielded an artifact sample
composed of 818 historic period artifacts, 1319 bone fragments, 11 charred seed fragments, 3247
aboriginal sherds, 491 lithic artifacts, 33 daub fragments, and 14 shell tools. Among these mater ials are articles representing three major periods of occupation: a late 19th/early 20th century his toric component, the Swift Creek period component, and a Late Archaic and Transitional period
component.
Historic period materials. The historic period remains were not specifically addressed in the
research design for this site and do not constitute an important element in the sample. However,
they are numerous enough to indicate the nature of late historic period activities at the site. These
remains occur primarily on the western edge of the aboriginal deposit and are probably associated
with a former structure near there which is still in evidence as a chimney fall and scatter of surface
debris. Figure 6-12 illustrates the density distribution of the historic assemblage. According to a
local informant, Fred Frohock, there was a school house in a stand of hickories at or near this loca tion early in the 20th century. The artifact assemblage indicates a domestic occupation in addition
to whatever community activities might have taken place here. This site was not recorded during
the original Kings Bay survey and might merit further investigation, depending on what goals have
been set for the overall management of cultural resources at Kings Bay. An account of the 19th
and 20th century occupations in the Cherry Point area is certainly of interest to former residents
who were displaced in the 1950s (see Chapter 4).
Historic period artifacts from 9Cam185 include: construction materials, such as square cut
nails, wire nails, fence staples, slate, brick, tabby mortar, barbed wire, and window glass; kitchenwares, including bottle glass of various colors, both hand-blown and machine-made, glass tum biers, porcelains, pearlwares, whitewares, stoneware crocks and bottles, and iron kettle fragments;
personal and domestic articles, such as scissors, glass lamp chimney fragments, porcelain doll
parts, hinges, furniture fittings, shoe parts, reed-stem pipes, plastic, glass and wood buttons, a
slate pencil, and a table knife blade; and a variety of unidentifiable ferrous metal fragments, mis cellaneous pebbles, and shotgun, rifle or pistol shells, and lead shot. The range and types of arti facts identified indicates a late 19th to early 20th century domestic occupation and 20th century
hunting activities.
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A few sherds of 18th century pottery were also identified, including Bristol/Staffordshire
earthenware (1), Wheildonware (1), Oriental export porcelain (1), and blue shell-edged pearlware
(1). These types, at Kings Bay, indicate an occupation during the last quarter of the 18th century,
significantly earlier than that represented by the bulk of the historic assemblage from 9Cam185. It
is possible that a late 18th/early 19th century occupation was marginally intersected by the Phase II
excavation plan and is not well represented in this sample. Alternatively, these few colorful sherds
may have been collected as curiosities at Cherry Point or Frohock Point by schoolchildren or
others among the later residents and were then discarded at 9Caml 85. The present research did
not sample in the immediate vicinity of the chimney fall so it cannot be determined if there is more
than one locus of historic occupation represented in this assemblage.
Subsistence remains. The sample of vertebrate remains discussed here is derived from 1/4
in. screening of excavation unit fill. Fine screened fractions, from features and column samples,
are described later, under those headings. While most of the vertebrate remains were found in
aboriginal contexts and probably reflect Late Archaic and Swift Creek period subsistence practices,
a few historic period domestic animals were recognized in the assemblage. The distribution of ver tebrate remains is illustrated in Figure 6-13.
In general the vertebrate bone assemblage indicates good preservation conditions and the
presence of a sample of subsistence remains in primary depositional contexts such as middens and
refuse disposal pits where mollusc shell is also present. While the offsite pH at Mallard Creek is
4.3, on-site readings range from 6.5 to 8.5. This is directly related to the presence of large
quantities of mollusc shell. Due to high natural soil acidity, the likelihood of recovering vertebrate
remains in nonshell contexts, for example butchering areas marked by the association of bone
debris with flint tools and debitage, is probably much lower. It seems probable however, that for
the observed settlement plan, vertebrate-butchering and shellfish-cleaning areas were one and the
same. The central midden should contain a representative faunal subsistence assemblage.
From previous work at Kings Bay it is known that small estuarine species figured promi nently in the diets of all prehistoric cultures. It was not expected that the 1/4 in. sample would
accurately reflect the relative degree of dependence on different classes of animals represented, due
to screen size bias. Still, fish are well represented in the 1/4 in. sample and it is likely that detailed
analysis would demonstrate an estuarine-oriented subsistence pattern for this site, as has been done
for the Late Archaic and Swift Creek period components at other Kings Bay sites (Quitmyer 1985).
The direct evidence of plant use which was recovered at 9Cam185 consists of 9 fragments of
charred hickory nut shell (Carya spp.), one fragment of an unidentifiable nut shell (probably
hickory), and one fragment of unidentified wood charcoal. While this is not an impressivley large
collection, the distribution of these remains suggests that they are a by-product of subsistence
activities rather than accidental products of forest fires. All of the nut shell fragments occur in or
near the core area of the site in Swift Creek midden contexts (units 310N 191E, 317N 186.5E,
320N 202E, 340N 235E). All are from levels which contain other artifacts, including sand or grit
tempered pottery, fiber tempered pottery, chert debitage, daub, bone, and mollusc shell. One
specimen is from a level which also contained Feature 31, a Swift Creek hearth. This distribution
seems to indicate that disposal of refuse from the processing of edible nuts, if not the processing
itself, is one event which occurred in the core area of the Swift Creek occupation zone.
Aboriginal materials. Prehistoric period artifacts were organized by material classes-ceramics, stone, and shell--for laboratory study and are described in these categories in the
following paragraphs. It is clear from the ceramic analysis that two separate temporal components
are represented. It is not always possible, however, to similarly divide the stone and shell artifacts
according to their respective temporal associations partly because they lack stylistic distinctions and
particularly because there is not a clear separation in horizontal distribution of the two ceramic corn ponents. The emphasis in analysis was on temporal/stylistic attributes of ceramics and on func tional associations of other artifacts.
Ceramics were rough-sorted by paste composition and evidence of secondary use into the
following groups: fiber tempered sherds (260) and paste fragments (245), 15.4 percent of the col lection; sand tempered sherds (1769), abraders (9), and paste fragments (620), 73.2 percent of the
collection; sponge spicule tempered, or St. Johns paste, sherds (28) and paste fragments (28), 1.7
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percent of the collection; grit tempered sherds (266) and paste fragments (17), 8.6 percent of the
collection; and miscellaneous ceramic artifacts (36), 1.1 percent of the collection. The latter cate gory included 31 fragments of untempered clay daub, 2 fragments of sandy daub, 1 grit tempered
Swift Creek sherd token (Figure 6-26), 1 grog tempered sherd, and 1 amorphous sandy clay object
which had been used as a hone. Use of other sherds as hones was recorded later, during fine
sorting of the collection. All sherds with any degree of fiber tempering were grouped as fiber
tempered; in all other categories the dominant paste inclusion determined the paste group. Fiber
tempered pottery was analyzed separately from other aboriginal pottery and is discussed first
below.
Fiber Tempered Pottery. The 260 fiber tempered sherds which were large enough for
detailed analysis can be sorted by single attributes--paste type, surface treatment, and thickness-into the categories shown in Table 6-1 and Figures 6-14, 6-15, and 6-16.
Four paste types, based on subjective evaluation of the dominant paste inclusion(s) under
30x magnification, were observed in this collection. Their distribution is shown in Figure 6-14.
Only 34 sherds (13 percent) exhibit a simple fiber tempered paste. These sherds are from 7 differ ent units throughout the site and show no apparent spatial clustering. The balance of the fiber
tempered pottery contains varying amounts of quartz sand as inclusions in the paste: fine sand size
particles co-occurring with numerous fiber vermiculations; sand size particles co-occurring with
numerous fiber vermiculations; and sand size particles co-occurring with few fiber vermiculations.
As shown in Figure 6-15, seven different surface treatments occur at 9Cam185. The most
prevalent is a smooth plain surface (65 percent). The low incidence of decorated sherds is typical
of Late Archaic assemblages; since this results in a very small sample size for some varieties little
can be said about how representative these individual varieties are. Figures 6-17, 6-18, and 6-19
illustrate the best examples of decorated varieties at 9Cam185. In Figure 6-17 the exterior and
interior surfaces of this large, straight-sided, fiber tempered vessel are plain and floated. Incising
is confined to the upper, flat surface of the expanded rim; the design is composed of alternating
blocks of 4 to 6 parallel lines, arranged at right angles to each other. A total of 15 incised-lip
rimsherds occurred in the assemblage; 18 sherds exhibited exterior surface incising, usually corn posed of parallel lines. (Only the exterior incising was recorded as surface treatment; rim incision
was recorded separately as a form of rim treatment.) A few sherds carried both forms of dec oration, as shown in Figure 6-18. Views A and B are the interior and exterior of the same fiberand-fine sand tempered sherd. The steeply interior-bevelled lip bears a continuous cross-incised
design while the exterior surface has parallel vertical bands of incising in three directions--vertical,
diagonal left and diagonal right. Views C and ID show the exterior and flat lip of a single sherd; the
lip bears a continuous pattern of parallel diagonal incised lines while the exterior has diagonal
bands of parallel incised lines.
The only other form of surface treatment which occurs with sufficient frequency to be
discussed is scraping. It is not obvious whether this is simply a consequence of a thinning or
rough-finishing technique or whether it was an intentional texturing or decoration of the surface.
The former seems more likely since scraping occurs somewhat more frequently on the interior
(n=8) than the exterior (n=5). Of course there is no reason why the interior of a pot, especially of
a broad, shallow, wide-mouthed vessel, should not be decorated. Interior decoration occurs
occasionally in early Woodland (especially Refuge series) pottery but is rare in later periods.
Views A and D in Figure 6-19 illustrate scraped exteriors on sand-and-fiber tempered sherds.
Both of these sherds, and a similar paste plain-surface sherd (view B), exhibit coil fractures,
attesting to a coil-built construction technique. A total of 11 sherds in the collection exhibit one or
two coil fractures; all of these are on sand-and-fiber tempered pastes.
Fiber tempered pottery is usually characterized as being thick, but there is a considerable
number of relatively thin sherds (4 to 7 mm) in this collection. The majority of the sherds are 8 to
12 mm thick; those greater than 12 mm in thickness are usually basal sherds. The overall average
thickness is 9.37 mm. The distribution, as seen in Figure 6-16, is bimodal. In order to determine
whether different paste types are correlated with different thicknesses, the paste types were plotted
separately (Figure 6-20). It can be seen that there is a wide variation in thickness for each paste
type. Three of the types have modal thicknesses of 8 mm while the fourth (fiber-and-sand) is
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Figure 6-14. Paste Type Frequencies for Fiber Tempered Pottery at 9Cam185.
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Figure 6-16. Thickness Variation in Fiber Tempered Pottery at 9Cam185.
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Figure 6-17. Incised Lip, Plain Fiber Tempered Pottery, 9Cam185. A and B: rim sherds from
Feature 37. C and D: exterior surface and flat lip of same vessel. All three rimsherds exhibit
line block incising.
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A

B
CM

C
E

F

Figure 6-18. Incised and Plain Fiber Tempered Pottery, 9Cam185. A and B: exterior and interior
of same sherd; interior incising is borne on surface of steeply bevelled lip. C and D: flat lip and
exterior surface of same rimsherd. E and F: exterior and cross-section of a rim sherd with a
thick, floated layer on all surfaces.
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D

C

Figure 6-19. Coil-built, Sandy Fiber Tempered Pottery, 9Cam185. A: slightly tapered, roundedlip rim sherd with scraped surface. B: smooth plain surface, sand and fiber paste sherd
showing 14 mm and 28 mm coil widths. C: a sand and fiber tempered body sherd with very
low relief cross-simple stamping. D: sand and fiber tempered body sherd with scraped surface;
interior is also scraped.
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bimodal at 5 and 10 mm. This group of 35 5-cm thick fiber-and-sand tempered sherds accounts
for the bimodality of the thickness distribution for the fiber tempered assemblage as a whole.
Mean thicknesses for individual paste type subgroups are quite similar; the range of thicknesses
within each paste group is readily accounted for by different size vessels and different vessel parts
in the assemblage. For this sample it cannot be demonstrated that there is a change in average
sherd thickness correlated with a change in paste composition.
Most of the fiber tempered sherds in this sample have some sand in the paste and this sand
probably occurs naturally in the clay. The pastes which have been described as "fiber", "fiber-andfine sand", and "fiber-and-sand" tempered probably reflect the mining of different clays, possibly
as different clay beds became accessible with changes in the environment but also, possibly as
different clay sources were selected with changes in the prevailing ceramic technology. The fourth
paste type recognized here, "sand-and-fiber" tempered, seems to reflect not the addition of more
sand but a reduction in the amount of fiber added to the paste. As such it is a significant tech nological change and a move closer to the paste type that prevailed in later periods. These sherds,
and similar sandy fiber tempered sherds from elsewhere at Kings Bay, indicate a Transitional
period occupation in the area.
No such period has been defined for the southern Georgia coast as yet. For the Orange
Period to St. Johns Tradition transition, Goggin noted a "hybrid chalky-fiber-tempered ware"
(Goggin 1948:222). He also observed that: "While this experiment was being made, another ware
was also being tried. This was made by adding sand to the fiber temper. However, this second
experiment did not achieve cultural favor and was abandoned" (1948:222). Milanich and
Fairbanks, following Bullen (1955, 1972), do not mention the chalky fiber tempered ware, but do
recognize a gradually increasing sand component in fiber tempered sherds from 1200 to 500 B.C.
(Milanich and Fairbanks 1980:152). It may be significant for the interpretation of later periods that
the transition at Kings Bay was more similar to that of Florida than that of northern Georgia, where
the very sandy, non-fibrous transitional Refuge Phase pottery was produced from 1100 to 500
B.C. (DePratter 1979). We do not know the date range for the Transitional period at Kings Bay.
Woodland Period Pottery. The balance of the aboriginal ceramic assemblage is composed of
sherds which can be assigned to the Woodland period. Except for a small number of chalky
(sponge-spicule tempered) sherds, all contain quartz inclusions ranging from fine sand-size to gritsize sherds. In a small part of the sample (11 percent), shell particles are present as a secondary
inclusion. The assemblage of 2070 sherds is actually quite limited in type varieties, as shown in
Table 6-2. Surface treatments composing 1 percent or more of the collection are either plain (52
percent), Swift Creek Complicated Stamped (19.5 percent), or eroded (25 percent).
Swift Creek Complicated Stamped pottery from this site is illustrated in Figures 6-21 through
6-23. These sherds include most of the design motifs which were noted in the course of analysis.
The motif names are listed in Table 6-3, together with sketches of the identifying elements. The
names are merely labels and were not assigned with reference to any other site collection descrip tions. A total of 43 out of 403 complicated stamped sherds had sufficiently distinct or complete
designs to elicit motif names. Overstamping, shallow stamping, erosion, and small sherd size pre vented motif identification in approximately 90 percent of the collection. No reconstructable or
even partially reconstructable pots were recovered. The proportions of plain to stamped sherds,
and stamped to identifiable stamped sherds in this collection are probably typical of Swift Creek
habitation sites. One might expect more stamped sherds, identifiable designs, and whole or recon structable pots at a ceremonial or ceremonial/habitation site. The implications for further research
are that this type of assemblage will require quite large samples to support certain specialized cer amic studies, e.g. stylistic analyses.
The designs which were identified at Mallard Creek are cataloged in Table 6-3. Similar
motifs have been grouped together and could be collapsed for purposes of comparison with other
analyses. For example, concentric circles, squares, and the bull's eye share a single design
concept; the spiral and scrolls are variants of another concept; barred simple geometric shapes such
as the oval, rectangle, and "U" are related; and the different versions of the teardrop or eye shape
have a unifying element.
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Table 6-2. Common Attribute Combinations for Post-Archaic Ceramics at 9Caml 85.

Note: For non-fiber tempered (i.e. Woodland and Mississippian Period) pottery from excavation
units, excluding sherdlettes and paste fragments, n =2070. Row and column totals rounding to less than 1 percent are not included.
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A

C

D

Figure 6-21. Swift Creek Rim Sherds Showing Rim Variations, 9Cam185. A: narrow folded. B
and C: medium folded. D: straight rim, rounded lip. All are from core area of site.
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Figure 6-22. Swift Creek Pottery. 9Caml 85. A: straight-rim, rounded lip of large jar with
Barred-U motif. B: cazuela-form bowl with stamping above shoulder smoothed-over. C: body
sherd, Hollow Reed motif.
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Figure 6-23. Swift Creek Body Sherds, 9Cam185. All sand and shell tempered except B and C
which are sand and grit tempered. Motif labels: A: Knot. B: Scroll. C: Petal and Filled
Circle. D: Concentric squares. E and F: Single Bar Teardrop.
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Table 6-3. Design Motifs Observed in the Swift Creek Assemblage from 9Cam185.
Motif Label FS Number

Photograph

Concentric
Circles

850, 852,
854, 860

4

Bull's Eye

725, 754,
2626

4

Concentric
Squares

990

1

Sketch

6-22, C

6-23, D

O

Hollow Reed 1045

1

Spiral

3

2622, 776,
960

Simple Scroll 961

1

Scroll

1

709

6-22, B

6-23, B
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Table 6-3 continued.
Frequency

Motif Label

FS Number

RR Tracks

758

1

Ladder

658, 660,
687, 705

5

Barred Oval

912, 2618,
2664

3

Barred
Rectangle

803

1

Barred "U"

961, 2627

3

Filled Circle

776, 922

Photograph

6-21, A, C;
6-22, A

6-23, C

176

Sketch

Table 6-3 continued.
Motif Label FS Number

Frequency

Photograph
6-23, A

Knot

716, 721

Single Bar
Teardrop

850, 854,
860

3

Barred
Teardrop

803, 850,
861

3

Dotted
Teardrop

2627

1

Eye

687, 731,
1045, 2626

4

6-23, E, F

177

Sketch

A total of 136 rirnsherds (6.6 percent of the Woodland assemblage) included 6 eroded, 88
plain, and 32 Swift Creek Complicated Stamped specimens. The majority of these were simple
rounded or flattened rims; only 35 folded rims were recorded. These were distributed as follows:
narrow (less than 5 mm), 13 on plain and 11 on stamped sherds; medium (5 mm to 15 mm), 5 on
plain and 4 on stamped sherds; and wide (more than 15 mm), 2 on plain sherds. Examples of rim
variants are shown in Figures 6-21 and 6-22. Figure 6-21 A is a narrow folded rim; 6-21 B and C
are medium folded rims; 6-21 C and 6-22 A are simple rounded rims. The sherd shown in 6-22 C
has a plain rim which slopes inward from a thickened shoulder, presenting a mildly carinated yes sel shape.
Land and groove widths were not specifically studied in this analysis. It can be noted from
the illustrations that there is some variation but neither extremely fine nor extremely coarse patterns
are well represented. The sherd in Figure 6-22 B has an average land width of 3 mm while the
average width for 6-23 A is 1 mm; this is a fair approximation of the range of variation at Mallard
Creek.
The attributes of the Swift Creek assemblage for 9Cam185 point to a middle to late Swift
Creek occupation. It is postulated that radiocarbon dates from this site would run somewhat earlier
than for the Kings Bay Site, which has been dated at 690±90 years A.D. (Smith et al. 1981:476).
Minority wares include three basic groups: very early Woodland pottery thought to be asso ciated with the Late Archaic/Transitional component; a small Deptford assemblage probably associ ated with a brief occupation of the site unrelated to other components; and an exotic ceramic series
associated with the Swift Creek occupation.
Figure 6-24 illustrates several sherds which have been classified as Transitional/Refuge
period material. The incised sherd (A) has a sandy paste and a straight rim with a flat lip. Incising
occurs on the exterior, as shown, and on the interior where it is shallower and somewhat less reg ular. The fragments which compose this sherd are from Level 5 of a column sample in Unit 1320N
202E. The column sample itself produced no other diagnostic ceramics; the excavation unit con tained only plain and Swift Creek Complicated Stamped pottery in Levels 1 through 3; Levels 4
and 5 contained only sand tempered plain pottery.
The four punctated sherds in Figure 6-24 are from mixed contexts in the upper levels of two
different units; all are sand tempered. B, C, and D, from Unit 360N 242E, are punctated on the
exterior only and are probably from one vessel. The punctation and the narrow coil segments sug gest an early ware. E, from Unit 310N 191E, is also punctated on the exterior only. These sherds
fit comfortably within the fairly broad definitions of Refuge Incised and Refuge Punctated pro vided by DePratter (1979:120-121). Three additional punctated sherds (all sand tempered) and one
other sandy incised sherd complete the inventory of non-plain, possible Refuge ceramics from
9Cam185. It seems likely that these materials represent a minor, incipient component of an earlier,
Transitional occupation, rather than a separate, Refuge period occupation.
Deptford series pottery was recovered from Feature 71, a shell midden, encountered in Unit
168N 158E, south of the site boundary. A portion of a large (estimated diameter 42 cm), straightsided jar reconstructed from these sherds is shown in Figure 6-25. The rim is straight with a
slightly rounded lip. An interesting feature is the casual paddle application, resulting in diamond
shaped checks along the upper edge and seemingly random alignment of paddle impressions else where. Where clearly impressed, the checks are 5 mm in diameter.
In addition to the 10 (medium) Deptford Check Stamped sherds from Feature 71, the unit
contained 7 small checked and 1 cross-simple stamped sherds, out of a total of 43. Elsewhere in
the site, 3 bold checked, 8 medium checked, 8 small checked, 3 cross-simple and 1 simple
stamped sherd were recovered. None of these were sufficiently concentrated to suggest other
Deptford period occupation loci. Indeed, since the sherds from Feature 71 appear to represent at
most two vessels, this may be a minority ware within the Swift Creek ceramic assemblage, rather
than a separate, Deptford period occupation. Further excavation would be required to determine
whether the absence of any distinctive Swift Creek Pottery in Unit 168N 158E is an accurate
reflection of the midden's composition, or a consequence of small sample size.
Exotic minority wares are limited to a group of 28 St. Johns series sherds. No Weeden
Island or other contemporary types were identified. St. Johns series pottery is not uncommon at
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A

cm
Figure 6-24. Transitional/Refuge Period Pottery, 9Cam185. A: sandy paste rim sherd with scraped
interior and parallel-line incising on exterior. B, C, D: narrow (10-14 mm) coil sections of
closely punctated sandy pottery. E: sandy paste with more widely spaced punctations.
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CM

Figure 6-25. Deptford Check Stamped Jar, 9Cam185. A portion of a sand tempered, check
stamped jar with straight rim and rounded lip showing irregular paddle application. From
Feature 71.
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Kings Bay in later components. It occurs at 9Cam171B and at 9Cam179 as part of a bitypical
assemblage composed of sand tempered cord marked and primarily plain chalky pottery. At other
sites it occurs as a single series, including plain and check stamped, and other varieties, suggesting
small St. Johns occupations. Larson has postulated a movement into the lower Georgia coastal
area by St. Johns peoples in the late prehistoric period (1958). In the Mission period Timucuan
speakers occupied the Camden County coastal strand but it is not clear that they possessed a chalky
ware ceramic complex.
The two ceramic technological studies which have been carried out on the lower Georgia
coast both failed to locate any beds of sponge spicule-bearing clays (Saffer 1979; Espenshade
1985). While it is not known that such clays are absent from the area, this seems likely. The St.
Johns River basin contains spicule-bearing clays; it may be that all of the chalky pottery found in
Camden County was made in the St. Johns basin and imported, either as trade wares or as house hold goods during seasonal population movements.
Figure 6-26 illustrates two of the more unusual varieties of chalky ware found in Camden
County. Sherd C is a zoned punctated body sherd with a sponge spicule and sand tempered paste;
D is a Dunns Creek Red rimsherd. These are the most distinctive specimens among a total chalky
paste assemblage of 28 sherds. The majority are eroded (n=20), 4 are plain, and 3 are shell
incised. No St. Johns Check Stamped pottery was found at 9Cam185, a consequence either of the
early date of the site or of the small sample size.
Other miscellaneous ceramic artifacts from Mallard Creek are illustrated in Figure 6-26. A
sherd token or gaming piece made from a Swift Creek Complicated Stamped sherd was found in
Unit 260N 184E in the southwestern margin of the core area of the site. Figure 6-26 B is a daub
fragment showing lath impressions.
Figure 6-27 shows a unique specimen of an interesting ceramic type which was found in the
shell midden zone in the core area of the site. The vessel is a small bowl (estimated diameter 16
cm) with a fine sand tempered paste and vertical incising on the exterior. The incising appears to
have been executed in short, gouging strokes with the toothed lip of a mollusc shell. No illustrations of similar specimens have been encountered in the literature. The provenience (Level 3, Zone
B in Unit 280N 261E) suggests a Swift Creek association.
Nonceramic Artifacts. The nonceramic assemblage includes a few shell tools and a small but
varied lithic collection. Most of these items can be identified by context as Swift Creek period
materials; however, the majority of the lithic assemblage is debitage, much of which may have
migrated downward in the soil as a consequence of natural turbations.
Shell tools recovered at Mallard Creek are limited to use-modified Busycon carica shells.
Although other species, especially Mercenaria mercenaria were examined in the course of sorting
screened materials, no clear examples of modification were encountered.
The modified Busycons fall into two general categories: whole shells (n=4) and columellas
(n=10). The whole shells, shown in Figure 6-28, A-C, exhibit attrition at one or more of five loci:
1) a "kill" hole in the exterior body whorl just below the shoulder; 2) a reduction of the shoulder
spines, 3) reduction of the apex, 4) reduction of the lip edge of the exterior body whorl, 5)
reduction of the base or siphonal canal. Very general functions can be inferred from these kinds of
wear, as follows. The "kill" hole was used for meat extraction and would have been made on
freshly collected specimens. (No examples were observed in this or in a previous, more extensive
study, in which there was evidence that the kill hole was used for hafting. Such evidence would
consist of a second hole in line with the first, a groove or worn area on the lip for seating a handle,
or impressions, discoloration or wear caused by the binding thongs or cords.) Wear to the spines
or apex implies use of these shells, some of which are quite massive, as pounders. The apex is the
thinnest and most fragile part of the shell; attrition at this point may be accidental or incidental to
other use. Tasks resulting in shoulder wear might include opening other molluscs, shelling nuts,
pounding roots for starch extraction, etc. Wear to the lip edge of the shell implies use as a scraper,
as in hide preparation. Basal wear follows two patterns: 1) general reduction and rounding of the
entire base so that the overall length of the shell is shortened and 2) wear at an angle to the axis of
the shell so that a bevelled base is produced. Basal wear might be a result of wood-working tasks
in which the shell is used as a chisel or gouge, e.g. dugout canoe manufacture.
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D

cm
Figure 6-26. Miscellaneous Ceramic Artifacts, 9Caml 85. A: Token made from a grit tempered
Swift Creek Complicated Stamped sherd. B: Daub fragment bearing lath impression. C: St.
Johns Punctated sherd. D. Dunns Creek Red sherd (red filmed exterior and interior).
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cm

Figure 6-27. Small Incised Bowl, 9Cam185. Fine sand tempered paste with vertical dentate (shelledge?) incising from core area of site.
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Figure 6-28. Busycon Tools. A and B are hammers showing extensive wear to siphonal canal
(base) as well as apex and shoulders. All three are from core area of site. D-G are Busycon
columella awls; all are from peripheral activity areas of site.
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Columella tools are illustrated in Figure 6-28, D-G. These tools could have been made from
specimens previously utilized as whole-shell tools. Most exhibit sharpened or bevelled distal ends
and appear suited for piercing or prying tasks.
Lithic artifacts from Mallard Creek are not numerous but occur regularly enough to have
occupied an important place in the technology. In later periods stone tools are so rare that they
must have been secondary, special use, or incidental inclusions in the tool kit.
The lithic assemblage is composed of a variety of materials in a fairly broad range of forms
(Table 6-4). These artifacts are dispersed over the entire site, as shown in Figure 6-29; only three
units were devoid of lithics. Concentrations of lithic artifacts occur in three units (207N 164E,
310N 132E, and 330N 173E), all of which are located in the peripheral area of the site. (One other
apparent concentration, 44 lithic artifacts in unit 317N 186.5 E is from a 2 x 4 m judgemental unit
and cannot be directly compared with the 1 x 2 m unit frequencies.)
The 461 debitage fragments listed in Table 6-4 compose the bulk of the distribution described
above. The presence of large flakes (> 2 cm) and cortical flakes indicates that some tool manu facture, not just resharpening, was taking place. Debitage includes plain, light-colored coastal
plain chert, pink, orange, or red thermally altered coastal plain chert, and a small amount of sili cified coral. The two quartz flakes are apparently debitage but no quartz tools were found.
Utilized flakes were infrequently identified but included a specialized group of tools classified
as flake drills. As illustrated in Figure 6-30, these are small flakes (1.5 - 3.2 cm) with wear con centrated around one tapered end, suggesting a rotary motion in use. Several flakes, especially A,
D, G, and H, also show use wear on other edges. Pictured with these tools (I) is the single piece
of worked bone recovered from 9Cam185. It is a section of deer bone snapped off along a thin
line incised around the upper edge. All but one of these flake drills are from the north-central part
of the site (see Figure 6-29) where they occur in both core and peripheral areas. No similar utilized
flakes were identified in the 9Cam171A Swift Creek assemblage. A difference in site function, as
well as settlement plan, is implied.
While the identification of seven small chert drill/graver/scriber tools suggests some degree of
specialization in bone and/or wood carving, no finished bone tools were found. The most pervasive evidence of carving is, of course, the Swift Creek Complicated Stamped designs on the pot tery assemblage. Presumably these were executed with carved wooden paddles, although pottery
paddles have been recovered (see Phelps 1969). It is probable that the Swift Creek motifs were
used on a variety of perishable items; these flake tools may have been used to incise such designs
in wood. Other possible applications include pottery mending, shell tool and ornament carving,
basketry, and hide piercing.
Larger chipped stone tools include one Broward-like projectile point or knife, one stemmed
point reworked as an end scraper, and four small, side-notched dart or arrow points (see Figure 631). The distribution of these tools is similar to that of the drills (Figure 6-29). All of these are of
very poor to fair workmanship.
As is commonly observed in coastal studies, native sources of lithic raw materials are scarce.
This fact should have clear correlates in the aboriginal tool kit. Among possible correlates are the
following alternatives: there will be homologous tools of a different material; there will be evidence
of alternative processing technologies which obviate use of most stone tools; or there will be sub sistence alternatives which do not require stone tools. The Mallard Creek assemblage might be
explained as the result of "making do" with local materials and of careful stewardship of any good
quality tools (in that they do not appear in the collection or are heavily reworked). This line of
speculation would be consistent with a short-term, seasonal occupation pattern in which essential
tools are imported and, for the most part, packed up and taken away at the end of the residence
period. Certain subsistence alternatives available on the coast may also have reduced the demand
for stone tools; seafood and small game would have been collected and netted or trapped most of
the time; large game hunting, butchering, and hide processing are likely to have been rare events.
Summary. The Mallard Creek artifact assemblage demonstrates occupations during the Late
Archaic to Transitional period, during the Swift Creek period, and during the late 19th to early 20th
century Historic period. Historic period materials represent a nearby domestic occupation. This
component was not analyzed in detail.
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Table 6-4. Lithic Artifacts from the Mallard Creek Site, 9Cam185.
Form
debitage

Material

Size

chert
tt

TA, cherta

silicified
coral

cortical flake
utilized flake

quartz
chert
TA chert
chert
TA chert

bifacially
retouched flake

silicified
coral

small drill
point, incomplete
point, Broward
point, reworked
hammerstone
whetstone
fragments

chert

muller stone

small <1 cm
medium 1-2 cm
large > 2 cm
small < 1 cm
medium 1-2 cm
large > 2 cm

45
155
56
18
137
34

medium 1-2 cm

1

large > 2 cm

large > 2 cm

3
2
3
7
3
1
4

1.2 g

1

medium 1-2 cm

ff

uid metamorphic
sandstone
mica
hematite
uid conglomerate

21 g
10g
152 g
240 g
302 g

Notes: aTA chert = Thermally Altered chert
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Frequency

8
4
1
1
1
1
2
2
1

Figure 6-30. Small Chert Flake Drills and Burins. All are heat treated chert except I which is a
deer tarsal that has been scored and snapped off along the upper edge. A, B, C, E, F, and H
exhibit wear suggesting use as awls or drills. D, G, and H have been used as edge scrapers
and/or spokeshaves.
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Figure 6-31. Projectile Points, 9Cam185. A and B: small, slightly serrated points of white chert
C: Savannah River-like point or stemmed knife of gray chert. D: small point of yellow-orange
chert. E. small point of light gray fossiliferous conglomerate.
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Aboriginal artifacts, composed primarily of ceramics, were evaluated in terms of composition
and form. The fiber tempered assemblage includes sherds which conform to the published type
descriptions for St. Simons Plain and St. Simons Incised. Also present are sand-and-fiber tern pered sherds, sherds with a rough finish, described here as "scraped," and sherds which exhibit
one or more coil fractures. These attributes are clearly transitional between the Late Archaic fiber
tempered, slab-molded ceramic technology and the Early Woodland sand tempered, coil-built
ceramic technology. They are labelled "Transitional" in this report; the implied temporal position
should be tested through chronometric dating in any future research at this site. A small number of
punctated, sand tempered, Refuge-like sherds should probably be included in this group.
The Woodland ceramic assemblage is highly homogeneous in terms of paste composition
and surface treatment. The Swift Creek ceramic complex comprises the majority of the collection.
A very small amount of St. Johns series pottery occurs with the Swift Creek; Deptford series
sherds are also present, at less than 1 percent.
Phase II testing at the Kings Bay Site (9Cam171) at a point approximately 4 km south of
Mallard Creek produced a surprisingly large and varied assemblage of Swift Creek ceramics
(Smith et al. 1981). A direct comparison with the 9Cam185 collection is not possible since the
Phase II analysis includes no motif data. However, a quick review of the illustrations and dis cus sion indicate that, in addition to shared designs (primarily the barred oval and teardrop motifs),
9Cam171 contains a significant number of motifs not found at 9Cam185. In 1981 a Phase III data
collection project targetting the 9Cam171A Swift Creek component was carried out. When the
report on this research is completed, it should be possible to make more detailed statements about
the relationship between the two sites. It is expected that Rebecca Saunders, who was a principal
researcher on all three projects, will produce a detailed comparative stylistic study incorporating
material from both sites.
A few use-modified Busycon carica shells and a small but varied lithic assemblage make up
the nonceramic collection. Little functional information can be inferred from the shell tools. The
stone tools include an interesting group of small "flake drills." These tools indicate that other
materials--possibly wood, bone, shell, pottery, and hides--were being worked. Future research at
this site should include microwear studies in an attempt to determine what functions these tools
performed. Other stone tools, including a few knives and several small arrow points, are rare, as
is typical in coastal sites.
Features at the Mallard Creek Site
Site structure. Once it had been determined that the major shell midden concentration was
located in the center of the site, probing was used to delineate the edges and to test the continuity of
the deposit. A 1-m probe interval was used along the 10-m grid unit lines. Probing at 9Cam185
required approximately 5 person-days and covered the area between the 350N and 265N lines and
between the 160E and 230E lines. It was anticipated that individual house middens, similar to
those known for Swift Creek period occupations on the Gulf Coast, might be located. At
9Cam171A middens such as these each appeared to cover an oval area 7 by 11 m in extent.
Figure 6-32 summarizes the probe data for 9Cam185. A comparison of Figure 6-8 with
Figure 6-32 indicates that the 50 cm tests provided a fairly accurate prediction of midden location;
the probe data provided additional information about midden continuity. No perceptable internal
patterning was delineated. Instead, there appears to be a patchy but essentially continuous midden
deposit from about 320N to the 220E line and from the 190E line to the 220E line; the area covered
is about 600 square meters. The midden terminates rather abruptly on the western, southern and
eastern boundaries. Along the northern edge an area of light and intermittent probe contacts was
encountered. This might indicate dumping from the northern edge of the deposit with the main
domiciliary area located to the north and northeast of the midden. This is consistent with the dis tri bution of daub fragments (Figure 6-34). The daub sample is small, but exhibits a tightly focused
distribution.
Figure 6-33 presents the information on midden structure derived from the excavation units.
There is not a 1:1 fit between the shell volume totals and the probe data but the presence of features
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and other localized anomalies would be expected to complicate the picture. A larger excavated
sample, particularly a systematically distributed sample, would have shown a better fit.
Instead of the predicted household middens, probe and other shell distribution data indicate a
central disposal pattern at 9Cam185. This central area constitutes less than 18 percent of the total
site area (based on ceramic distribution). A central disposal pattern may indicate a different site
function and/or social organization at this site than at 9Cam171A and other sites with individual
household middens.
Individual features. Three time periods are represented among the 17 individual cultural
features defined at 9Cam185: the Late Archaic, Swift Creek, and Historic. Table 6-5 summarizes
all features, giving information on location, description, and original field interpretation,
dimensions, contents and samples taken, and final interpretation. Noncultural features are also
accounted for in Table 6-5 but only cultural features are discussed below. They are presented in
temporal groupings rather than in numerical order.
Late Archaic and Transitional period features. Four features on the site could be attributed to
activities during the Late Archaic and Transitional periods. These four features (Fea. 22, 28, 29,
and 37) occurred near the three site boundaries on the north, west and south extremes of the fiber
tempered pottery distribution on the site (Figure 6-5).
Feature 22 was a small, basin shaped pit in Unit 220N 194E at the south end of the site. It
measured 51 cm in diameter and contained a very dark fill of coarse sand and what appeared to be
particulate charcoal. The sand and charcoal were well mixed so that the color of the fill was a
fairly homogeneous very dark grayish-brown to black. Roots had introduced some tan mottling in
the fill. In profile the feature had smooth, curving sides and a broad, rounded base. Figure 635A illustrates the appearance of Feature 22 at 66 cm below surface while Figure 6-35B shows the
feature in profile at the same depth.
No bone, shell, or botanical materials were found in the 1/4 or 1/16 in. fractions of the waterscreened soil samples from this feature. Nine pH samples from different parts of the feature
ranged from 4.8 to 5.6 and averaged 5.2. This acid soil environment could account for the
absence of bone and shell. The only artifacts in Feature 22 were 12 thin, hard, sand-and-fiber
tempered sherds. At least two different vessels are represented. Both are plain sand-and-fiber
tempered (semifiber tempered), 7-9 mm thick, and exhibit coil fractures. One vessel is smooth
(both interior and exterior) with floated surfaces while the other is scraped on both surfaces and
has a straight rim with a tapered, flat lip. Two samples of fill and sherds were taken from Feature
22 for thermoluminescence dating. A radiocarbon sample of the charcoal was also collected.
Feature 22 was interpreted as a smudge pit. Milanich (1972:42) defined smudges for a
mission period Indian occupation at the Richardson Site in Alachua County, Florida. He
references Laudoniem (Ehrmann 1940) for an ethnohistoric account of their use. Although almost
two thousand years separate the two periods, it is plausible that smudges, for insect control, were
used in the Transitional Period. Milanich's smudges were mapped as circular and generally less
than one foot (30.5 cm) in diameter. The fill is described as "dark" and as containing ash,
ceramics and bone. Milanich considered the bone a possible fuel, though he does not mention
whether or not the bone was burned. No bone was found in Feature 22. However, for a smudge
to be effective, it must produce smoke and be relatively slow-burning. Binford (1967) distilled an
archaeological definition of smudges from both the ethnographic and the archaeological literature.
In the ethnographic information he collected, vegetable matter such as twigs, bark or pine cones,
and/or dung, was named as the fuel source. This would be consistent with the thoroughly
combusted fill of Feature 22. On the other hand, all archaeologically defined smudges contained
charred corn cobs, though this could be a conceptual bias. The earliest archaeological instance of a
smudge was A.D. 470.
A second Late Archaic feature occurred at the opposite end of the site, in Unit 380N 224E.
Feature 37 first appeared as a rectangular area of mottling in the southeast quadrant of the unit at 36
cm below surface. By 50 cm below surface, the mottling had disappeared, and a semi-circular area
of dark brown sand remained. Within this area were scattered sherds composing a large portion of
a fiber tempered pot; these sherds extended out of the feature, across a leachate area, and into the
east wall of the unit. The feature was profiled at this depth, and the western one-half was
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removed. Large chunks of charcoal were found at 60 cm below surface along the northern edge of
the feature and to the west of the feature profile line. Excavation in profile continued to 98 cm
below surface; a deep conical pit with a dense charcoal lining on the north side was revealed in
profile (Figure 6-36). The east one-half was then removed and more of this charcoal "lining" was
uncovered. Ultimately, a solid sheath of charcoal 5 to 10 cm thick, lining the north and east edges
of the pit from 49 to 68 cm below surface, was exposed. The remainder of the feature in the south
wall showed a less solid continuation of this charcoal along the southeastern base and side of the
feature. The southwestern side of the pit had only intermittent charcoal.
After excavation of the feature and unit were completed, a 50 x 50 cm pit was placed on the
east wall to recover additional sherds visible in the profile. One-quarter of this pit was processed
as a column sample. The first three levels of the column sample contained a total of 4 g of oyster
shell; no other archaeological materials were found in any of the levels of the column sample. An
average pH of 6.3, based on seven samples ranging from 6.1 to 6.5, was calculated for the
feature. No shell or bone was recovered from the 1/4 or 1/16 in. fractions of the water-screened
soil samples of Feature 37. However, the 1/16th in. fraction did contain a large amount of char coal, including five fragments of charred hickory nut shell.
Ultimately, 53 sherds were recovered from the feature fill and surrounding area. Preliminary
field observations suggested that the sherds belonged to a single vessel broken in place. The large
amount of charcoal and the apparently single, nearly whole vessel led excavators to hypothesize
that the feature represented a pottery firing area, and that the vessel had not survived the firing and
was abandoned in place. Grain directions visible in the charcoal were recorded to determine
whether separate pieces of wood were used to fuel the fire, or if perhaps a stump had been used as
a convenient, flammable holder for the unfired pot. Grain ran vertically on the north wall of the
pit, and horizontally on the east, indicating a prepared pit. However, laboratory analysis resulted
in additional information which negated the firing pit hypothesis. Mend holes were noted in several
sherds and at least two different vessels are represented among the rim sherds (Figure 6-17). It
does not appear that a single-vessel firing pit could account for this feature. Rather, the feature
probably originated as a cooking pit, possibly shaped to support cooking vessels. The presence of
a large portion of one pot suggests that at some point a vessel may have shattered in use and both
pit and pot were abandoned together. A spall near the base and some bubbles in the paste of one
sherd do suggest the application of direct heat and resulting heat stress to the ceramic fabric.
The fiber tempered vessels exhibit slab construction. One has a large thickened and flattened
rim with line block incising, as illustrated in Figure 6-17. The other rim is similarly thickened and
flattened but lacks incising. All sherds from Feature 37 have a fiber and sand tempered paste.
Transitional attributes (sand and fiber tempering, scraped surfaces, and coil fractures) are lacking
in the assemblage from the feature and the unit surrounding it.
Although not originally planned as part of Phase II research, C 14 dates on charcoal from the
feature would help to establish its temporal relationship to Feature 22. This would be important, as
it could indicate whether fiber tempered and semi-fiber tempered pots were used at the same time at
one site.
The two other Late Archaic features, Features 28 (in unit 320N 151E) and 29 (in unit 330N
142E) were discovered on the western edge of the site. These features were both large, basin
shaped or circular pits with a very dark brown organic sand fill which resembled hardpan. Both
contained fiber tempered pottery and little else. This area of the site has a transitional stratigraphy
resulting from the conjunction of the Mandarin and Cainhoy soil horizons. While pits north and
west of units 320N 151E and 330N 142E have regular Mandarin Sand profiles, these two units
exhibited what appeared to be linear or irregular bands of dark brown organic hardpan charac teristic of Mandarin profiles in a matrix of Cainhoy tan sand. As excavation progressed, these
bands became more regular with depth, and ultimately appeared to be the fill of deep, broad pits
(Figure 6-37 ). These pits contained appreciably more fiber tempered sherds than their respective
matrices. Feature 28 had 3 sand-and-fiber (semi-fiber) tempered, 2 fiber-and-sand tempered, and
8 fiber tempered sherds. Four small sand tempered sherds were also recovered from the upper
level of this feature. No shell, bone, or botanical remains were recovered from the 1/4 or 1/16 in.
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Table 6-5. Features at the Mallard Creek Site, 9Cam185.
Fea. Unit

Description of Excavation and Preliminary Interpretation

22

220N 194E

Oval, becoming circular area of coarse sand mixed with particulate
charcoal; very dark grayish-brown to black. A little tan mottling.
Walls slope to broad, slightly rounded base. Matrix medium
grayish-tan sand. Possible smudge.

23

220N 194E

Vague, square grayish-brown sand area in NE corner of unit.
Matrix same. Possible posthole.

24

330N 133E

Lens of very mottled light gray and medium gray-brown humic sand
covering eastern 80 cm of unit. Large mottles; little mixing of two
deposits. Irregular base. Matrix medium gray sand. Partial.
Unknown.

25

320N 151E

Circular to oval area of particulate charcoal well-mixed with matrix
of light gray-brown sand. Possible posthole. At 50 cm bs split into
two distinct areas.

26

310N 191E

Semi-oval to round pit filled with dense, predominantly whole
oyster in very dark gray-brown humic sand. Overlain by midden;
matrix of very humic, very dark grayish-brown sand with charcoal
and bone. Partial, in west wall. Trash pit.

27

310N 191E

Irregular area of dark gray-brown sand. Partial, in south wall.
Matrix of dark gray-brown sand with lighter mottling.

28

320N 151E

Linear area, becoming irregular, then circular, vaguely pit-like. Fill
of very dark brown organic sand similar to hardpan. Matrix of
medium tan sand and light gray brown sand. Partial, south profile.
Defined as hardpan, then root disturbance.

29

330N 142E

Linear, then large, basin-shaped area filled with very dark brown
organic sand similar to hardpan. Matrix of medium tan sand. Less
irregular than F28. Partial, in north profile.

30

330N 224E

Irregular area of dark grayish-brown humic sand; at 45 cm bs, same
fill with dense oyster shell. Matrix of medium to light tan sand,
heavily mottled with tan. Partial, north wall. Some root
disturbance.
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Table 6-5. Extended.
Dimensions

Contents and Samples

Final Interpretation

58-86 cm bs
top: 51 cm diam
base: 30 cm diam

12 semi-fiber tempered sherds.
TL, RC, soil.

Late Archaic/Transitional Period.
Possible smudge.

50-58 cm bs none
20 cm diam

Non-cultural. Root stain.

20-33 cm bs
80 X 100 cm wide

1 nail, 1 pc. glass, 2 abo sherds. Historic. Unknown.

30-52 cm bs
30 X 43 cm

2 flakes, 1 sm. grit tempered plain, Noncultural. Root (?)
4/1 fiber tempered plain sherds.

25-52 cm bs
70 cm diam

2 sand tempered plain sherds,
catfish spine and other burned
bone. RC, soil.

35-70 cm bs
NA

1 sm. paste frag.

53-79 cm bs
Width Irreg.

8 fiber, 2 fiber&sand, 3 sand&
fiber tempered sherds; 4 sand
tempered.

Late Archaic/Transitional. Pit.
Compare F29.

50-111 cm bs
85 cm diam

8 fiber tempered sherds,
many paste frags.; 1 flake;
1 daub frag.

Late Archaic/Transitional. Pit.

26-56 cm bs
54 cm diam.

bone, charcoal

Swift Creek. Possible pit.

Swift Creek. Small trash pit;
associated activity area (see text).

Non-cultural. Root disturbance.
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Table 6-5. Continued.
Fea.

Unit

Description of Excavation and Preliminary Interpretation

31

340N 235E

Oval to circular area of medium to dark brownish-gray sand and
possible charcoal leaching. Some light tan and gray mottling.
Matrix of medium tan sand with gray mottling. Partial. Possible
hearth. Somewhat irregular sides in profile; base regular, rounded.

32

340N 235E

Circular area of gray and tan mottled sand. Matrix of tan sand with
gray mottling. Possible posthole. Sloping sides, rounded base.

33

340N 235E

Circular area of gray and tan mottled sand, a little crushed oyster.
Matrix same as above. Possible posthole. Slanting sides, rounded
base.

34

380N 212E

Oval area of light gray sand mottled with medium brown sand.
Matrix of medium tan sand mottled with tan and brown sands.
Possible posthole.

35

380N 212E

Round area of light gray sand mottled with medium brown sand.
Matrix same. Root disturbance.

36

360N 242E

Oval area of medium to dark gray-brown sand with a few shell
frags, charcoal. Matrix of medium gray-brown sand with tan and
gray mottling. Possible posthole.

37

380N 224E

Rectangular stain, becoming circular, pit-like. Fill of dark brown
sand; surrounded by charcoal on north and east sides of a deep
conical pit. Matrix of light yellowish-brown sand and very mottled
tan, gray and brown sand. 3/4 of Fea. in unit. Possible pottery
firing pit.

64

300N 197E

Semi-circular to circular area of dark grayish-brown sand. Matrix of
medium tan sand mottled with gray-brown sand. Partial. Possible
posthole. Irregular, shifting with depth.

65

300N 197E

Semi-circular area of dark grayish-brown sand. Matrix as above.
Partial. Possible posthole. Irregular in profile; some root mat
remains in wall.

66

300N 197E

Semi-oval to circular area of dark grayish-brown sand. Matrix as
above. Partial. Possible posthole. Bottomed out at 55 cm bs;
reappeared at 65 cm bs.
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Table 6-5. Continued and Extended.
Dimensions

Contents and Samples

Final Interpretation

42-72 cm bs
63 cm diam.

4 plain and 1 rectilinear
comp. stamp sherds; 1 hickory
nut shell frag.; TL, soil.

Swift Creek. Possible hearth.

27-41 cm bs
15 cm diam

1 sand tempered sherd.

Swift Creek. Possible posthole, but
very vague.

28-38 cm bs
14 cm diam

none

Swift Creek. Possible posthole, but
very vague.

33-41 cm bs
-25 X 35 cm

1 scissors, flue glass, ref. earthenware, sand tempered sherd.

Non-cultural. Root disturbance.

33-38 cm bs none
20 cm diam

Non-cultural. Root disturbance.

26-60 cm bs
30 cm diam

8 sand tempered plain sherds;
Soil.

Swift Creek. Possible posthole, pit.
Rain, poor lighting made excavation
difficult.

36-98 cm bs
53 cm diam

53 fiber tempered sherds; rims
with line-block incising; RC, TL,
soil.

Late Archaic. Possible cooking pit.

38-102 cm bs none
18-30 cm diam

Non-cultural. Taproot.

36-80 cm bs none
10 cm diam

Non-cultural. Taproot.

36-70 cm bs none
20 cm diam

Non-cultural. Root, gopher
disturbance.
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Table 6-5. Continued.
Fea.

Unit

Description of Excavation and Preliminary Interpretation

67

300N 197E

Kidney-shaped area , becoming circular, of brown sand with dense
oyster. Matrix dark gray-brown sand mottled with tan sand.
Possible posthole. Straight sides, flat base.

68

300N 197E

Irregular oval area of dark grayish-brown sand mottled with
medium and light tan sand. Shell flecking. Matrix of dark graybrown sand mottled with tan sand. Possible posthole. Indistinct
when profiled.

69

300N 197E

Circular, becoming irregular area of dark gray brown sand. Matrix
of medium gray brown sand mottled with medium and light tan
sand. Possible posthole.

70

317N 186.5E

Area of spotty shell and dark humic sand; very irregular. Matrix of
medium brown sand mottled with grays and tans. Partial, east
profile. Possible trash pit.

71

168N 158E

Semi-oval to semi-rectangular area of dense whole oyster and
medium gray-brown sand. West 1/4 of unit. Partial. Midden. Flat
base.

72

317N 186.5E

Semi-rectangular to semi-oval area of very dense whole oyster in
dark gray-brown humic sand. Matrix of medium gray-brown sand
mottled with tan. Partial, west wall. Shell bottoms out at 69 cm bs;
dark humic sand to 80 cm bs. Leachate to unit floor (110 cm bs).
Aboriginal trash pit.

73

168N 158E

Roundish area of compact shell and medium gray sand in yellowishtan matrix. Possible posthole. Profiled; anomalous shell pocket.

74

317N 186E

Irregular area of particulate charcoal well-mixed with matrix of
medium gray-brown sand mottled with tan. Possible posthole.
Shallow, flat base.

75

300N 197E

Vaguely circular area of dark brown sand in medium gray-brown
sand matrix. Possible posthole. Very irregular.

77

317N 186.5E

Semi-oval area of dark gray-brown sand with tan mottling, charcoal
flecking. Partial, east wall. Broad basin shape in east profile. Dug
as Area 3.

Table 6.5 Continued and Extended.
Dimensions

Contents and Samples

Final Interpretation

36-44 cm bs
30 X 15 cm wide

none

Non-cultural. Small shell spot.

42-50 cm bs
33 X 23 cm wide

none

Non-cultural. Root disturbance.

42-74 cm bs
Width irreg.

5 sand tempered sherds; uid bone. Non-cultural. Root disturbance.

17-40 cm bs
Width irreg.

Bone, 2 chert flakes;
RC, soil.

Swift Creek. Trash pit. Disturbed
by root or rodent action.

13-23 cm bs
83 X 50 cm

10 check stamped sherds;
chert point frag. TL, RC, soil.

Woodland. Midden deposit.

40-80 cm bs
55 cm diam

1 shell and sand tempered folded Swift Creek. Trash pit.
rim sherd; 2 plain, 1 comp. st.
sand and grit tempered sherds.
Bone; RC, soil.

27-37 cm bs

none

Non-cultural. Shell pocket.

40-62 cm diam.
30 X 20 cm

no artifacts;
RC.

Swift Creek (?). Possible posthole.
Similar to Fea 25.

50-74 cm bs
22 cm diam

none

Non-cultural. Root disturbance.

30-70 cm bs
95 cm diam

4 grit tempered sherds, 1 flake

Swift Creek. Leachate of feature to
east of pit.
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Table 6-5. Continued.
Fea.

Unit

Description of Excavation and Preliminary Interpretation

79

330N 224E

Semi-rectangular shaped area of dark brown humic sand in west
wall. Matrix of medium tan sand mottled with light tan. Partial.
Root disturbance. Regular in plan, profile irregular.
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Table 6-5. Continued and Extended.
Dimensions

Contents and Samples

Final Interpretation

26-50 cm bs
56 cm wide

much charcoal noted

Swift Creek. Possible posthole,
slanting west.
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Figure 6-35. Feature 22 in Unit 220N 194E. This shallow, flat-bottomed pit contained charcoal
and Transitional period fiber-tempered pottery. It was interpreted as a Transitional period
smudge pit. A: Feature 22 at 66 cm BS; B: a cross-section through Feature 22 at the same
depth.
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Figure 6-36. Feature 37 in Unit 380N 224E. This deep, conical pit contained large portions of at
least two fiber tempered pots and was partially lined with charcoal. It was interpreted as a Late
Archaic period cooking pit.
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Figure 6-37. Feature 29 in Unit 330N 142E. This shallow, basin-shaped pit contained a fill closely resembling organic hardpan but
containing fiber tempered pottery. It was interpreted as a Late Archaic period nut-leaching pit.

water-screened soil samples. An average pH of 5.6 for 2 samples was recorded. Feature 29 had 8
fiber tempered sherds, many paste fragments, one chert flake, two fragments of bone, and one
fragment of daub. The pH (one sample) was 5.3. No shell and no botanical remains were recov ered from the fine-screened soil samples.
The function of these pits is not obvious; they may, in fact, be "artifact traps" (such as gullies
or root basins resulting from tree falls) rather than cultural features. However, hardpan strata are
formed post-depositionally, and it is hard to conceive of some geological process that would act on
such a limited area to produce a shape like that of these features. It is more profitable to speculate
on what cultural activities might produce hardpan-like features in this normally fine-grained, tan
sand. One attractive conjecture is that these features are the result of nut leaching activities. The
process of leaching tannin from acorn nut-meal has been described for a number of different
American Indian cultures, including groups in California and Florida. Enthographic accounts from
California document a leaching process which took place when a cooked acorn meal mush was
poured directly into a hole scooped in the sand of a river bed near the water line. The percolation
of ground water through the mush then carried away the dissolved tannin; the cleaned meal was
carefully removed, leaving only a thin lining of meal in direct contact with the sand. A similar
effect could be achieved by excavating a basin in a well-drained, sandy soil, filling it with meal,
and then carefully pouring water through the meal. This process is apparently depicted in an
engraving by Theodore de Bry which shows preparations for a feast as observed by Jacques Le
Moyne who accompanied Rene Laudonniere to Florida in 1564. The engraving, reproduced here
as Figure 6-38, appears in a collection edited by Stefan Lorant (1946:91) and is interpreted by
Lewis Larson in his discussion of southeastern aboriginal subsistence technology (1980:196-197):
Although the caption by de Bry does not specify what is being cooked, I would
suggest that much of the activity pictured centers on the preparation of acorn meal.
This conclusion is based on the actions of the individuals shown in the engraving.
The man in the lower left corner of the engraving is pouring water in a hole in the
ground (the translation of the caption provided by Fundaburk [1958:1001 refers to
this as "water for washing"). The person in the lower right corner is pouring a
substance, that appears to be flour or meal, on the ground. A third individual
stands near him holding a large vessel of water. In other parts of the picture men
and women are shown grinding, sorting, and cooking something that looks very
much like the same substance (or meal) that is being poured on the ground. While a
feast may be in preparation, it is also possible to interpret the engraving as
representing the series of steps involved in making and cooking acorn meal, i.e.,
the grinding of the acorns, the leaching and cleaning of the meal, and finally the
boiling of the meal.
Although the events depicted in the de Bry engraving occurred approximately 2000 years after the
activities which formed Features 28 and 29, there is no reason to doubt that a similar procedures
for processing acorn meal were used in the Late Archaic period.
Other aboriginal nut processing activities which might also have generated highly localized
organic stains can be postulated. For example, throughout the southeast hickory nuts were
processed to recover nut oil by boiling a gruel composed of crushed nuts (nutmeats and shells
together) and water until the oil rose to the surface. The mixture was then cooled and the oil skim med off. The remaining tannin-stained water and nut debris might have been disposed of in shal low drainage basins near the work area. What is important is not the exact nature of the activities
which produced features 28 and 29, but the likelihood that some aspect of nut processing was
involved, since this is one subsistence pursuit which would have generated localized deposits of
dense, fine organic material, similar to hardpan.
Other non-shell fiber tempered sites at Kings Bay have been interpreted as hunting camps,
either occupied seasonally as part of a subsistence scheduling pattern that included shellfish
exploitation elsewhere (DesJean and Saunders 1984.), or occupied prior to the sea level rise which
created the marsh/lagoon environment favorable to the establishment of oyster beds (Smith et al.
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Figure 6-38. An engraving by Theodore de Bry showing food preparation activities of Florida Indians observed by Jacque Le Moyne in
1564. Reproduced from Lorant 1964:91.

1981). Though local variability in the effects of sea level rise, and the consequent effects on the
availablity of shellfish, will continue to complicate the issue, this non-shell Late Archaic/
Transitional Period site lends support to the former hypothesis. As interpreted above, two features
(the leaching pits) at 9Cam185 suggest another aspect of the seasonal subsistence scheduling: nut
tree exploitation. Because of the highly perishable nature of botanical by-products, little is known
about the gathered, vegetable portion of the aboriginal diet, especially for the earlier prehistoric
period. If the interpretation of Features 28 and 29 offered above can be confirmed in future
research, it will constitute a significant contribution to our understanding of this earlier way of life
on the southeastern coast. The smudge offers no specific subsistence or seasonality data, but the
cooking pit, which contained hickory nut shell fragments, does indicate nut exploitation and a fall
season of occupation. Part of the reason for the lack of resolution of this debate, tied to the paucity
of non-shell sites dug, is the lack of datable, closed context features.
Woodland period features. Within the boundaries of 9Caml 85, 11 features associated with
the Swift Creek occupation of the site were located; in addition, a Deptford period feature was
discovered 12 m south of the previously defined site boundary. For discussion purposes, the
Swift Creek features can be divided into two groups based on their location within the core or
periphery of the site. Though some scattered shell occurred in the periphery, shell-filled pits
occurred only in the core area of the site. Non-shell features occurred predominantly in the peri pheral area.
Core area features. Core area features consisted of several refuse-filled pits (Features 26, 70
and 72) and associated leaching areas (Feature 77) and a charcoal deposit (Feature 74). All of the
shell pits were encountered on unit boundaries and were therefore only partially recovered. The
pits were located on the edge of the densest shell area, as defined by the probing (Figure 6-32).
Two of these pits were in Unit 317N 186.5E, a judgemental unit positioned to test this midden/
non-midden interface.
Feature 70 was found along the east wall of the unit. It appeared to be the edge of a pit filled
with mollusc shell and a medium grayish-brown humic sand. Only 10 cm of the pit extended into
the unit. The sides of this feature had been seriously disturbed by root or rodent action, resulting
in spotty, irregular shell areas and, beneath the feature, several linear areas of midden of a size and
shape indicative of rodent burrows. A deep, semicircular area of gray leaching also extended
beneath the feature, which may indicate a larger humic deposit beyond the east wall.
Small mammal, deer, bird, and fish are represented among the 29 fragments (16.6 g) of
bone recovered from the 1/4 in. screened feature fill. Some of the bone was charred but all was in
good condition. An additional 46 small fish bones and two unidentifiable bone fragments were
found in the 1/16 in. fraction. An average pH of 8.2 was read from three samples for the feature.
The mollusc assemblage consisted of 952 g of shell, composed of 98 percent oyster, 2 percent
razor clam and a trace of ribbed mussel. Two chert flakes and a small grit tempered sherd were
also recovered.
Feature 72 was located in the west wall of the same unit. It extended into the unit as a semirectangular to semi-oval area with very dense, whole oyster shell. The shell extended from 40 to
69 cm bs and bottomed out on a very dark, dense, humic sand lens 11 cm thick. Leachate
continued beneath this lens to the unit floor at 1.10 m bs. Feature 72 has a rather shallow, squar ish appearance in the west wall profile; the major part of the feature probably lies to the west of the
unit. With a center point at 319.55N and a diameter of 55 cm, Feature 72 escaped detection in test
unit 320N 186E.
The shell lens of Feature 72 contained 34 bone fragments (6.2 g) in the 1/4 in. fraction,
including fish vertebrae and small mammal bone. The bone is well-preserved; three pH samples
yielded an average pH of 7.9. Sixty-three additional small fish bones were collected from the 1/16
in. fraction. The mollusc assemblage is composed of 5793 g of shell, 99 percent of which is
oyster. Traces of ribbed mussel, razor clam, and salt marsh periwinkle are also present. The only
artifact in the feature fill was one thin, dark-bodied, sand tempered plain rim sherd. The rim has a
narrow fold, 4 mm wide. The non-shell layer beneath this had two plain and one complicated
stamped sand and grit tempered sherds.
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Feature 74 began about 30 cm east of Feature 72, at the same level. It was an irregular area
of well-mixed sand and particulate charcoal, shaped like an inverted, truncated cone. A similar
area in 330N 151E, Feature 25, was interpreted as a burned root since it split into two discrete
areas at its base. However, the proximity of Feature 74 to Feature 72 and their similar depths
suggest some connection. In this context Feature 74 can be regarded as a possible posthole.
Feature 77 was a large area of dark grayish brown sand on the northern side of the eastern
profile of the unit. It was similar in size and shape to the leachate area beneath Feature 70 and
contained four grit tempered sherds and a flake. Feature 77 is interpreted as the leachate of a humic
deposit, probably a refuse pit, beyond the east wall of the unit.
Feature 26 was found in Unit 310N 191E on the eastern periphery of the densest shell area.
The unit contained a thin midden lens in the western one-half. At 25 cm bs an area of denser shell
with some burned shell was mapped in the northwest corner of the unit, within this midden lens.
This was apparently the top of Feature 26, but the feature was not excavated separately until 30 cm
bs, when the midden lens bottomed out and a semicircular area of very dense oyster shell in dark
grayish-brown humic sand (Feature 26) could be defined. This area appeared as a broad, shallow
pit, as seen in Figure 6-39. The pit continued 22 cm further beneath the base of the midden lens.
In addition to shell, the pit contained burned bone and two sand tempered plain sherds. A total of
18 fragments (3.8 g) of fish and mammal bone in good condition was collected from the 1/4 in.
sample. The 1/16 in. fraction yielded an additional 5 small fish bones. The pH for the feature,
averaged from 3 samples, was 8.3. The shell filling this pit totalled 12.3 kg, composed of 96
percent oyster, 2 percent ribbed mussel, 1 percent razor clam, and traces of whelk, quahog, and
periwinkle. The unit containing Feature 26 had the highest frequency of daub (n=16) of any test at
9Caml 85. Most of this occurred in levels 3 and 4. A single hickory nut shell fragment was
recovered from Level 5 of the unit. Feature 26 initiated in Level 3 and intruded through Levels 4
and 5, terminating in Level 6.
A column sample was taken from the midden lens in this unit and provides data for
comparison with the contents of Feature 26. The 25 cm square column was collected in five levels;
the first two correspond to the midden lens above the feature. A total of 958 g of mollusc shell
was collected; 97 percent of this was oyster, 1 percent was quahog, and the balance consisted of
traces of ribbed mussel, razor clam, and periwinkle. Artifacts in the column included a single sand
tempered plain sherd from Level 1, a daub fragment in Level 2, a chert flake in Level 3, and 2
Swift Creek sherds (see Figure 6-21 C) and a fiber tempered sherd in Level 4. The 1/4 in. fraction
from first four levels contained bone (7 fragments in Level 2, 1 fragment in each of the other
levels), including large mammal and fish. The 1/16 in. fraction from Level 5 yielded two small
fish bones. The pH readings for this column sample are typical of midden zones in coastal sites.
The upper, humic level is slightly acidic (Level 1, 6.2); the shell midden zone is slightly basic
(Level 2, 7.9); and underlying soils are neutral to slightly basic (Level 3, 7.5, Level 4, 7.3, Level
5, 7.5).
At the top of Feature 26, at 25 cm bs, the matrix of the overlying midden was a dark grayishbrown humic sand with charcoal flecking and scattered burned and unburned bone. Patchy areas
of orange, burned sand were also observed (Figure 6-40). These indicate relatively intense use of
this activity area. We intended to further explore this activity area with a judgemental unit due
south of 310N 191E, however, large pine trees prohibited a contiguous placement. Extra probing
was done south of these trees to ensure that the unit was placed over a non-shell area, possibly
containing this dark anthroposol. This judgemental unit was eventually located at 300N 197E but
did not contain any evidence of a dark, activity area stratum. In fact, though six possible postholes
were defined in that judgemental unit, all turned out to be root disturbances.
Two other units in the core area contained thin middens. These units were 320N 202E, on
the northern edge of the core area, and 290N 193E on the southern edge. The two midden lenses
differed in character. In 320N 202E, whole oyster shell was scattered in pockets within a dark
grayish-brown anthroposol in an amorphous shape through the center of the pit. In 290N 193E
the midden was a more homogenous deposition of crushed and whole shell in a 10 cm deep
stratum that covered the unit floor. Hence, as the probing suggested, the core area is not a
continuous homogenized, midden deposit, but a series of perhaps identifiably discrete deposits.
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Figure 6-39. Feature 26 in Unit 310N 191E at 30 cm BS. The broad, shallow, Swift Creek
period refuse pit was first defined at this depth.
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Figure 6-40. Unit 310N 191E at 25 cm bs. At this level the top of Feature 26, a Swift Creek period refuse pit, is visible adjacent to a
patch of fire-scarred sand. The unit was interpreted as revealing a Swift Creek period food preparation area.

Future researchers at this site should consider opening up a large block excavation in the shell area
to explore this aspect of site structure. Study of discrete deposits could yield important information
on specific activities at the site, on seasonality, and on the range of variability among individual
midden deposits, a type of information not available in most midden areas.
The midden lenses in both units described above were treated as zones, rather than features,
in excavation. Therefore we did not collect samples for detailed subsistence analysis. A column
sample from unit 320N 202E is available for comparison of that midden lens with deposits
elsewhere in the site. The sample was collected in six strata consisting of 5 levels with level 3
subdivided between zones C and D. Significant amounts of shell occurred in the upper three levels
only and consisted of 98 percent oyster with traces of three other common species (quahog, ribbed
mussel and periwinkle) in a total sample of 831 g. The bone sample consisted of 15 fragments, all
mammal, in the 1/4 in. fraction, and 65 fragments, including 53 fish, 1 cartilaginous fish, and 11
unidentifiable fragments, in the 1/16 in. fraction. The only other materials recovered from the
column sample were two sand tempered plain sherds, from Level 2, and 3 sand tempered incised
sherds from Level 5 (Figure 6-24 A). The latter are a thin, narrow coil-segment, somewhat crudely
incised ware which, except for the absence of fiber tempering, could be grouped with the semifiber tempered pottery from this site. They should be regarded as Transitional period material.
An attempt to obtain an offsite pH sample resulted in the discovery of another midden 32 m
south of the last 50 x 50 cm test which had contained complicated stamped ceramics (12 m south of
the site boundary). Probing indicated that the midden covered an area about 5 x 8 m. A 1 x 2 m
unit was opened at 168N 158E on the eastern edge of the midden; the midden (Feature 71),
extended 50 cm into the western one-quarter of the unit.
The midden contained dense whole oyster shell in a medium grayish-brown sand. The
feature sample of 9.9 kg consisted of 99.7 percent oyster shell with only traces of ribbed mussel
and razor clam. Nineteen 1/4 in. fragments of mammal bone (2.4 g), in poor condition, were also
recovered; no 1/16 in. material was found. The pH for the shell stratum was 7.1 Within and
beneath this shell were 10 sherds of a large, sand tempered Deptford Checkstamped jar (estimated
diameter 42 cm); two rim sherds had thin, straight, rounded rims (Figure 6-25). A fragment of a
chert projectile point was also recovered. Thermoluminescence and radiocarbon samples were
taken.
This additional occupational area was not discovered until five days before the end of
fieldwork. We were unable to further investigate this area; any future work at 9Cam185 should
include the delimitation of this temporal component and occupation area.
Peripheral area features. All six Swift Creek Phase peripheral area features were found east
of the core area. Three units contained features: a pit and a possible posthole were found in 330N
224E, a hearth and two possible postholes were in 340N 235E and another, isolated posthole was
found in 360N 242E.
In 330N 224E, Feature 30 and Feature 79 were found in the north and west walls, respec tively. Both were originally segregated as areas at 26 cm bs, as they appeared to be irregularly
shaped root disturbances of brown humic sand. However, at 45 cm bs dense oyster shell appeared
in the area along the north wall; this became Feature 30. The shell continued for 11 cm, ending
with a flat base.
Feature 30 contained 372 g of mollusc shell consisting of 99.7 percent oyster and a trace of
razor clam. A single fish bone in the 1/4 in, fraction and 54 fish bones in the 1/16 in. fraction were
in good condiiton. The feature pH was 7.9. The only other material in the feature was charcoal.
The presence of this basal shell deposit led to speculation that the feature was a posthole.
However, a review of the successive plan maps of the area shows that it increased rather than
decreased in size with depth. In addition, a great deal of bone, especially catfish bone, was found
in the non-shell provenience of the feature. It is likely that Feature 30 represents an edge of a pit
rather than a posthole.
Feature 79 was defined as a feature in retrospect, on examination of field records, because its
depth and fill were very similar to those of Feature 30. No shell and no bone were found in the
Feature 79 fill. The profile view of Feature 79 shows a constricted "neck" and a broader base. In
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plan, however, Feature 79 was more regular than Feature 30, constricting with depth. This sug gests a posthole, slanting westward.
This unit (330N 224E) also contained a higher than usual amount of bone, including a
complete deer mandible. Sherds were relatively abundant in the matrix .
Features 31, 32 and 33, in Unit 340N 225E, were interpreted as a hearth and two postholes,
respectively. The postholes were vague, small, circular areas of gray and tan mottled sand.
Feature 32 was in the northeast corner of the unit and Feature 33 was in the center of the south
wail. Both were segregated and profiled at 28 cm bs. The profiles showed shallow areas of gray
and tan mottling in a tan and gray matrix. Each had a regular configuration, with straight, then
slanting sides and a rounded base. However, they were very indistinct. In any event, these
postholes cannot be associated with the hearth, Feature 31, as their bases are above the origin of
Feature 31. (There was no evidence to suggest a subterranean house floor.) This feature was an
oval, becoming circular, area of medium and dark brownish-gray sand and charcoal, with some
light tan and gray mottling. Three-quarters of the feature was within the unit; the north edge ran
into the north wall profile. Feature 31 was 63 cm in diameter at the top, with slightly irregular,
undulating sides and base. The large amount of charcoal and the presence of several sand
tempered plain and one Swift Creek Complicated Stamped sherd in the fill suggested a hearth. No
1/4 in. bone was recovered but the 1/16 in. sample contained seven fish bones. No shell was
recovered from the feature, which had a pH of 6.5 (based on two samples). Thermolurninescence
samples were taken. This feature lay in a matrix containing Swift Creek Complicated Stamped
sherds, a charred hickory nut shell fragment, two heat-treated chert drills (Figure 6-30, E and H),
and a little bone. These materials are indicative of a living floor surrounding the hearth.
Finally, Feature 36 was an oval area of medium to dark gray sand, shell fragments and
charcoal in 360N 242E. It was profiled at 26 cm bs and the south one-half was reamed to 60 cm
bs. In profile, however, the feature fill was clearly defined only to 43 cm bs. The second half of
the feature was excavated accordingly. It is probable that the south half of the feature was overexcavated; however, the feature may represent a post, slanting southward. Some scattered shell
was encountered in this unit in Levels 1 through 3; a small amount of bone was consistently
recovered in those levels, along with a moderate number of sherds.
In summary, all the features in the sandy peripheral area of the site are somewhat nebulous.
However, features types, as well as artifact types and frequencies, signify food preparation areas,
and perhaps a household area. Almost all shell-filled refuse pits exhibit elevated pH readings and
good bone preservation. Charred hickory nut shell fragments were recovered from non-shell
contexts, such as hearths. This indicates that a good subsistence sample is available from this site
but that a variety of kinds of features will have to be recovered in order to obtain a representative
sample.
Historic period features. One historic feature was located in 330N 133E. This was a lens of
very mottled light gray sand and medium grayish-brown humic sand covering the eastern portion
of the unit from 20 to 33 cm bs. Historic ceramics in Feature 24, as well as rusted barbed wire and
nails in the matrix, indicated a historic period deposition. A house site is known to have existed
west of this area; this feature probably relates to that occupation. Historic materials were also
found in Feature 34, a root disturbance in 380N 212E.
Summary. Phase II testing at Mallard Creek indicates excellent preservation of a large
number of features which relate to both individual household and community settlement patterns.
The opportunity to obtain radiocarbon and thermoluminescence dates on samples from closed
context, functionally interpretable features at this site is very good. Much of the ambiguity in the
coastal ceramic sequence is due to attempts to seriate samples from shallow, poorly stratified sites.
The alternative, metrical dating of pottery from clear contexts, would make a major contribution
toward answering questions about relationships between coastal and interior manifestations of
ceramically distinct cultures such as Swift Creek.
Besides opening larger block areas in the shell stratum of the site, future research should also
include large block excavations of the peripheral area designed to uncover structural features.
Mechanical stripping of this area is not appropriate because of fairly dense tree cover and the
shallow occupation floor. If further excavations at this site area deemed necessary, the area should
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be set aside as a research park so that future work can take place gradually, over several field
seasons, with intervening periods of analysis and revision of research design and goals. Phosphate
samples at regularly spaced intervals could be taken as another indication of activity areas. The
conjunction of high phosphate levels and high ceramic and/or lithic frequencies has demonstrated
the usefulness of this relatively inexpensive method (DesJean and Saunders 1984). If phosphate
samples were collected in a preliminary research phase, or were field processed, excavations
could be stratified to test both high and low phosphate areas (Newman 1984).
Interpretation and Evaluation
Conclusions
Information collected in this study of the Mallard Creek Site shows that at least two important
occupations are well-represented in the archaeological record. These are a Late Archaic component
and a Swift Creek component. Two additional temporal components, Transitional and Deptford,
appear to be present but their extent and relationship to the primary occupations remains to be
determined. Chronometric dating of samples collected in this study would contribute to clarifi cation of this relationship but, ideally, additional excavation should be undertaken. For purposes
of this study, the historic component was not considered significant.
The research collection from Mallard Creek includes a large ceramic sample, a smaller
number of lithic artifacts, assemblages from several interpretable features, data on the kinds of sub sistence remains preserved, and information on the distribution of these materials across the site.
Discussion
The Late Archaic occupation is represented by an assemblage of fiber tempered pottery and
several features. The pottery is typical of other early assemblages for Kings Bay in that it includes,
in addition to sherds which fit the St. Simons series type descriptions, a semi-fiber tempered
series. It is hypothesized here that this "Transitional" series is contemporary with the Refuge
series described for the northern Georgia coast. This places it in a position intermediate between
the Late Archaic and the Early Woodland. It appears to be a truly transitional and experimental
ceramic series in that the variables "construction technique," "construction material," and "surface
finishing technique" each have several attribute states which are differently associated in different
sherds. Chronometric dates to confirm their intermediate position would be highly desirable.
Features associated with the Late Archaic and Transitional assemblages include a smudge pit, two
pits of indeterminate function, and a cooking pit. Preservation of animal remains from this early
occupation is poor but charred hickory nut shells were recovered. These are all large, well-defined
features; they suggest at least seasonal sedentism. It is likely that block excavations of extensive
areas of the site would reveal some aspects of settlement pattern which can only be guessed at on
the basis of Phase II data.
The Swift Creek component represents the most extensive Woodland period occupation at
Mallard Creek. The Deptford component, which was discovered south of the 9Cam185 southern
boundary during an attempt to collect what was intended to be a non-site soil sample, was tested
with a single 1 x 2 m unit. Its boundaries are not known but it does not seem to coincide with the
Swift Creek deposit.
The Swift Creek occupation is clearly the episode responsible for generating the large,
central, oystershell midden which is the principal feature of the site (Figure 6-32). Comparisons of
artifacts and subsistence remains on and off this central midden allow some hypotheses about
community-level settlement pattern at Kings Bay during the Swift Creek period. It was not found,
as initially predicted, that the community was organized as a set of individual households in a
circular or arc-shaped arrangement, each with an individual refuse pile. Rather, the site structure
suggests one of the following alternatives:
1) a loose cluster of households in an arc with the open side adjacent to Sandy Run and a
centrally located communal midden deposit;
2) a series of camps in slightly different locations adjacent to the creek, each of which con tributed to a single refuse pile.
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Locations of lithic artifacts were initially expected to indicate work areas on the periphery of the
central midden. The distribution from test excavations is not sufficiently dense or large that activity
areas are apparent. Instead it appears that there were significant centers of lithic use both on and
off the midden. A larger sample would probably permit a distinction between primary and
secondary lithic deposits based on a tool:debitage ratio. Of course lithic artifacts which appear, in
the composite distribution, to be from within the midden could be associated with the earlier of
sequential occupations. The total lithic assemblage was too small for meaningful mapping of
distributions by level.
A similar situation occurs with respect to the small sample of daub fragments. It was
predicted that these would be found to cluster along the edges of the central midden indicating
structures in a circular or arc-shaped arrangement. In view of the small sample size, the
distribution which is shown in Figure 6-34 would be consistent with such an arrangement but does
not conclusively demonstrate it. The amount of daub found at this site is minimal compared to
other, better-preserved aboriginal house sites. It seems unlikely that it was a major building
material. Information on house form and size is more likely to be forthcoming from large block
excavations designed to reveal post molds, hearths, and other domestic features.
Features at Mallard Creek show good preservation for both the Late Archaic and the Swift
Creek components. Differences among features were interpreted as representing different
functions or activities, including hearth, refuse pit, cooking pit, smudge pit, nut leaching pit, and
postholes. These interpretations should be re-examined if a larger sample of features becomes
available in future research. Taken as representative of the range of activities which took place at
Mallard Creek, these features indicate a domestic site occupied on a semi-sedentary basis.
Recommendations
The information summarized above supports the conclusion that the Mallard Creek Site,
9Cam185, is eligible for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places. It has provided data
on the Swift Creek culture, an archaeological manifestation which is not well understood in the
lower Georgia coast area, and has the potential for yielding much more information. It also
appears to offer an opportunity for exploring the Transitional period, a component which
represents a major lifestyle shift during the prehistoric period. Futher information on the coastal
Swift Creek culture will help to resolve questions concerning its temporal range and relationships
to Swift Creek occupations elsewhere in Georgia; for this reason it should be assigned a state level
of significance.
It is strongly recommended that the Navy attempt to preserve this archaeological site.
Detailed recommendations for management of preserved sites within the boundaries of an active
military base are being prepared separately for inclusion in a cultural resources management plan.
If it is not possible to preserve the Mallard Creek Site, the Navy should plan and carry out a
program of data collection which would effectively mitigate the loss of information expected to
result from development impacts. The research should include at least the following features:
1) All research questions should take into account information from the Swift Creek corn ponent of the Kings Bay Site (9Cam171A) and should address relationships between the two
sites, especially in terms of site function (see Saunders 1985).
2) Excavations should be organized in discrete units to allow comprehensive data recovery
from known, interpretable contexts. A sequence of block excavations in each quadrant of the
site is suggested. Ideally, only one quadrant should be excavated in a single research season,
in order to allow intervening analysis, formulation of additional research questions, and
revision of the research strategy.
3) The 10-m grid of 50-cm shovel tests should be extended southward in order to define the
limits of the Deptford component discovered during Phase II testing. This component should
probably be treated as a separate site.
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4) Analysis should include radiocarbon dating of multiple Late Archaic, Transitional, and
Swift Creek contexts; thermoluminescence dating should be planned and appropriate samples
collected as often as possible.
5) Analysis should include zooarcheological studies of vertebrate and invertebrate samples
from datable feature contexts. In addition, the central midden should be treated as a feature
and sampled in a manner which will provide samples comparable to the feature samples and
to the samples studied at 9Cam171A.
6) Analysis should include plans for microwear studies of lithic artifacts to determine whether
the function of the small, awl-like tools recovered in Phase II can be determined.
7) The analysis should be designed to result in a research collection acceptable to the Florida
State Museum, Department of Anthropology. Funds for curation of both artifact and zoo archaeological collections should be budgeted.
The features listed above should be considered the minimum effort that might constitute ade quate mitigation of major adverse impacts. These recommendations should be reviewed by the
State Historic Preservation Officer prior to formalization of any mitigation plans. The scope of
work for mitigation research should invite innovative approaches to answering proposed research
questions; it should allow for in-the-field revisions of the research strategy and goals and should
acknowledge the likelihood that the site will not conform exactly to Phase II predictions. It is
strongly recommended that the Navy obtain professional assistance in review and evaluation of
research proposals offered to accomplish the recommended data recovery program.
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Chapter 7
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Conclusions
A program of archaeological testing and evaluation was carried out at three sites on Sandy
Run in the Cherry Point area of Kings Bay Naval Submarine Support Base, Camden County,
Georgia. Information from this study will enable the Navy to conserve and manage the cultural
resources contained in these sites. It will also enable anthropologists, historians, and interested
persons to better understand the chapters of human experience encoded in this part of the archaeo logical record: life on the southeastern Atlantic coast during the transition from a nomadic
hunting-gathering to a semi-sedentary hunting-gathering-collecting subsistence base; evidence of
interactions with groups outside the coastal zone seen in the distinctive Swift Creek decorative
motifs; adjustments to the adoption of horticulture; and adaptations of Euro-American immigrants
to the coastal environment. It is hoped that the information in this study will guide future work at
these sites and that eventually it will be synthesized with results of research elsewhere at Kings
Bay.
The three sites in this study are related by geographical proximity but each presents some
distinctive characteristics. The Frohock Point Historic Site, 9Cam183, represents the homestead
of John King and his son, James, and was occupied from c. 1791 to c. 1823. The Kings operated
a small plantation of approximately 300 acres using the labor of five to ten black slaves. After
1823 the property was abandoned and incorporated into the larger Marianna Plantation owned by
John Houstoun McIntosh. Following an occupation hiatus, the site was re-inhabited by the
families of Robert H. Frohock and John Pacetty in the period 1860-1870; the Pacettys and
Frohocks engaged in diverse small-scale subsistence activities including limited cultivation and
livestock raising. Descendants of these two families occupied the site until 1955. The area iden tified as the historic site and evaluated in this study represents the King occupation in the late 18th
and early 19th centuries. The bulk of the cultural material from the plantation period appears in the
form of sheet refuse deposited in the upper 30 cm of the site. Although some plowing has taken
place, the disorganizing effect on remains associated with the King occupation appears to be min imal. Excavation of the site revealed subsurface features attributable to the King occupation; the
features are datable and interpretable and they contribute to a tentative reconstruction of the layout
of the homestead. Plantation period remains were also found in Block 7 in 9Caml 84 and may
indicate the presence of outbuildings and/or related residential units approximately 160 m north west of the center of the historic site. The site boundary for 9Cam183 was revised to include this
area.
The Frohock Point Prehistoric Site, 9Cam184, is a large, diffuse, multicomponent aboriginal site which stretches from Sandy Run on the west to the marshes of Marianna Creek on the east,
underlying all of the historic site, 9Cam183. Virtually every test in this site produced at least some
prehistoric materials and no evidence of serious 20th century disturbance of the deposit was seen.
Additionally, one block of tests placed outside the survey site boundary produced significant
prehistoric remains, requiring a southward revision of the southern boundary of the site. The St.
Simons, Transitional, and Savannah periods are each represented by substantial numbers of
ceramic artifacts; Deptford and Sutherland Bluff occupations are also in evidence, but as minor
components. The Late Archaic and Transitional components occur throughout the site and are
probably continuous with deposits of the same ages in sites to the north (9Cam186, 9Cam187) and
south (9Cam171) along the coast, and to the west, in 9Cam185. Lithic artifacts regularly occur in
association with ceramics in these components, but there is no associated mollusc shell. The
Savannah period remains include a cluster of small shell middens on the eastern edge of the site, a
group of middens on the western side of the site, and a possible structure on the west side. This
temporal attribution should be considered tentative due to small sample sizes. Evidence that pre historic features are preserved within the historic site was also found.
The Mallard Creek Site, 9Cam185, is a moderate-size aboriginal site on the west side of
Sandy Run. It was occupied during the Late Archaic and Swift Creek Periods; there is also
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evidence for Transitional and Deptford components. The data base generated by this study
includes a large ceramic assemblage, a smaller number of lithic artifacts, assemblages from several
interpretable features, information on the kinds of subsistence remains preserved, and information
on distribution patterns within the site. The Late Archaic and Transitional occupations include
interpretable and datable features but lack subsistence remains except for charred hickory nut shell
fragments. The large, central oystershell midden which is the dominant feature at Mallard Creek
was generated during the Swift Creek period of occupation. It contrasts with the smaller, discrete
middens defined in the Swift Creek component of the Kings Bay Site (9Cam171) and interpreted
as individual household middens. The central midden contains subsistence remains suggesting a
pattern of high marsh exploitation similar to that defined for Swift Creek at the Kings Bay Site.
Some evidence was found to suggest activity areas on the periphery of the central midden area.
The site is well preserved: historic period artifacts from a nearby site are scattered over the north west quadrant but no evidence of plowing or other serious disturbance was seen.
Discussion
Since its inception in 1977, the cultural resource management program at Kings Bay has been
oriented toward site evaluation and impact mitigation for the purpose of obtaining clearance for
construction. Many sites have been archaeologically salvaged and then destroyed through con struction. Due to their presence within the central area of the base, preservation of many of these
sites has not been considered a feasible alternative. The Cherry Point area, on the peirimeter,
presents a contrasting situation in which a conservation approach to cultural resource management
could, and perhaps should, prevail. Sites in this area (9Cam182, 183, 184, 185, 186, and 187)
exhibit a low level of 20th century disturbance. All have been evaluated at the Phase II level, so
there is substantial information available on the content and character of each. Except for one tract
of planted pine in 9Cam187, the natural vegetation prevails and erosion is not a serious problem.
The area as a whole is attractive and esthetically pleasing. If this area is to be used in its natural
state for recreation, it makes sense to make as few irreversable and unnecessary changes as pos si ble. This philosophy should extend to the archaeological resources--that is, every effort should be
made to leave these sites intact--for two very simple reasons. First, archaeological sites are a
nonrenewable resource and, second, the science of archaeology is rapidly maturing. Chances are
excellent that an archaeological study conducted three, or five, or ten years from now will produce
more and better information than one conducted tomorrow.
During the last decade of archaeological research, including the many studies carried out at
Kings Bay since 1977, a number of new techniques have become standard practice, a number of
promising new methods have been introduced, and new kinds of analysis and instrumentation have
become available. A brief inventory of these provides an impressive picture of progress during the
period in which work has been going on at Kings Bay. Dating techniques are being refined, so
that radiocarbon dates can be obtained from very small samples of organic material and thermo luminescence dating of ceramic samples is now generally available. Phosphate and copper soil
element analysis has been used to define archaeological activity areas in the absence of material
remains. Microcomputers have come into general use, in the field as well as in the laboratory,
resulting in better control over field samples and analysis data and more rapid feedback of infor mation into the research design. Fine screening and ultrafine screening of samples, particularly for
zooarchaeological analysis, is now standard procedure and has lead to clarification of the role of
small species in the prehistoric diet. Previously uncollected species, such as shrimp, have been
identified from archaeological samples. Seasonality dating using Mercenaria spp. clams has
received a great deal of attention. Techniques have been refined and comparative specimens col lected specifically for application at Kings Bay. It can be expected that seasonality dating tech niques for other mollusc species will be worked out in the near future. Many new methods and
materials are now available for interpretation of zooarchaeological data, including an atlas of fish
otoliths, a variety of biomass formulae, and improved comparative collections. Closer attention is
now paid to the depositional environment, requiring that zooarchaeologists participate in excavation
of the collections they are to study.
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It is reasonable to expect that it will be possible to cite a similar catalog of methodological
progress and technological enhancements a decade from now. It it likely that certain aspects of
studies now being generated, including this volume, will require reinterpretation. In view of the
number of sites at Kings Bay which have been expended in the course of base development, it
seems reasonable to make an extraordinary effort to practice site conservation wherever possible.
No matter how high the quality of research which might be conducted today, site preservation is
the desirable alternative because of the likelyhood of better research tomorrow.
Recommendations
All three of the sites on Sandy Run discussed in this study had previously been found eligible
for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places. Results of this investigation confirm their
eligibility and support our recommendation that these sites be preserved. We urge that planning for
recreational development in the Cherry Point area start with the question "What uses are compatible
with preservation of these sites?" rather than with the assumption that the sites, or portions of sites,
will have to be removed to make way for recreational development.
If preservation is not found to be a feasible alternative, then we recommend that problemoriented research designs be solicited from as broad a spectrum of qualified archaeological
researchers as possible in order to elicit creative new approaches to answering questions relevant to
current research paradigms. Research topics and problems mentioned in this study should be con sidered only a starting point for further research.
It is important to note that no human remains were located during this study. This does not
indicate the absence of such features; instead it should serve as a caveat of the possibility that
human burials may be found in unexpected places, such as just outside the margins of the areas
which were tested, as well as within the sites. Both prehistoric and historic graves are likely to be
present in this part of the Cherry Point area. The historic period graveyard associated with the
King occupation is a particularly sensitive issue since descendants of the persons interred there
have expressed an interest in the site. With this forewarning, any contracts let for earthmoving
activities anywhere at Cherry Point should include a clause allowing interruption of the work for a
specified period of time, without penalty to the Navy, in the event that human remains are encoun tered. Monitoring of construction excavations by a qualified archaeologist is highly desirable.
Specific recommendations for mitigation of unavoidable adverse effects on each site are
summarized below. Substantial revision of the recommendations may be required once specific
impact areas are identified. An effort should be made, however, to allow archaeological research
to proceed within scientifically meaningful spatial boundaries, rather than requiring piecemeal exci sion of problem areas from their behavioral context, according to engineering priorities.
9Cam183
Further archaeological research at this site, intended to mitigate the adverse impacts of
substantial construction activities, should include at least the following elements:
1) Additional analysis of the Phase II ceramic assemblages to collect vessel form data
pertinent to planter/slave status differentiation.
2) Analysis of the Phase II faunal collection for dietary data pertinent to planter/slave status
differentiation.
3) Additional excavation to locate possible King house features and excavations in the backlot
area of the homestead to locate outbuildings and features such as early wells, privies, etc.
4) Systematic testing in the Block 7 area of 9Cam184 and in the area between Block 7 and the
core area of the homestead to locate possible ancillary structures and to obtain data on refuse
disposal. It is predicted that this area will contain slave quarters remains but this hypothesis
requires explicit verification.
5) Soil resistivity surveying to locate features such as wells is recommended. Stripping of the
plowzone is not desirable, since much of the cultural material associated with the historic site
occurs as a sheet midden.
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6) The research design must include provision for sampling and analysis of the prehistoric
site (part of 9Caml 84) which underlies the historic deposit. This must include: allowance for
extension of excavation areas which reveal prehistoric features; funding for chronometric
dating where appropriate samples are recovered; and provision for separate zooarchaeological
analysis of invertebrate and vertebrate samples where aboriginal deposits can be isolated from
the historic period midden.
7) Provision should be made for professional monitoring of construction activities in any
areas which remain unexcavated after data recovery is completed.
8) The analysis should be designed to result in a research collection acceptable to the Florida
State Museum Department of Anthropology. Funds for curation of both artifact and zooarchaeological collections should be budgeted.
9Cam184
Further Phase II level archaeological research at this site will be required before data recovery
excavations, intended to mitigate the adverse impacts of substantial construction activities, can be
designed. Collection of a comprehensive sample for evaluation of impacts anywhere within the
site should include at least the following elements:
1) Analysis of Phase II chronometric dating samples and zooarchaeological specimens from
features in this site to test the inferred temporal position and evaluate the subsistence base.
This should occur prior to additional fieldwork in order to use this information in structuring
collection of additional samples.
2) Testing of the areas among and between the nine Phase II sampling blocks at a comparable
level of coverage (five 1 x 2 m tests per 2500 square m block or 0.4 percent by area).
3) Testing designed to verify the estimated revised southern boundary of the site between the
fork in the access road and the marsh edge.
4) Monitoring of any construction activities which take place before, during, or after this
stage of archaeological research.
5) The analysis should be designed to result in a research collection acceptable to the Florida
State Museum Department of Anthropology. Funds for curation of both artifact and zooar chaeological collections should be budgeted.
9Cam185
Further archaeological research at this site, intended to mitigate the adverse impacts of
substantial construction activities, should include at least the following elements:
1) All research questions should take into account information from the Swift Creek corn ponent of the Kings Bay Site (9Cam171A) and should address relationships between the two
sites.
2) Excavations should be organized in discrete units to allow comprehensive data recovery
from known, interpretable contexts. A sequence of block excavations in each quadrant of the
site is suggested. Ideally, only one quadrant should be excavated in a single research season,
in order to allow intervening analysis, formulation of additional research questions, and revi sion of the research strategy.
3) The 10-m grid of 50-cm shovel tests should be extended southward in order to define the
limits of the Deptford component discovered during Phase II testing. This component should
probably be treated as a separate site.
4) Analysis should include radiocarbon dating of multiple Late Archaic, Transitional, and
Swift Creek contexts; thermoluminescence dating should be planned and appropriate samples
collected.
5) Analysis should include zooarchaeological studies of vertebrate and invertebrate samples
from datable contexts. In addition, the central midden should be treated as a feature and sam pled in a manner which will provide samples comparable to the feature samples and to the
samples studies at 9Cam171A.
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6) Analysis should include plans for microwear studies of lithic artifacts to determine whether
the function of the small, awl-like tools recovered in Phase II can be determined.
7) The analysis should be designed to result in a research collection acceptable to the Florida
State Museum Department of Anthropology. Funds for curation of both artifact and zooar chaeological collections should be budgeted.
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0 charred nuts, seeds

Appendix B
LIST OF RADIOCARBON AND THERMOLUM[NESCENCE SAMPLES
Site 9Cam185
Field Specimen
Ncoord EcoordLevel
Number

Feature Type Association

Ti&

Late Archaic/Transitional
smudge pit
,,

718

220N

194E

7

22

TL

720
750

220N
220N

194E
194E

8
8

22
22

TL
RC

786

320N

171E

3

B

RC

Swift Creek shell midden

801

310N

191E

3

C

RC

Swift Creek midden/Fea 26

802
814

310N
310N

191E
191E

4
5

26
26

RC
RC

Swift Creek refuse pit

996

340N

235E

31

TL

Swift Creek hearth

1086
1088
1091
1097

380N
380N
380N
380N

224E
224E
224E
224E

5
4
5
6

37
37
37
37

TL
RC
RC
RC

Late Archaic cooking pit

2673

317N

186.5E

4

70

RC

Swift Creek refuse pit

2679
2682

168N
168N

158E
158E

2
2

71
71

RC
TL

Deptford shell midden

2693

317N

186.5E

6

74

RC

Swift Creek ? posthole

2695
2790

317N
317N

186.5E
186.5E

5
6

72
72

RC
RC

Swift Creek refuse pit

If

tf
tt

Site 9Cam184
Field Specimen
Number
Ncoord Ecoord

Level.

Zone

Feature

Type Association

2497

221N

395E

2

52

RC

Savannah ? shell midden

2500

242N

394E

2

53

RC

Savannah ? shell midden

2520

220N

371E

2

54

RC

Savannah ? shell midden

2525
2547
2546

30N
30N
30N

287E
287E
287E

2
3
3

55
55
55

RC
it
RC
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Appendix B continued.
Field Specimen
Number
Ncoord Ecoord

Level

Zone

Feature Type Association

2534
2540

335.5N 361.5E
335.5N 361.5E

2
3

56
56

RC
RC

2537
2543

335.5N 361.5E
335.5N 361.5E

2
3

57
57

RC
RC

2572

7N

265E

3

61

RC

2588
2594

7N
7N

265E
265E

4
5

63
63

RC
RC
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Appendix C
CODE NUMBERS FOR SUBSISTENCE REMAINS AND ABORIGINAL MATERIAL
CULTURE
80,000 through 89,999
Subsistence Remains
80000. Vertebrate Remains (80000 through 84999)
80001. 1/4-inch screened bone
80002. 1/16-inch screened bone
85000. Invertebrate Remains (85000 through 88999)
85000. Marine Invertebrates (85000 through 86999)
85000. Molluscs (8500 through 85999)
85001. uid shell
85101. Busycon caricq
85102. Busycon contrarium
85103. Busycon canaliculatum
85111. Crassostrea virginica
85112. Dinocardium robustum
85113. Geukensia demissa
85114. Illynassa obsoletus
85115. Littorina irrorata,
85116. Mercenaria mercenaria
85117. Oliva sayana
85118. Polinices duplicata
85119. Tagelus plebius
86000. Crustaceans
86001. uid crab
86101. Callinectes sapidus blue crab
86102. Menippe mercenaria stone crab
87000. Freshwater Invertebrates
88000. Terrestrial Invertebrates
89000. Botanical Remains (89000 through 89999)
89001. uid charcoal
89002. uid charred wood
89003. uid charred seeds
89004. uid charred nuts
89101. Carya spp. (hickory) nut shell
89102. Serenoa repens berry
90000 through 99999
Aboriginal Material Culture
90000. Pottery (90000 through 94999)
90000. Untempered clay daub
94998. Sandy clay object/hone
94999. Sandy daub
249

90001. Fiber tempered (90001 through 90499)
90001. Fiber tempered sherds > 1/2 inch
90002. Fiber tempered paste frags and sherdlettes
90500. Untempered sherds
90501. Untempered sherds >1/2 inch
90502. Untempered paste frags and sherdlettes
Sponge
tempered
(91000 through 91999)
91000.
91001. Sponge tempered sherds > 1/2 inch
91002. Sponge tempered paste frags and sherdlettes
92000. Sand tempered (92000 through 92999)
92001. Sand tempered sherds > 1/2 inch
92002. Sand tempered paste frags and sherdlettes
92003. Sand tempered hone
92501. Sand tempered abrader
93000. Grit tempered (93000 through 93999)
93001. Grit tempered sherds > 1/2 inch
93002. Grit tempered paste frags and sherdlettes
93003. Grit tempered hone
93501. Grit & sand tempered Swift Creek Comp. Stamped
Gaming Piece
94000. Grog tempered (94000 through 94999)
94001. Grog tempered sherds > 1/2 inch
94002. Grog tempered paste frags and sherdlettes
94998. Used for sandy clay object/hone
94999. Used for sandy daub
95000. Lithics (95000 through 95999)
95000. Chert (95000 through 95500)
95000. Knapping Debris (95000 through 95099)
95001. debitage, small < 1 cm
95002. debitage, 1 < medium < 2 cm
95b03. debitage, large > 2 cm
95004. debitage, silicified coral, small < 1 cm
95006. FIT (Heat-treated) debitage, small < 1 cm
95007. HT debitage, 1 < medium < 2 cm
95008. HT debitage, large > 2 cm
95009. debitage, silicified coral, 1 < medium < 2 cm
95010. debitage, silicified coral, large > 2 cm
95011. cortical flake
95012. cobble
95013. prepared core
95014. spent core
95016. HT cortical flake
95017. HT cobble
95018. HT prepared core
95019. HT spent core
95021. shatter block debitage
95022. spalled debitage
95026. HT shatter block debitage
95027. HT spalled debitage
95031. blank, small < 5 cm
95032. blank, 5 < medium < 10 cm
95033. blank, large > 10 cm
95036. HT blank, small < 5 cm
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95037. HT blank, 5 < medium< 10 cm
95038. HT blank, large > 10 cm
95100. Flake tools (95100 through 95199)
95101. utilized flake, small < 1 cm
95102. utilized flake, 1 < medium < 2 cm
95103. utilized flake, large > 2 cm
95106. HT utilized flake, small < 1 cm
95107. HT utilized flake, 1 < medium <2 cm
95108. HT utilized flake, large >2 cm
95109. HT utilized flake, drill
95110. bifacially retouched flake silicified coral, small <2cm.
95111. bifacially retouched flake, small < 2 cm
95112. bifacially retouched flake, 2 < medium < 4 cm
95113. bifacially retouched flake, large > 4cm
95114. bifacially retouched flake sil. coral, med 2<m<4cm
95115. bifacially retouched flade sil. coral, large > 4cm
95116. 11T bifacially retouched flake, small < 2 cm
95117. HT bifacially retouched flake, 2 < medium < 4 cm
95118. HT bifacially retouched flake, large > 4 cm
95121. burin
95122. HT burin
95131. drill
95141. awl
95200. Points and Knives
95201. undifferentiated distal end
95202. undifferentiated midsection
95203. undifferentiated stem
95204. corner fragment
95205. incomplete, untyped point
95211. Archaic Stemmed Point
95212. Corner notched point
95213. Taylor-like point
95214. Broward-like point
95301. Reworked point; hafted scraper
95500. Quartz (95500 through 95599)
95501. quartz debitage
95600. Metamorphic (95600 through 95699)
95601. hammerstone
95610. ground/pecked stone debitage
95700. Steatite (95700 through 95799)
95800. Sandstone (95800 through 95899)
95801. whetstone
95900. Other, Exotic (95900 through 95999)
95901. mica
95902. hematite
95950. Limestone
95951. pounder/hand pestal
96000. Bone artifacts (96000 through 96999)
96001. unidentified worked bone
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97000. Shell artifacts (97000 through 97999)
97001. Busycon carica hammer
97002. Busycon columella pick
98000. Native metal, exotic and trade materials (98000 through 98999)
99000. Open
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Appendix D
LIST OF ILLUS IRATED SPECIMENS
Figure Number
5-4

Field Specimen Number(s)

Specimen

2150
2149
2269
2151
2242
962
2265

A
B
C

D
E
F
G
5-5

2596
2249
2147
2597
2156

A
B
C

D
E
5-6

534
344
416
538

A
B
C

D

D
E

255
475
297, 293
297
258

5-8

A
B

355
353, 355

5-9

A
B

5-7

A
B
C

D
E
F
G
H

536
502
2354
2350
624
636
623
266

A
B

417
517

C

5-10

Figure Number
6-17

Specimen

Field Specimen Number(s)

A

1087
253

1087, 1080
2036
2036

B
C
D
6-18

A
B
C
D
E
F

765
765
846
846
809
809

6-19

A
B
C
ID

733
708, 714
691
703

6-21

A
B
C

2627
850
2646
2622

A
B
C

2627
1045
1045

6-22

6-23

716, 721
709
776
990
854
860

A
B
C
E
F

6-24

A
B
C

2723
1059
1059
1059
773

E

2681, 2677

6-25
6-26

A
B
C
D

725
961
704
2627
743

6-27
Figure Number
6-28

Field Specimen Number(s)

Specimen
A
B
C

2657
754
2619
822
1077

E
254

6-29

F
G

782
1077

A

2618
2664
2627
728
981
728
703
981
1039

B
D
E
F
G
H
I
6-30

A

991
1030
902
721
762

B
C
D
E
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State Site No.

9Cam183

Private Collections
N/A
Collector

Inst. Site No. KBS-29

Address

Supervisor

Cultural Significance (circle appropriate evaluation): Local (Star
Justification Can provide information on role and function,Qf_smal

Date
1978
1985

National

Punch Card Submitted
Name
Prof. Status/Inst.Affil.
Contract/Proj.
(Circle Resp se)
Smith, Robin L. Grad Rsch Asst, Univ of Fla Navy: N00025Yes
79-C-0013
Yes
No
Yes
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GEORGIA ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY
State Site No.* 9Cam183
Instit.Site No. KBS-29

Site Name Frohock Point Historic Site
Site Photos Smith 1978; Smith et al. 1985
Long. 81 ° 40' W

(County Camden
Location
Lat. 300 55' N
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Owner U.S. Navy
Address Kings Bay, GA
Description (Acreage 1.9 ha ;Site Elevation, above sea level 10-15 ftSoil Type[s];Present
Condition and Use;Intrusions;Topography;Vegetation;Erosion,Etc.) Low level area of
Cainhoy Fine Sand adjacent to salt marsh is covered by Southern Mixed Hardwoods with
several areas relatively open. Late 19th/early 20th century occupations and disturbance in
evidence. John and James King occupation limited to central part of site.

Remarks and Recommendations Potentially eligible for National Register at State level of
significance
Map Reference USGS Harriets Bluff 7.5 min 1958
Aerial Photo Reference U/A
Sketch Map of Site**

SURVEY MAP
SMITH 1978:7-188

Official Ma

'TESTING MAP
SMITH ET AL. 1985:50

**Show relationship to nearby sites, access roads, streams, and major landmarks, and
indicate scale.
*Complete all categories even if unknown (U/K), unavilable (U/A), incomplete (I/C), or
see attachment (S/A); explain if necessary.

State Site No.

9Cam184

Inst. Site No. KBS 30,32

RECORD OF MATERIALS
Collected by Survey 293 sherds: St Simons Plain and Inciseql,Punctated 25%; Deptford 3%;
St Johns 10%; Savannah Fine Cordmarked 5 %; plain, UID, eroded on various pastes; chert
debitage stone
Acc. No./Storage U/K, Florida SState Museum
Subsequent Collections
Collector N/A
Collector
Collector
Private Collections
Collector N/A
Type of Material
Collector
Type of Material

Excavation Record
Supervisor Robin L Smith
Supervisor

Acc.No./Storage

Date

Address

Address

Acc.No./Storage
U/K, Florida State Museum

Date
1985

Published Record Smith, Robin L 1978 An Archaeological Survey of Kings Bay, Camden County,
Georgia. Ms on file, Dept of Anthropology, University of Florida, Gainesville.
Smith, R.L., R. B. Council, and R. Saunders 1985 Throe Sites on Sandy Run: Phase II
. Evaluation of Sites_3Cam183, 184, and 185 at Kings Bay, Georgia. Ms on file, JIB Institute
of Archaeology, Univ of Tennesscc - Chattanooga
CULTURAL AFFINITY
Pr,eliminary ClassificationSt. Simons; Deptford, Savannah, St Johns are minor compcnents
Subsequent Classification Late Archaic (St Simons or Orange, Transitional, Deptford and
Wilmington/Savannah components
NATIONAL REGISTER OF HISTORIC PLACES
Eligible for Nomination (circle appropriate response): Yes No Nominated Registered
Justification Relatively undisturbed, large site contains information on non-shell late
Archaic, transition to Woodland period, seasonal occupations in Mississippian period
Cultural Significance (circle appropriate evaluation): Local <ItateJ National
,
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FORM COMPLETION/UPDATE
Date
1978

Name
Smith, Robin L

Prof. Status/Inst.Affil.
Grad Rsrch Asst, U of Fla

1985

Smith, Robin L.

Asst Prof, UT-Chattanooga

Contract/Proj.
Navy:N00025-79C-0013
Navy:N68248-83C-0320
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State Site No. 9Cam185

Inst. Site No. EBS-31
RECORD OF MATERIALS

Collected by Survey 123 sherds: 28% Swift Creek Complicated Stamped, 16% Fiber Tempered
Plain, 26% UID plain, 10% UID complicated stamped, 6% Burnished Plain, 14% eroded; chert
debitaqe, bone.
Acc. No./Storage U/A Florida State Museum
Subsequent Collections
Collector N/A
Collector
Collector
Private Collections
Collector N/A
Type of Material
Collector
Type of Material

Excavation Record
Supervisor Robin L. Smith
Supervisor

Date

Acc.No./Storage

Address

Address

Acc.No./Storage
U/A Florida State Museum

Date
1985

Published Record Smith, Robin L 1978 An Archaeological Survey of Kings Bay, Camden
County, Georgia. Ms on file, Dept of Anthropology, University of Florida, Gainesville.
Smith, R.L., R.B. Council and R. Saunders 1985 Three Sites on Sandy Run: Phase II Evaluation of Sites 9Cam183, 184, and 185 at Kings Bay', Georgia. Ms on File, Institute of Archaeok
University of Tennessee-Chattanooga
CULTURAL AFFINITY
Preliminary Classification St Simons, Swift Creek components

Subsequent Classification Late Archaic (st Simons or Orange), Transitional (Refuge Period),
Deptford components
NATIONAL REGISTER OF HISTORIC PLACES
Eligible for Nomination (circle appropriate response): Q
No Nominated Registered
Justification Discrete, well-preserved Swift Creek component contains wide range of artifact
and feature evidence and i8 likely to yield important information on poorly-undersood phase
of coastal prehistory
Cultural Significance (circle appropriate evaluation): Local
tat National
Justification May provide information on relationship of interior and coastal populations
during Swift Creek period

FORM COMPLETION/UPDATE

Date
1978

Name
Smith, Robin L

Prof. Status/Inst.Affil.
Grad Rsrch Asst, U of FL

1985

Smith, Robin L

Asst Prof, UT-Chattanooga

Contract/Proj.
Navy: 00025-79C-0013
Navy:N68248-83C-0320

Punch Card Submitted
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10
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No

GEORGIA ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY
State Site No.* 9Cam185
Instit.Site No. KBS-31

Site NameMallard Creek Site
Site Photos Smith 19/8;Snatri et al. 1985

Location
Lat.30° 55' N
Long. 81° 40' W
(County Camden
UTM References
AI 11 7j 14141 71314101 13'411015,0101 6 1
L_L-1.1.1...1.1 It! I L I! !
ZONE FASTING
NORTHING
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Address Kings Bay, GA
Owner U.S. Navy
Description (Acreage2.75 ha ;Site Elevation, above sea level 15-20 ft; Soil Type[s];Preser
Condition and Use;Intrusions;Topography;Vegetation;Erosion,Etc.)Large shell midden on

Cainhoy Fine Sand under Southern Mixed Hardwoods. Site undisturbed, area used for hiking or
On level ground adjacent to freshwater run.

Remarks and Recommendations Potentially eligible for National Register at State level of

significance
Map Reference
USGS Harriets Bluff 7.5' 1958
Aerial Photo Reference U/A
Sketch Map of Site**

SURVEY MAP
Smith 1978:7-206

Official Ma

ThSTING

MAP

Smith et al. 1985: 150

**Show relationship to nearby sites, access roads, streams, and major landmarks, and
indicate scale.
*Complete all categories even if unknown (U/K), unavilable (U/A), incomplete (I/C), or
see attachment (S/A); explain if necessary.

